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Egypt planning ne

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Egypt is planning to federate
with Sudan and Libya to f orm.
"a nucleus for the unity of the Arab world" in northeast Africa. It is Cairo's second such attempt to put together a greater
Arab nation.
The late President Gamal Abdel Nasser failed in the first attempt, a federation with Syria
and Yemen that was formed in
3958. It existed mostly on paper,
and was broken up by Syria in
September 1961. Egypt's official
name .remains the United Arab
Republic, a remnant of that try
at union.
Nasser's successor, Anwar
Sadat , President Jaafar el Numairi of Sudan and Col. MuamMar Kadafi, leader of Libya's

military regime, announced
plans for the new merger, early
today after a conference in Cai¦
ro* . - '¦; ,- - ¦

No target date was given for
, putting the federation into oper• •¦ ation.
"The Arab world is facing internal as well as external attempts to liquidate the revolutionary tide," it said, adding
that the confederation was necessitated also by the death of
Nasser, "whose mere presence
in the Arab struggle (with Israel) was a sufficient symbol of
unity for the Arab peoples."
Under the plan, called the A;
Tripoli Charter in honor of a
conference Nasser,.Kadafi and
Numairi held there this year, a
tripartite command will first

consolidate the political systems
in the countries and coordinate
their policies, the communique
said. "The command will set up
three-sided boards to govern the
confederation later, including a
"supreme planning committee,"
a national security council for
defense, an implementation
committee to maintain national
progress and subcommittees to
handle political, economic, military and social questions.
Observers noted that tha
boards will include representatives from all three nations and
their decisions presumably will
have to be unanimous. Thus
there apparently was no loss of
sovereignty envisioned by the
drafters of the charter j but this
also increases the possibility of

the disagreements that always
wreck attempts at Arab unity.
The ; confederation will bring
together some of the world's
most lucrative oil fields: in Libya, potentially rich wheat fields
in Sudan and the Arab world's
most powerful military force, in
Egypt.
As El Numairi met In Cairo,
his defense minister charged in
Khartoum that Sudanese troops
have found evidence of U.S. and
Israeli intervention in the insurrection in Southern Sudan.
Maj. Gen. Khaled Hassan Abbas said his forces occupied a
rebel headquarters and airstrip
. and three other strongholds at
Motar, in Equatoria Province.
The airstrip had advanced
equipment made in tje United

' States, he said. White mercenaries flown in by the United
States and Israel had been
training guerrillas there but fled
to Uganda and were arrested "
there, he claimed.
He said his forces had "broken the back" of the rebel
movement that has been at war
since Sudan achieved independence in 1956. The basis of the
fighting is resistance to Islamic
Arab rule by Animist and Christian blacks in southern Sudan,
but Abbas charged that the
United States and Israel were
taking a hand to force diversion
of Sudanese military force from
the Arab war against Israel, a
conflict in which Sudan has so
far made no contribution.
. The Israeli Cabinet met in Je-

rusalem Sunday and discussed
whether to return to the indirect
peace talks at the United Nations with Egypt and Jordan.
But authoritative sources said
no new decision was made.
T h e informants said some
ministers are re-evaluating
theii* attitudes because of U.S.
support in the United Nations
and large consignments of U.S.
weapons to Israel. The Israelis
broke off the U.S.-sponsored
talks under Gunnar V. Jarring,
the special Uj f. envoy, on Sept.
6, charging that Egypt was
moving missiles toward the
Suez Canal in , violation of the
cease-fire agreement attendant
to the talks. The 90-day shooting
halt ended last Thursday but a
tenuous unofficial extension is
continuing.

Israeli , Defense
Minister
Moshe Dayan, normally a hardliner in dealing with the Arabs,
said on Saturday that the only
way "to negotiate a settlement
was through the Jarring talks.
In Tel Aviv, a military court
sentenced x male schoolteacher
and a midwife, both Arabs, to
life imprisonment for exploding
bombs in Jerusalem "which
killed a man and wounded four
women and children. The midwife had pleaded guilty and the
teacher innocent.
Police detained six more Arabs in connection with two explosions that killed an Israeli
and injured 34 others at Tel
Aviv's bus station On Friday.
Three other Arab Israeli citizens are also being held.
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U.S. ends offensive
role north of Saigon

Apollo l
l
in first move
toward moon

By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE KENNEDY , Fla. (AP)
— The Apollo 14 astronauts
watched today as their Saturn 5
rocket made its first move toward the* moon — a ponderous
3^-mile.journey - from the assembly building to the launch
pad. '".' . ' ...
Alan B. Shepard Jr., Stuart A.
Roosa and Edgar D. Mitchell
were at a viewing site a few
hundred feet away as the* rocket
moved out of its hangar at 6:30
a.m., standing upright on the
broad back of a tank-like transporter. The transporter travels at
fiaximum speed of one mile an
our and the trip to the" launch
pad was to take several hours.
Shepard, Roosa and Mitchell
are to blast off for the moon
Jan. 31, reaching a speed of
nearly 25,000 miles an hour.
Shepard, America's first
spaceman back in 1961, and
Mitchell are to attempt to land
in the moon's rugged Fra Mauro highlands to search for pristine lunar soil that might provide clues
¦ to the origin of the
moon. ¦ • . - ¦ •
Fra Mauro had been the intended target for Apollo 13 before an oxygen tank explosion
205,000 milies from home cancelled man's third moon-landing
attempt last April!
The three astronauts, James
A, Lovell Jr., Fred W. Haise Jr.
and John L. Swigert Jt% fought
for survival in four danger-filled
days before they returned safdy
to earth.
As a result of the explosion,
the Apollo 14 launching has been
delayed nearly four months
while* design changes have been
made in the spaceship.
The new system In the service
module includes three oxygen
tanks instead of two, removal of
most electrical wiring and all
combustible materials from inside the tanks , elimination of
stirring fans and thermal
switches , e l e c t r i c a l wires
sheathed in stainless steel and a
better warning system to alert
the astronauts and ground controllers in case of trouble.
The space agency had hoped
to install the nev*oxygen tanks
before the command , service
and lunar modules were mated
to the rocket last week. But the
tanks ard still undergoing
checks and will he installed on
the launch pad later this month.

FBI asks if
shot fired
af San Jose

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) - A
county grand jury which meets
tonight for further investigation
of violence nt an Oct. 29 campaign speech hero by President
Nixon learned through news reports Sunday the FBI Is checking nn unverified report a shot
was fired.
"It was news to me," Ernest
Rcnzel , the j ury foreman , said
of the reports 'from Washington
and Key Biscayne, Fla. Those
reports said FBI agents were
questioning White House staff
members and newsmen about
tho possibility a shot was fired
before the President' s limousine
was stoned by antiwar demonstrators.
So far as is known, no newsmen at the scene had any reason to believd a shot was fired.
Tlie FBI questions suggested a
a
nhot coukl have been fired by
a
disfrom
weapon
low-caliber
tance or by a gun equipped with
a silencer.
.Aw il-ltU

By GEORGE ESPER
Associated Press Writer
SAIGON (AP) — South Vietnamese troops have taken over
offensive operations from the
Americans in an area of 100
square miles north of Saigon,
authoritative sources disclosed
today.
The major shift of allied responsibilities virtually ends the
American offensive role along
the Saigon River corridor , a
long-time North - "VietnameseViet Cong infiltration and supply route,
Four American artillery and

CLASH WITH STATE TROOPERS ; ..
Striking steel workers clash with state
troopers in Georgetown , S.C, Saturday after
250 strikers and sympathizers against the
Georgetown Steel Company were halted

after about four blocks of a planned 12-block
march. In the scuffle several marchers reported they were hit. Police said 11 strikers
were arrested. (AP Photofax)

Mounting federa l budget
Nixon s maj or problem
heavier pressure to try new
ways of boosting an economy
that now registers a seven-year
high in unemployment—while
avoiding feeding persistent inflation.
There is widespread feeling
the economy, harped on by
Democrats, had more impact on
the electorate Tuesday than .the
law and order arguments of the
Republicans.
And with attention now turning to the 1972 presidential contest, more jobs and a slowdown
in price jumps become a GOP
political must.
Whatever decisions the administration makes must be
submitted to a Congress that not
At the same time, it is under only remains firmly under Dem-

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
persistent and mounting red ink
in the federal budget probably
will be President Nixon's major
problem in dealing with the new
Congress next year.
It's a Congress that Tuesday's . election changed only
slightly—and not in a way to
help him much in his fiscal dilemma.
Facing a deficit estimated by
congressional specialists as high
as $15 billion to $16 billion, the
administration—if it remains
true to its announced.principles
—must make hard choices
about cutting spending, increasing taxes or both.

Mother of kidnap
suspect testifies
MONTREAL (AP ) - The
mother of two brothers sought
for the kidnap-murder of Quebec
Labor Minister Pierre Laporte
says one of her sons thought the
earlier kidnaping of British
Trade Commissioner James
Cross was a stupid move because the Canadian government
wouldn't meet ransom demands
to free "a man like that."
Mrs. Jean-Paul Rose, mother
of Paul, 27, and Jacques, 23, testified at a coroner's Inquest for
Laporte Saturday that she, her
sons, and another suspect,
Francois Simard, were on a trip
to Texas when they heard of the
Cross kidnaping Oct. 5. She said
Paul made tho remark.
Slid said the three men drove
hard to get back to Montreal by
Oct. 8 and that they mentioned
en route that the Cross kidnaping was "probably the work of
Jacques, Pierre and Alain ," otherwise unidentified in testimony.
Choking wtlli sobs, Mrs. Rose
identified a dark sweater worn
by Laporte when his body was
found Oct. 18—10 days after his
abduction—as similar to one belonging to ono of her sons. Cross
is believed stilt* olive in the
hands of his kidnapers from the
Quebec Liberation Front, or
FLQ.
Slue also identified a car seat
blanket, a torn sheet and sealskin boots as iho property of

one of her sons.
Police witnesses said the blanket was found on Laporte's
body, and the sheet and boots at
the bungalow where he had
been kept.
Bernard Lor tie , arrested Friday in connection with the kidnapings , told the inquest he
helped the Rose brothers and Simard kidnap Laporte but was
elsewhere when the labor minister was strangled.
The 10-ycnr-old student said
he and the others belonged to
the Chenier cell of tho FLQ,
which seeks independence for
French - speaking Quebec , and
hod been planning a kidnaping
for some time. Communiques
from the front have implicated
the Liberation cell in the Cross
kidnaping, and the Dieppe coll
in the killing. The front sought
the release of 23 "political prisoners" in exchange for tho two
officials.
Lortio is held on a charge of
conspiracy to kidnap Laporte.
Canadian newspapers published four different photographs Sunday that appeared to
be of Cross. They were sent by
tho FLQ, apparently tp show ho
is alive and well. Two of them
showed a man sitting on n box
playing cards ; in a third ho/was
reading a newspaper, and In the
fourth , he was looking at tho
camera.

ocratic control, but maintains in
key positions most of the same
men who confronted the Republican White House during the
past two years.
The specter of big deficits
plagues administration planners
at every turn as they tackle
more specific problems of the
coming year, including:
o The draft , which expires
June 30. Nixon is committed in
principle to moving toward an
all-volunteer army, which would
be costly In pay and other incentives.
• Reform of the welfare system, unless Congress in the upcoming lame duck session succeeds in reconciling sharply differing versions. Main objection
to the administration plan has
been its cost. Meanwhile welfare rolls continue to soar above
predictions.
• Possible extension of Federal aid to college students.
Again, cost is the big headache.
a Continuation or revamping
of the antipoverty program.
• • Mountain sentiment for a
national health insurance program, with heavy government
financial participation.
On the other hand , Democratic gains in the election could improve the chances, still slim, of
one Republican proposal—sharing federal revenues with the
states.
Democrats will have more
governors—as many as 11 more
—and control more state legislatures. The majority Democrats
in Congress could be under
more pressure from home to
help hard-pressed local governments.
But Chairman Wilbur D.
Mills, D-Ark., of the House
Ways and Means Committee,
shortly before the election firmly reiterated his opposition to
revenue sharing, especially
while the federal budget is in
deficit. And Mills will be on the
job again next year.
Secretory of tho Treasury David M. Kennedy repeatedly has
indicated it will seek new or extended taxes , if spending cuts
do, not reduce deficits to manageable size.
Although he has not been specific, ono possibility is postponement of some income tax reductions, such as the increase in
the personal exemption to $700
effective Jan. 1,. 1972, and a
stepup in the standard personal
deduction.

patrol bases have been turned
over to the South Vietnamese
along a 50-mile stretch of the
river, from the Cambodian border south to within 20 miles of
Saigon.

South Vietnamese troops also
are taking over Cu Chi, a giant
base camp 20 miles northwest of
Saigon that is the headquarters
of the US. 25th Infantry Division. The division's headquarters and its 1st and: 3rd Brigades
are returning to Hawaii by
Christmas.
Other American units at Cu

Chi and Dau Tieng, an American brigade headquarters farther north, will be pulled out
soon.,
For the most part , sources
said, the realignment leaves
American forces in the western
half of the 3rd Military Region
defending their remaining bases
and conducting such defensive
operations as local reconnaissance, searching out enemy
caches and protecting the current rice harvest.
The realignment is part of
President Nixon's withdrawal
program to reduce U.S. strength

Nixon,Agnew efforts
may hav^ done harm
By CARL P. LEUBSDORF
AP Political Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite scattered successes, there
is little evidence the strenuous
campaign efforts of President
Nixon and Vice President Spiro
T. Agnew did more than raise
money and morale for the GOP
in last week's elections.
They even may have caused
damage, driving dissident Democrats back into party ranks
this year and creating bitterness in the moderate wing of the
GOP likely to take the form of
cries for Agnew's replacement
on the 1S72 ticket.
Only 18 of the 52 Senate and
governor candidates for whom
Nixon and Agnew campaigned
in 38 states were elected last
Tuesday.
Many of those who won probably would have been elected
without any help from Nixon or
Agnew. In addition, a dozen Republican governors aided by one
or the other were thrown out of
office.
Govs. Nelson A. Rockefeller
of New York, Ronald Reagan of
California, William G. Milliken
of Michigan and Francis W.
Sargent of Massachusetts were
re-elected generally on their
own.
Of these, the only state in
which Nixon and Agnew actually campaigned was California.
Although Reagan won a second
term, by a reduced margin, the
major object of the Nixon-Agnew push, Sen. George Murphy,
was trounced by Democrat John
V. Tunney, and Republicans lost
the legislature.
Many Democratic leaders feel
the aggressive GOP "law and
order" push, and Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie's election eve television appearance to answer GOP
charges, did more to unify the
Democratic party than anything
in tho past two years.
In two states, Connecticut and
Tennessee, where both Nixon
and Agnew appeared , the Republicans captured both the
governorship and a Senate seat
from the Democrats.
However, tho disintegration of
Connecticut party organization ,
a divisive Senate primary . Sen.
Thomas J. Dodd's disruptive independent candidacy and a
weak gubernatorial campaign
presaged Democratic defeat before Nixon and Agnew ever
campaigned there.
And in Tennessee, increasingly Republican in recent years, a
scandal revolving
business
around the Democratic gubernatorial nominee and the rising
opposition to Sen. Albert Goro
evidenced by his weak primary
showing were significant fore-

runners of the GOP victory.
In Maryland, Republican J.
Glenn Beall Jr.'s victory over
Sen. Joseph D. Tydings was
mainly due to antagonism to the
senator, and, in Ohio, Republican Robert Taft Jr.'s win in the

face of a Democratic gubernatorial triumph is credited largely to his famous family name.
Only in New York, where Nixon and Agnew never really campaigned directly, can the Republican leaders claim success.

Supreme Court hears
death sentence plea

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court heard a renewed
plea today for major changes in
the way the death sentence is
imposed in the United States.
Lawyers for two condemned
slayers argued that juries
should be stripped of their "absolute discretion" to decide
which guilty men should die and
whiqh should get jail terms.
The three-hour hearing was a
replay of arguments before the
court over the last two years
that led to no decision. In the
meantime, the number of men
and women on death row has
grown to more than 550—most
of whom have a life-or-death interest in the outcome.
The two prisoners whose appeals are before the court are
Dennis C. McGautha of Los Angeles and James E. Crampton
of Toledo, Ohio. Cramption was
convicted of killing his wife,
McGautha of killing a grocer.
McGauthn 's lawyer, Herman
F. Selvin of Beverly Hills, Calif., argued California law provides no standards or guidelines
for the jury to determine whether to impose the death penalty
or a life sentence.
Crampton's lawyer, John J.

in Vietnam to 284,000 troops by
next May i.
The U.S. Command announced today that American
forces in the country dropped
another 6,000 men last week to
368,000. It was the lowest level
since Dec. 10, 1966, when there
were 367,400.

Meanwhile, the Cambodian
military command reported that
the largest combined South
Vietnamese-Cambodian t a s k
force cf the war pushed in behind tanks on a communist base
camp 20 miles south of Phnom
Penh. A spokesman said one
South Vietnamese tank was reported destroyed by a minei but
the 7,C0O-man force had made
no significant contact with tha
enemy. .
The spokesman said another
Cambodian task force .pushed 40
miles up Highway 2 from Takeo
to Phnom Penh. The ' highway
had been cut for nearly six
months, but there was no report
of enemy opposition to the
drive.
In still another operation, on
the east bank of the Mekong
River, the Cambodian command
said government troops had recaptured Preak Tameak, 11
miles northeast of PhnDm Penh.
The spokesman did not say
whether the Cambodian troops
met any resistance.
Elsewhere in Cambodia , the
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong shelled Kompong Cham,
the country's third largest city
47 miles northeast of Phnom
Penh, and then made a ground
attack on the airport just outside the town. A spokesman said
sporadic fighting continued at
the airport after dawn.

Callahan of Toledo, argues similarly regarding death penalty
jurors in Ohio.
Should the court agree, all but
a handful of the current death
sentences could be upset and
state legislatures required to Another enemy force 25 miles
lay down specific guidelines for west of Kompong Cham crashed
future juries.
into the center of Skoun and
The prisoners spared by such fought their way to within 50
a ruling presumably would be yards of the government comresentenced,
mand post , but Cambodian parCallahan also argued that the atroopers drove them off and
trial should be split up, as it is killed at least nine.
in California, Texas , Georgia, The military spokesman reConnecticut, Pennsylvania and ported that "people's courts" in
New York. This would allow a villages recaptured by governdefendant to plead for mercy ment troops have begun trying
without waving his • Fifth collaborators with the Viet Cong
Amendment guarantee against and Worth Vietnamese. The
spokesman said collaborators
self-incrimination.
In a single-stage trial , the. usually flee with the departing
lawyer said, a defendant who communist forces , and he had
pleads for mercy appears to ju- ho reports of any death senrors to be confessing his guilt tences being given.
and is apt to be convicted. He Also in Phnom Penh, tho
also leaves himself open to death toll from a grenade attack
cross-examination. If the de- by Cambodian soldiers on a
fendant does not plead for mer- theater Saturday night rose to
cy, Callahan said, he risks re- 24 and about 40 persons were
ceiving the death penalty.
still under treatment, Several
Arguing against any changes soldiers who had been drinking
were the states of California threw three grenades into the
and Ohio and, importantly, the theater after the manager refused to let them in free.
U.S. government.

TABS WAR AS NO. 1 ISSUE . . . The
newly-elected U.S. senator from California ,
John V. Tunney (above ) , a Democrat, says
ho will make the war his No. 1 issue in tho
Senate. He wants all American troops out

of southeast Asia by the end of next year.
Tunney, a son of former heavyweight boxing
champion Gene Tunney, says he plans to bo
"very active" in California party politics.
(AP Photofax)
i
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Winona deaths

Two-state deaths

Edmund P. Molskl

Mitt Wilma A. Salwey

Edmund P. Molski, 70, Roch- NELSON, Wis. (Special) ester, formerly of Winona, died Miss Wilma A. Salwey, 63, Nelat 9:45 a.^ru Sunday at Maple son, died at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
Manor Rest Home, Rochester, at Pepin Manor Nursing Home,
after a several-month illness,
Pepin, Wis., after a lingering
illness.
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Rain and snow gradually Fort Worth, clear .. 79 50 " .. PRESTON, Minn. - The Fill- City, Wis., 8. . ' : ., • ¦ ¦
clear .... 84 73; :.¦..
Honolulu
,
and Mrs. Helmer (Ann) Wein- Berg, Lakeville, Minn., and
ending extreme east this
Indianapolis, cloudy 59 46 -.. in o r e County Council of
niann, Winona.
Mrs. John (Louise) Krema,
evening. Continued mostly Jacksonville, cloudy 77 49 .. Churches will present a panel
SUNDAY
Funeral services will he at Kennewick, Wash., and four
discussion
on
why
young
men
cloddy ln the east, partial Kansas City, cloudy 65 49 .26
li:17 a.m. — Town and Coun- 9:30 a.m. Wednesday at Watand women are leaving the try State Bank construction kowski Funeral Home and at 10 nieces and nephews.
clearing west tonight. Vari- Los Angeles, clear . 82 59
Funeral services were also
church and what steps can be
able cloudiness Tuesday. Miami, cloudy ..... 78 74 ,....; taken to reverse the trend at 8 site, West Broadway and Junc- a.m. at St. John's Church, the conducted Saturday at Ivers Fucloudy . 49 47 ..
Not much temperature Milwaukee, rain .... 43 41 1.45 p.m. Thursday at the United tion Street, paint roller and Rev. James Habiger officiating. neral Home, Faargo.
Mpls-SUV,
plastic cover burning in base- Burial will be in St. Mary's
change tonight. A little New Orleans, clear .78 65 ., Methodist Church here.
ment, extinguished with boost- Cemetery.
John C. Eggenberger
The panel will consist of a er line, no appreciable damage, Friends may call from 2 to 4
warmer ln most sections New York, clear ... 57 44
Tuesday. Low tonight 23-36. Okla. City, cloudy .. 73 46 .. farmer, four college students, returned at 11:40 a.m.
and after 7 p.m. Tuesday at the LAKE CITY, Minn. ( Special)
High Tuesday 42-52.
Omaha/rain . . . . . . . 51 38 .24 a college professor of sociology^
funeral home where a Rosary John C. Eggenberger, 83J Lake
City, died Saturday evening at
Philadelphia, cloudy 61 46 .. a pastor, a housewife, three
will be recited at 8 p.m.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
the Lake- City Municipal HosPittsburgh, cloudy . 59 46y . . . teachers and a seminarian.
Wisconsin
after a short illness.
pital
Richmond, cloudy .. 70 49 .. There will be two sets of hus- No. 541 — Small black, tan
Winona funerals
Tonight intermittent rain or St. Louis, cloudy ... 65 53 .27 bands and wives, a number of and white female. Available.
He was born March 3, 1887,
drizzle likely, low 37-43 west, Salt Lk. City, cloudy 53 38 .. parents, two Catholics, an No. 555— Large one-year-old
Alfred E. Witt
in West Albany Township, Wamostly 40s east. Tuesday most* San Diego, clear ... 70 55 .. Episcopalian, one Lutheran, male bassett; registered dog.
basha County, to Mr. and Mrs.
Funeral services for Alfred Henry Eggenberger and married
ly clondy, cooler south and San Fran., cloudy .. 64 59 ¦:. three Presbyterians, one Re- Available.
*
east, . chance of occasional Tampa, cloudy ..... 76 62 .. formed and one Methodist, all No. 557 — Medium-sizedblack E. Witt, 750 Huff St., were at 1 Lillian Burfeind on Sept. 12,
showers northeast. High Tues- Washington, cloudy 65 52 .. within the 20-40 age group on and tan female German shep- p.m. today at Fawcett Funeral 1916, in Lake City. He was emHome, the Rev. A. L. Mennicke, ployed by Geisler Brothers Well
day mostly In the 40s.
the panel.
herd. Available.
St. Matthew's Lutheran Church, Drilling for many years and
"Thp
gap
between
young
No.
562
—
Large
black
and
River
5-day forecast
adults in general and the tan female, no license. Third officiating. Burial was in Wood- later with Gould Engine Parts
DAILY RP7ER BULLETIN church is widely recognized," day.
lawn Cemetery.
Division of the foundry, until
Extended Forecast*
Flood Stage 24-hr. reported Walter Pickup, special
Pallbearers were Milton Pfeif- retiring in 1957. He was a memNo.
564
—
Small
black
and
Clondy with rain likely Wed¦Stage Today Chg.
programs task force member brown female pup. Available. fer, Edwin and Lester Maus, ber of St. John's Lutheran
nesday. Mostly cloudy and cool- Red Wing . . . . . 14 4.4
of fiie Fillmore County Council No. 565 — Large white, black Joseph Muzika , Leonora Halli- Church, past president of the
er with chance of showers Lake City
8*2
of Churches.
and brown part beagle, male, day and Laurence McCormick. church's cemetery "board and
Thursday and Friday. Low tem- Wabasha
12 7.6
"This
program
represents
an
a retired member of the Lake
fourth
day.
peratures from the middle 30s Alma Dam, T.W. .. 5.6
City Fire Department.
attempt to get the issues out No. 566 — Small black Labto lower 40s Wednesday throngh Whitman Dam .. 3.9
into
the
open
and
to
give
all
rador
male
pup,
third
day.
Survivors include his wife;
Friday. High temperatures ln Winona Dam, T.W. 5.0
involved a chance to hear No. 568 — Small black male,
seven
sons, Dallas, Harley, Dick
the 50s Wednesday lowering to WINONA
13 6.6
what others have to say," he mixed breed, no license. First
and Rodney, all of Lake City,
the low 40s to low 50s on Thurs- Trempealeau Pool * 9.4
addded.
Arvid, Seattle, Wash., and Virday.
day and to the upper 30s (o up- Trempealeau Dam 5.5
After the panel discussion, No. 569 — Large black and
gil, Boca Raton, Fla.; 16 grandper 40s Friday.
7.8
Dakota
the meeting will be opened to cream female German shepchildren; a brother, Louis, Plum
..
9.0
Dresbach Pool .
questions and responses from herd. Prefer country home. HOUSTON, Minn. (Special)- City, Wis., and a sister, Mrs.
. . . 4.6*
Dresbach
Dam
Houston
High
School
students
Wabasha Co. calendar La Crosse
the audience. The public may Available.
12 6.8
who were named special honor Minnie Rutz, Lake City. A
attend.
Tributary Streams
students and those who made daughter and three brothers
call date changed
Durand
5.1
the A honor roll after the first have died.
Chippewa at
Municipal court
WABASHA , Minn. (Special)-* Zumbro at Theilman 31.8*
quarter of the 1970-71 school Funeral services will be at
WINONA
The call of the calendar in Wa- Buffalo above Alma
2:30 p.m, Tuesday at St. John's
year have been announced.
Charles S. Steedley, 21, Fort They are: seniors ¦— special Lutheran Church here, the Rev.
basha County District Court Tremp. at Dodge
3.2
Worth, Tex., pleaded not guilty honors, Irene Frauenkron, and Ralph A. Goede officiating.
will be on Nov. 16, instead of Black at Galesville 5.5
Thursday, as was previously La Crosse
today to charges of careless A, Dennis Loeffler and Jane Buriel will be in the church
scheduled.
driving, causing an accident , Houge; juniors — A students, cemetery.
4.4
at
W.
Salem
Petit jurors are to report at
6.5
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. - and hit and run in connection Rich Schlld, Sandra Frauen- Friends may call today, until
Root at Houston
1:30 p.m. on Nov. 16.
FORECAST
RIVER
The
Minnesota Highway Patrol with an accident at 2:15 p.m. kron, Kathy Knudson and Kathy 1:30 p.m. Tuesday at the PeAmong the cases to be heard
Oct. 31 at East Broadway and Thompson .
terson-Sheehan Funeral Home
jy Judge Glenn E. Kefley are (From Hastings to Guttenberg) is continuing its investigation of Franklin Street. Judge Loren Sophomores — special
hon- here, and then at the church
4.9
5.2
5.3
an
accident
that
occurred
Red
Wing
Saturseven civil cases, criminal and
6.6 6.7 6.8 day at 1:50 ajn. on the Highway Torgerson set trial for 9:30 ors, Brian Lee and Mellnda one hour before the service.
traffic cases and two paternity Winona
6.9 6.9 14 detour between here and a.m. Dec. 3 and set bail at Knutson and A, Tom Fairbanks
La
Crosse
6.8
cases.
and Kathy Skree; freshmen,
Miss Helen Jessesski
Stockton, which involved a stol- $100.
en cor and an unidentified driv- Harry H. Bauer, 65, 775 E. special honors , Joan Egland, TREMPEALEAU, Wis.-Miss
Front St., pleaded guilty today Judy Knutson and Jean Moen,
er.
and A , Jim Paulson, Jennifer Helen Jessesski, 76, TrempeaThe 1955 Chevrolet, stolen to a shoplifting charge brought Beckman
•
, Terrie Buckland, leau, died this morning at a La
at
9:27
a.m.
Friday
at
the
from its owner, Roger Madland,
Janice Loeffler and Rachel Von Crosse hospital following a long
Piggly
Wiggly
Store
in
connec1105 W. Howard St., on Nov 2,
Moos.
illness.
was discovered lying on its top tion with the alleged theft of
Ten years ago . . . 1960
Grade 8 — special honors, She was born here Jan. 9,
a
package
of
cigars.
He
drew
a
in the traffic lane. The top was
Steve Onsgard, and A, Brian
Democrat John F. Kennedy today won the presidency— smashed in and one headlight $100 fine from Judge Torgerson. Jervlss, Paith Ask, Susan 1894, to Mr. and Mrs. Tom Jessesski and kept house for the
James
O.
Moody,
1407
W.
Sth
the youngest man and the first Roman Catholic ever elected was burning.
Bergsgard, Elaine Feldmeier, late Rev. E. W. Mechler, of St.
St.,
pleaded
guilty
to
a
charge
There
were
no
witnesses
to the
to the nation's highest office.
Karen Holty and Barbara
accident and no indications that of disobeying a stop sign Loucks, and grade 7 — special Bartholomew's Catholic Church
Solid Democratic majorities will control the Senate and
for 38 years.
brought at 11:20 p.m. Sunday
the driver had been injured.
the House when the 87th Congress convenes.
honors, Mary Beckman, and A, here,
at
East
Sarnia
and
Franklin
Survivors are: five brothers,
The stolen car had been eastMarlene Feldmeier.
Streets.
He
was
fined
$20.
Joseph, Dominic, VinThomas,
bound.
Twenty-five years ago . . . 1945
¦
Nathan Hale, 34, no address
cent and Lawrence Jessesski,
available, and Maynard Eggert,
Trempealeau, and a sister, Mrs.
The U.S. Navy has awarded a certificate of achievement
Elgin
, Minn., each appeared
Vets
day
flag
ceremony
Ambrose Stellpflug, Galesville.
accomplishment
exceptional
to the J. R. Watkins Co., for Its
on separate non-support
to the national war effort.
Funeral services will be
at FC Lutheran home today
charges
and* each had their
librarians
ln
SouthSessions of the regional conference for
Thursday at 10 a.m. at St. Bareastern Minnesota to be held at Winona State Teachers ColFOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. _ cases continued for 60 days by
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special) tholomew's Church, the Rev.
lege will be open to the public.
An American Flag dedication Judge Torgerson.
— One of tho drivers involved Walter Brey officiating. Burial
FORFEITURES:
ceremony will be held at St.
In a head-on crash here Sun- will be in Holy Cross Cemetery.
Donald
J. McCarter, Arling- day at 10:44
Michael's Lutheran Home for
Fifty years ago . . . 1920
p.m. on old High- Friends may call at Smith
the Aged here on Wednesday, ton Heights, 111., $50, speeding, way 61 in the village of Kellogg Mortuary, Galesville, WednesOscar Perkins, well known here, broke Into the limelight Veteran's Day, beginning at 2 45 in a 30-mile zone, 1:23 a.m. has been charged with driving day from 7 to 9 p.m. The RosSunday at Gilmore Avenue and while intoxicated.
yesterday as the subject of a page feature article in the p.m.
There were ary will bo recited at 8.
v
Sunday Pioneer Press dealing with his experiences while
Christian Thoeny and Louis Sunset Drive.
no injuries.
Rose M. Block, 208 Harvester
hunting lost treasures in the South Pacific.
Giesen, both World War J vetHe was identified as Ronald
Two-state funerals
Five new steel barges went down the river yesterday,
erans, will bo the featured St., $50, speeding, 45 in a 30- Schouweiler , 22, Kellogg.
towed by the U.S. Steamer Helen. None of the barges were speakers. A special Invitation mile zone, 10:40 p.m. Saturday The Wabasha County sheriffs
Mrs. John Miller
loaded.
is extended to all veterans to at West 2nd and Johnson streets. department said that SchouweiLEWISTON, Minn. - FunerKenneth E. Justin, 811% E. ler, going north
attend the dedication , especially
in a 1070 veSth St., $35, Illegal muffler , hicle, went over the center line al services for Mrs. John
World War I veterans.
Seventy-five years ago . . . 1895
(Bornice) Miller, Lewiston,
4:45 p.m. Friday at East How- and collided
head-on with a 1959
ard Street ond Mankato Ave- car being operated by Robert were at 2 p.m. today at the
C. E. Bailey left for the East last night.
MOVES TO ETTRICK
nue.
Lewiston Presbyterian Church,
Tho Mountain Belle and towboat Line Hansen have
Rieck, 18, Kellogg.
gone into winter quarters at La Crosse.
ETTBICJC, Wlfl. (Special) - Thomas L. Dvorak , 116 E. Rieck's ear was a total loss tho Rey. Sam Waring officiatMrs. Lois Osmon has moved Sanborn St., $25 , no driver's li- and Schouweller's received an ing. Burial was in the Lewiston Public Cemetery.
hero from Elmhurst. 114.. to cense, 7:41 p.m. Friday at Krae- estimated! $900 damage.
One-hundred years ago . . . 1870
Pallbearers included s i x
¦
live with hor daughter, « Mrs. mer Drive and Orrin Street.
Within the last few weeks the book and stationery esIvan It. Grotjahn, Milwaukee ,
Chop drained canned ancho- nephews: Kendall Langeberg,
JoAnne Harvey, In tho former
tablishment of Alex WcNie has undergone extensive imIver Pederson homo whlchlhos Wis., $20, disobeyed stop sign, vies fine and add to cream James, Rusty, Ronald and
provement and Jt presents a very different and far more been purchased by Mrs. Har- 12:04 a.m. Saturday ai .West cheese with grated red onion. Richard Fuller and Keith Peterattractive appearance Indeed.
Sarnia and Huff streets.
vey.
Uso as . spread 'for crackers. son.
Maternity patients: 2 fo 3:30 <nd<> to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)
Visitor* to a patient limited to two al
«n# time.
visiting notrr*: Medics! and surgical
patients: 2 trTN and 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
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Panel to discuss
youths' lessening
interest in church
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Honor students
named at
Houston High

Driver abandons
overturned car
on highway

In years gone by

Faces drunken
driving charge

WSC registration
dates are listed

Robert O. Ethier, director ol
admissions and records, has
announced that both graduate
and undergraduate students
wishing to attend . Winona State
College for the first tinwr durj
ing the winter quarter should
make application by Dec .1.
Those who have previously
attended, but are not now in
attendance, are rested _ to
notify the college of their intent to return by Dec. 28. Registration will be Jan. 4, 5, and
6 1971. Application and information concerning , elates and
times for registration will be
mailed upon request.

Mrs. Nixon given
U.S. rehabi litation
volunteer awa rd

CHICAGO (AP). r- Mrs. Richard M. Nixon has received the
first annual volunteer award of
the United States Committee of
Rehabilitation International, _ #
The award was presented Friday during a luncheon of the National Easter Seal Society,
which as sponsored by Rehabilitation International.
The First Lady was cited for
"her efforts to stimulate the
participation of Americans in
serving their country as volun¦
teers." ¦ ' '
Mrs. Nixon was greeted by
the 19)71 national Easter Seal
child, 6-year-old Peter Heltemes
of Roekville, Md.

Chief of state
says Cambodia
promised aid

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) — Cheng Heng, the Cambodian chief of state, said Saturday President Nixon personally
promised him a bigger military
and economic aid package to
underwrite Cambodia's war
against the North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong. But he said the
size of the figure still is being
discussed.
In. a news conference, Cheng
Heng said Cambodia would try
by both military means and negotiations to bring peace to Indochina. But he said there have
been no direct or indirect contacts between the Phnom Penh
government and Hanoi.
The Lon Nol government can
under no circumstances accept
a coalition government as the
price of peace, he said, ruling
but Cambodian Communists or
followers of deposed Chief of
State Prince Norodom Sihanouk.
Asked Why Cambodia did not
seek United Nations sanctions
against North Vietnam since
Cambodia labeled Hanoi an aggressor in Cambodia, Cheng
Heng said the United Nations is
powerless because it has no
armed force to intervene*.
He said Cambodia does not
consider itself tied to Nixon's
Indochina peace plan, which
calls for a cease-fire throughout
Indochina. But the Cambodian
said his country would consider
a cease-fire in which North Vietnamese and Viet Cong troops
were withdrawn immediately.
The United States already has
givdn or pledged $49 million in
military aid, about half of which
has been delivered to Cambodia. American sources in
Phnom Penh have indicated in
the past that Washington was
not in a position to promise
more help at this time. But
ChCng Heng said Nixon promised renewal of aid canceled by
Sihanouk during one of many
disagreements with Washington.

PO box rents
to go up after
December 31

Effective Dec. 31, the rent on
postoffice boxes will be in.
creased following the adoption
of a previously proposed plan
to raise box fees about 20 percent.
In Winona the number ona
box rent will raise from $1.70
a quarter to $2.04, said Postmaster Lambert Hamerski. Other box increases on a quarterly basis include the number two
box from $2.25 to $2.70, num.
ber three from $3 to $3.60; number four from $4.50 to $5.40 and
number five from $6 to $7.20.
Patrons who have paid box
rents prior to Sept. 3, for a period extending beyond Dec. 31,
will not have to pay any increase until renewing their box
on July 1, 1971, Hamerski said.
Those patrons who have
paid for boxes after Sept. 3
will have the benefit of the current rate through Dec. 31j 1970,
and then will be billed for tho
adjustment for the 1971 year.
Anyone renting a box after
Dec. 31 will be subject to the
full increases.
Nationwide the increases, thn
first since 1958, range from fivo
cents, to $2.40 for quarterly rental periods. The higher rates will
lift annual postal revenue by
$8 million.
When the incr-eases take effect, the quarterly rate for a
locked post office box with a
capacity of 2,000 cubic inches
or more in a big-city post office will rise from. $12 to $14.40.
In small rural post offices ,
the quarterly rate for a 264cubic-inch box will increase to
45 cents from 35 cents.

Appoint Legion
post county day
representatives

ELGIN, Minn. — The Elgin
and Millville American Legion
posts have selected youths to
attend the 1970 Boys and Girls
County Day Nov. 17 at the Wabasha County courthouse.
Efgin Post No. 573 will send
the following Elgin-MiDville
High School representatives.
Louie Meyers, auditor; Doug
Schroeder, clerk of court; Larry Brown, commissioner; Dave
Wescott, judge of probate; Kim
Segrud, register of deeds; Denny Schroeder, sheriff; Bob
Myer, superintendent, and:Cindy Beck, treasurer.
Millville Post No. 579 will
send the following ElghvMillville High School representatives.
David Appel, auditor; Dale
Dick, clerk of court; Connie
Olson, commissioner; Gene
Hippe,, judge of probate; Brad
Erwin, register of deeds; Joe
Diedrich, sheriff; Randy Tesmer, superintendent, a n d
Dwight Tesmer, treasurer.'
Nick Kenitz is chairman of
the County Day ; Vern Lorentson is faculty representative
and Mrs. Don Kurtn and Mrs.
Irle Gusa will be chaperones.
¦

Russell treated for
facial fractures
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
Richard B. Russell, D-Ga., is
being treated at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center for slight
facial fractures suffered in a
fall at his Winder, Ga., home
two weeks ago.
Russell , who suffers from emphysema , had entered the hospital Thursday night for a periodic physical examination .
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I (no matter where
you live)
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Stroot — Winona

Canvassing board report
shows 14 825 voter cast

votes cast in Winona County
f
In
last Tuesday 's general election totaled 14,825, according to
e Win °?a County Canvassing
t?
Board. The canvass was finished Friday afternoon.
Board members are Len J.
Merchlewitz , Winona , a n d
James Papenfuss , Dakota/county commissioners , Miss Gertrude Miller, Winona, Harold E.

Schultz, Winona, and A. J. Wiczek, county auditor,
*The official tally Varied only
slightly from the unofficial totals published Wednesday by
the Daily News.
Official totals:
Amendment No. 1: yes, 9,670;
no, 3,207.
Amendment No. 2, yes, 6,795;
no, 6,296.

Police study series
of weekend thefts

Authorities today are investigating four incidents reported
in the city over the weekend,
according to Chief of Police
James W. McCabe.
Leroy Anderson , 425 Huff St.,
reported at 6:30 p.m. Sunday
that his ten-foot aluminum boat
was removed from its mooring
at Bartlett's Lake sometime in
the past week.
He valued it at $80, McCabe

Three hurt in
2-car collision
near Galesville

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
— Three persons were injured
in a two-car accident Saturday
about 11 a.m . on Highway 35-53,
about % mile south of Gales•
ville.
A'
LaVern DwOrschak, 53, Arcadia, one of the drivers, was
in good condition this morning
at St. Francis Hospital, La
Crosse. He may have fractured
ribs, said a hospital spokesman,
Driver of the other car, Mrs.
Lorna Betz, 50, Galesville Rt.
2, was released from St. Francis . Hospital Sunday after
undergoing X-rays. She had
cuts about the knees.
•Robert Betz, 10, Appleton,
Wis,, -a passenger in his
grandmother's car, also was released from the hospital Sunday. He had head abrasions
and bruised knees.
Darryl McBride, Galesville,
Trempealeau County traffic officer, said that according to witnesses, Mrs. Betz was driving a
1965 sedan north on Highway
35-53. She made a left turn into
Young Brothers Orchard and
was struck broadside by Dworschak's 1967 sedan, which was
headed south.
The injured were treated at
the Galesville clinic and then
taken to the La Crosse hospital
by the Arcadia Ambulance Service.
Both cars were total losses.

said.
Employes at Cenex, Inc., on
Prairie Island Road reported
to police at 6:45 a;m, today that
someone entered the plant
sometime Sunday night and
broke into a cigarette machine,
removing -an unknown amount
¦
.- . -.
of cash.
Employes at Bob's Marine,
174 Main St., told police that
someone entered their store
sometime Thursday night and
removed a quantity of money
from the cash register. Missing,
McCabe said, are $175 cash and
$675 in checks.
Detectives found no sign of
a forced entry to the building,
McCabe said.
A car reported stolen in the
city Nov. 2 was found near
Stockton Saturday, McCabe
said.
The 1955 model sedan, reported stolen by Roger Madland,
1105 W. Howard St., was recovered at 11:04 a.m. Saturday by
the Highway Patrol.

Eau Claire
car wrecked
near Cochrane

COCHRANE, Wis, — An Eau
Claire man was listed in satisfactory condition this morning
at Community Memorial Hospital, Winona , where he was
taken after a Sunday evening
smashup. He apparently lost
control of his car on Highway
35, just north of Cochrane,
traveling a distance of 318 feet
and rolled over five times before coming to a stop.
Charles Sutter , 26, who has
a head injury, is being held for
observation, said a hospital
spokesman today.
Charles Pehler, Buffalo County traffic officer , said that at
8:15 p.m. Sunday, Sutter, driving north in a 1970 car was
rounding a gradual curve. The
car skidded sideways for 138
feet and then traveled an additional 180 feet as it rolled over
five times. The vehicle stopped
on the southbound shoulder,
about 42 feet off the highway,
with Sutter lying alongside it.
There were no witnesses to
the accident. Traffic police were
notified of the accident by a
passing motorist.
Sutter was taken to the WiMONDOVI, Wis. (Special) - nona hospital by the Alma AmThe common council of the city bulance Service. His car was
of Mondovi has set the 1971 a total loss.
preliminary budget at $248,640.73
for all city purposes.
Less anticipated revenues of
$154,749.01,, the budget would
amount to an increase of $12,582.78 over 1970.
A public hearing on the proposed budget will be held at
7:30 p.m. on Nov. 17.
At its Wednesday evening
meeting the council approved
The second annual Walk for
the appointment of Mrs. John
Tanner as new librarian , and Development Saturday was
the re-appointment of Mrs. John deemed a success by Miss Gayle
Lee and Mrs. Dorothy Erickson Smith, Winona State College
to the library board for three- sophomore, coordinator for the
project.
year terms.
The council received bids as Of approximately 750 who parfollows for a new truck with ticipated, 346 completed the endump box: Russell Ford Serv- tire 30-mile route , she said,
ice, Inc., $5,170 net , and El- with about 285 completing 21%
kinton Auto Co., $5,199. Both miles.
Jack , the donkey from the
quotations were turned over to
Circle G Ranch , completed %Vx
the street committee.
miles and was sponsored at
$2.05 per mile.
GALESVILLE SUPPER
by
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special ) Participants are reminded
Miss
Smith
that
they
should
Rowles McBride Legion mem- take the funds they realized to
bers and the auxiliary, along the First National Bank.
with their spouses and friends, Final accounting and adding
will meet for a Dutch treat sup- up for the walk will be acper Wednesday at 8 p.m. at complished this weekend , Miss
the Boondocks Supper Club.
Smith said .
¦i

Budget hearing
at Mondovi set
for Nov. 17

Saturday walk
was success,
coordinator says

Rates to rise for
4rh-class mailinas

VVINONA CHAPTER NO. 5

Royal Arch Masons
MASONIC TEMPIE

TUES., NOV. 10, 8:00 P.M.
Mark Master Deore*
Refreshments
HALE A. STOW, H.P.

~

JUK

Postage rates for fourth-class
parcel post and catalog mailings will go up next Saturday,
according to Winona Postmaster Lambert J. Hamerski.
The fourth-class parcel post
rate will be 15.4 percent and!
the rate rise for catalogs is
six percent.
Reprints of new rate charts
are noW available at the Winona
>ost office, Hamerski said. ,

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS —

^
Meeting Tues,, Nov. 10—8 p.m.
ajjrpBeg.
>^w^

Dinner meetlno 6:30 p.m.
Richard Hennessy, Grand Knight

U.S. Senate: Hubert H. Humphrey (DFL)> 7,680; Clark MacGegor (R) ; 6,645; Nancy Strebe,
Socialist Workers, 58; William
Bj-aatz, Ind., 45,
Rep. in Congess, Dist. 1: B. A.
Lundeen (DFL), 4,063; Albert
H Quie (R) 10,173.
Governor"* Wendell R. Anderson (DFL) 7,008; Douglas M.
Head (R), 7,419; Karl Heck,
Ind., 58.
Lt. Governor: Rudy Perplch
(DFL) , 6,677; Ben Boo (R), 7,¦
453. • - • •
Sec. State: Daniel D. Donovan
(DFL), 7^191; Arlen I. Erdahl
(R), 7,117.
State Auditor: . Jon Wefald
(DFL) , 5,469; Holland P. Hatfield (R) , 7,887; Betty M. Smith,
Communist, 229.
State Treasurer*" H. Leonard
Boche (DFL), 5,435; Val Bjornson, (R) , 8,085.
Attorney General: Warren
Spannaus (DFL), 6,491; Eobert
A, Forsythe (R) ,. 7,055.
Public Service Commissioner:
Ronald L. Anderson (DFL)j 6,~
598; C. Elmer Anderson (R) ,
6,901.
Chief Justice : Jerome Daly,
4,552; Oscar R. Knutsonj 8,538.
Associate Justice: Walter F.
Rogoshecke, 11,53.7.
Senator in Legislature: Dist,
2, Roger Laufenburger, 7,043;
Ronald Putz, 5,369. Dist; 1,
Lew L- Larson , 807; Claude H,
Kremer, 874,
'
Representative in Legislature:
Dist. IB, Earl Hunter, 917;
Leonard C-Myrah, 757. Dist.
2A, M. J. MacCauley, 5,294;
Frank Theis, 3,743. Dist. 2B,
Donald McLoed, 1,888; Charles
H. Miller, 1,673,
Judge of Dist. Court , Dist. 8:
Donald t. Franke, 11,774; O.
Russell Olson, 10,962; Urban J.
Steinmahn, 10,537; Glenn E.
Kelley, 11,006.
County Attorney : Julius E.
Gernes, 12,266.
County Auditor: A. J. Wiczek,
12,474.: . y; * .. '
County Clerk of Court: Gertrude Miller, 7,993; Larry T.
Roemer, 6,220.
Judge of Probate and Juvenile Court: S. A. (Jim) Sawyer,
12,602. Register of Deeds: Rolbe
D. Tust, 12,791.
Sheriff: Elroy F. Balk, 6,408;
Helmer Weinmann, 8,008.
County Treasurer:.Teresa M.
Curbow, 13,162, County Coroner
(no filings): Dr. Robert Tweedy,
471.
County Surveyor (no filings) :
James Kleinschmidt, 35.
Commissioner Dist. 2: Leo R.
Borkowski, 2,037; Evan J. Henry, 1,418. ;,
Commissioner Dist. 4: Everett Kohner, 1,185; Charles
(Chuck) Williams, 1,281.

Utilities head
takes position
at Las Vegas

Glendale E Cass, Winona, director of utilities, "who resigned
last month, has accepted a position as senior operator with the
Colorado River Commission in
Nevada, City Manager Carroll
J. Fry said today.
Headquarters of the Colorado
River Commission is at Las
Vegas, Nev. Cass will be assigned in the area served by the
commission and will report for
work Nov. 30.
Cass has been employed by
the City of Winona since Jan.
1, 1967, serving as water commissioner from, that date until
Feb. 9, 1970. At that time he
was appointed director of utilities, a position that included
supervision of, city sewer system operations and of the municipal airport, as well as the
water utilities.
Currently receiving $12,260
per year with the City of Winona, Cass will receive $14,400 per
annum in his new position,
Cass is a graduate of Brainerd
High School and has been engaged in public works approximately 25 years in the state of
Minnesota. He is currently serving as a director of the. North
Central Section of the American
Water Works Association. He
has received the L. N. Thompson Award of Merit for 1969. He
has been quite active in projects
of the North Central Section of
the American Water Works Association. He is a past president of the Suburban Utility
Superintendents Association of
Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Mr and Mrs. Cass plan to
leave Winona shortly after Nov.
15. He will terminate his employment with the City of Winona Wednesday.
"Mr , Cass has done an excellent job f6r the City of Winona
in the direction of its utility
system", City Manager Carroll
J. Fry stated today. ''Perhaps
his greatest accomplishment
during his period of service with
the city was hia role in the construction of the^ Johnson Street
water plant . This prelect coating
$850,000 has contributed greatly
to tho efficiency and effectiveness of the city's water system."
The city manager indicated
that, for the time being, he
would assume the direction of

Name speaker for
JC Bosses Night
Bert Jones, director of marketing for Harmon Glass Co.,
Minneapolis, will speak Wednesday Nov. 18, at the banquet
and award ceremonies for the
36th annual Jayced Bosses
Night at the Winona American
Legion Club.
Jones, who has served as adviser, counselor and trainer to
sales managers
through t h e
United Stat*,
currently coordinates a 1 1
sales, advertising and promotional activities ;
f o r Harmon ;
Glass.
He has served
for four years
on the MinneJones
s o t a Jaycee

board of directors as well as
on the JC international board
of directors, World Congress.
He was a director of the United
States Jaycees for two years
and was president of the state
organization at the age of 26.
Besides being active in Jaycee and Chamber of Commerce
functions, he is a past member
of the* board of directors, of his
Minneapolis Downtown Lions
Club and is*now executive vice
president of the Sales and Marketing Executives of Minneapo¦¦ ¦
lis. .'¦ y y y ." y- : ' - '
Tickets for the annual Bosses
Night and the Outstanding
Young Man award dinner are
available at Ted Maier Drugs
( downtown) and the three Winona banks. The event is sponsored by the Winona Jaycees.
..

Study asked on new
courthouse location

Winona County commission- discussion of the courthouse siters, meeting in special session uation as it stands now.
Commission chairman Len
today, authorized Architect
PETITION SIGNERS . . . Jan Whitlock,
sponsored locally by the Winona Jayces, will
Merchlewitz
told the board he
preto
make
a
Smith
Wayne
735 46th Ave., Goodview, signs the petition
be located in the three Winona banks '
study on the feasi- lad met with 10 Chamber of
liminary
to save the Delta Queen at First National
throughout Monday for the signatures of bility-of placing the three phase
Bank Friday while William Sillman, 1021
any interested citizens. (Sunday News photo) courthouse now being consid- Commerce members recently.
They had asked if ti» people
W. Wabasha St., waits his turn. The petition,
ered in the blqck directly west
who
were asking to save the
of the present courthouse.
present
building had been given
This is the area which houses the county jail building, a consideration.
garage, and the house commis- Smith told commissioners that
sioners purchased to use as a the building was planned for
courthouse annex. One piece of a specific location, which
property, between the jail and -would place the first phase on
the: annex would have to be the south of the present building. He said a study should be
purchased.
The action was taken after made as to whether the same
plans would be feasible a n d
The positive side of pollution biologists described the natural
workable in a hew location.
control was stressed at a two- beauty that still remains.
Commissioners said demoliday symposium for high school Les Blacklock, free-lance wildBLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
tion of the present building
students - and teachers at St.
would be more costly if it were
Mary's College Center last life photographer and consulting (Special) — Terry Check, 29,
done after the new building had
weekend. One hundred high naturalist for planners of nature La Crosse, drowned : Saturday
been erected. Merchlewitz also
school students and teachers preserves and recreation areas, in the Black River near North
said he was concerned with the
from throughout the Midwest told students Saturday about the Bend while duck hunting, according to Jackson County au"looks of the new building and
described tbteir own efforts at establishment
of a marsh pre*- thorities.
the old joined."
improving the environment durSheriff Richard Miles, Black
If the building were erected
ing the Friday session of the serve along Interstate Highway
River Fails, said that at 8:10
as now ; planned , all the comconference. On Saturday several 35W in Richfield.
plexes would be under one roof,
When the preserve, called the p.m. Saturday he received: a
call from the La Crosse County
Wood Lake Nature Center, sheriff's office that Michael The 1970 Minnesota Col- whereas if the first phase of
the building were erected across
opens this spring, it will feature Wild, about 25, Mindoro, had legiate Veterans convention will the street this would
mean two
be
conducted
Friday
through
150 acres of natural marshland been found near Burr Oak in
separate complexes. MerchleSunday
in
Winona.
filled with a variety of native La Crosse County in a state of Hosted by the Winona State witz said he didn't think this
flora and fauna. Visitors will be shock. Wild was asking for help Colldge Veterans Club, the con- would make too* much differable to walk across the marsh in locating Check, with whom vention will be attended by ence, as the same situation
on a floating catwalk and ob- he had been duck hunting near about 100 delegates from 27 exists today.
Bend.
serve raccoons , muskrats; phea- North
Smith was also asked to deLa Crosse County authorities Minnesota schools.
and
many
other
sants, ducks,
termine
costs of increasing the
Activities
will
get
under
way
went to North Bend and found
creatures in their natural sur- a search was started there, at 9 a.m. Saturday with reg- footings and columns necessary
roundings.
headed by Jerry DeColon and istration at Kryzsko Commons, for a four-story building.
Two minor injuries were re- An interpretive museum will Check's father, Austin Check, Winona State College. At 10 Smith will make the plans
ported in one of three accidents be set up at the center's en- Jackson County authorities a.m. Dr. Robert A. DuFresne, and report to the commissioninvestigated by police in the trance, and several permanent were able to locate the boat college president, will give the ers next week.
and temporary blinds will be es- and hunting equipment, but not welcoming address followed by
Charles Williams , who will recity over the weekend.
Both injuries were recorded tablished to aid nature observa- the missing man. The boat was the business mieeting from 11 place ' Richard Schoonover as
caught on a snag, in swift, a.m. to 5 p.m., James McBride, fourth district commissioner , atih a two-car collision at High- tion.
way 61-14 and Gilmore Avenue "Through centers such as deep water.
Minndapolis, state president, in tended the meeting.
at 1:39 p.m. Saturday, police Wood Lake, man is making it Sunday morning the search charge. The group will break
possible for as many of his fel- was resumed with Warden for noon lunch.
said .
Colliding were a 1968 model lows as possible to experience a Gary Gerske. Warden Werner
Gene Lindquist, American Lesedan driven by Sandra K. mars"n," Blacklock said. "Three Radke and Undersheriff Julian gion national executive commitBateman,- Minnesota City, and years ago we seldom heard the Larkin assisting Sheriff Miles. teeman, will speak at the 7
Both sides of the river were p.m. Saturday banquet at the"
a 1969 model station wagondriv- words ecology, environment, and
and dragging began. American Legion Club. A recepsearched
pollution.
Now
those
words
are
en by Mrs. Joseph Raley, 1078
on the front pages of every Dragging was made difficult by tion will follow the banquet.
W. King St.
snags and fast water.
Neither driver was injured , newspaper and magazine.
Finally Warden Radke took Other banquet guests will inbut one passenger in each car "Young people know what's Austin Check to La Crosse to clude Layerne Schaeffer , Hastwas hurt. Receiving minor happening and they want to find confer with Wild at a La ings, Minnesota American Legion membership chairman;
bruises in the Bateman car some answers. Five thousand of Crosse hospital.
was Linda Carson , Minnesota them participated in Earth At 12:15 p.m . Sunday Warden Willis Tulare, Winona County
A Winona youth charged with
City, and hurt slightly in the Day," he said, "and this cause David Froggett joined the Veterans S e r v i c e officer;
Raley car was Mrs. Raley's is apt to pull man together search by using his airplane . George Karsten , Winona Amer- possession and control of mariaround the world."
daughter . Theresa .
minutes Froggett ican Legion commander and juan a in connection with an
"Our resources are not as Wtihin five body
Police said the Bateman car
in three feet Carl Calhoun, Winona VFW arrest last week appeared in
the
spotted
"
they're
made
out
to
be,
bad
as
municipal court again today to
of North Bend commander. <
was eastbound on Gilmore when
director of the of water north
town line. Warden _ . Sunday's activities will in- ask for a court-appointed atthe collision occurred with the Richard Myshak,
near
the
in Goldpiloted a boat with clude voting for national and torney.
Haley car, westbound and at- Environmental Institute
maintained Saturday. Gerske
Valley,
en
Edward Z. Srnoloch , 18, 871
Sheriff Miles in it and they state officers and representatempting to turn left onto Sera lot of good left. recovered the body.
E. Sanborn St., appeared to"There
is
tives.
The
national
collegiate
vice Drive at the entrance to Every action leaves a signaday to ask Judge Loren
the Westgate Shopping Center. ture on the land. We must Dr. Robert Krohn , Jackson veterans convention will be in gerson to appoint counselTorto
County coroner , ruled the death the spring of 1971 at MurfreesDamage to the Bateman car
represent
him.
just weigh the benefits and sac- was due to drowning.
boro, Tenn.
was listed at $185, and $300 to rifices of each action we take."
He was arrested last Monday
Anyond interested in receiv- on the two-count felony charge
the Raley vehicle.
,
Myshak recommended that high
ing further information about and is free on $1,000 bond.
Authorities are searching for school social studies classes
this week's convention may call
the driver of a hit-run vehicle study ecology.
Judge Torgerson declared
Barry Brinkmeier, Red Top Smoloch without funds and orthat struck a parked car in the Dr. William Green, biologist
Trailer Court, or attend the dered Assistant County AttoN
Westgate Shopping Center park- for the North Central region of
meeting at 6:30 p.m. today at ney Julius E. Gernes to ask
ing lot at 9;30 p.m. Saturday. the U.S. Fish and Wildlife SerKryzsko Commons, at which the District Court to appoint an
Struck was a 1966 model hard- vice, described the Upper Mistop owned by Donald Schman- sissippi River and Fish and A man held on a felony van- time the convention will bd dis- attorney to represent him.
The judge did not set a date
ski, Glen Mary Road. It re- Wildlife Refuge. Using color dalism charge appeared in mu- cussed.
for
Smoloch's next appearance.
ceived $100 damage .
slides of exotic-named plants nicipal court here for the second
OTHER ACCIDENT:
such as dragon root, jack-in- time today to request a prelimi- Before baking potatoes, rub
SUNDAY
their skins with a little bacon
the-pulpit, and the rare Egyp- nary hearing,
1:10 p.m. — West Mark and tian lotus, Dr. Green illustrated David A. Kleinschmidt, 25, no fat.
Wilson streets, intersection col- the effects of variations in wa- permanent address, is charged
lision : Francis E. Corse, Hunt- ter levels and land elevation on with criminal damage to propington Beach , Calif., 1970 mo- plant and animal life.
erty. He is accused of throwing
del sedan,. $50; Dennis R, Han"The river as we know it to- a rock through a plate glass
son , Fountain , Minn., 1965 mo- day may change," Dr. Green window at tho Hurry Back Bardel sedafy $250.
said at the conclusion of his ber Shop, 103 W. Srd St., on
CITY ACCIDENT BOX SCORE talk, "but I think we're going Oct. 31.
To date
to be able to salvage a great He appeared fcefore Judge LoI960
1070 deal of it, if we manage it pro- ren Torgerson today with Jerry
Get Extra Holiday Cash.
Deaths
8
2 perly. "
Kellum, his court-appointed atAccidents
632
. 488
torney.
Injuries
130
248
Judge Torgerson set the preProperty
liminary hearing in the case for
damage ....$252 ,460 $312,535
1:30 p.m. Nov. 20.
Kleinschmidt is free on $509
5 students make
bond.

TOO take part in Duck hunters
pollution seminar body found in
Black River

Two injured
slightly in
city crashes

College war
vets convention
to open Friday

Free on bond,
youthasks for
legal counsel

Asks preliminary
hearing on
vandalism charge

THANKS to
Want-Ads You'll

EMHS honor list

ELGIN, Minn . — R. J. Pederson, principal of the Elgin-Mill,
villo High School , has announc,
ed that five students attained
the A honor roll at tho ond of
the first quarter of the 1970-71
school year.
They are: Grade 7 — Karen
Hanson; grade 8 — Krlstlne
Benike and' Patty Leisen, and
grade 12 — Cindy Beck and
Connie Olson.
the public utilities of the city,
utilizing koy employes to carry
out tho functions. The Merit
Board is currently seeking a replacement for Cass.

Eau Claire youth
gets ticket after
Wa basha smashup

WABASHA, Minn . (Special)
— Dennis Tubbs, 19, Eau Claire,
Wis., was cited for failure to
yield Sunday following a twocar accident at 9:10 a.m. at the
intersection of old Highway 61
and Highway 60 here.
The Highway Patrol said that
Tubbs , headed west on Highway 60, did not stop nt a stop
sign and struck the front of a
1970 sedan driven by Mrs. Helen Taylor, Wabasha , southbound
on Highway 61.
Tubbs ' car was a total loss
and Mrs. Taylor 's vehicle received about $500 damage. There
were no injuries,

CORRECTION
A project in which sewer pipe
was driven undor Mankato Avenue near Sarnia Street was incorrectly reported Sunday as
one conducted by city employes.
Contractor on the project is
Frank Construction Co., Winona,
and the firm 's employes completed the work.
The project includes building
lines from lift stations at Mankato Avenue and High Forest
Street that will feed untreated
sewage into tho city's new plant.
Frank Construction also hns a
contract for the outfall line
running from tho plant to the
Mississippi River.
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Britisher is an
odor io fingertips

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — "I act with my whole bodv l," declared
Comedian Norman Wisdom of London whereupon I inquired
with possibly a touch of skepticism, "Do you act with your
fingers?"
"I do!!" He plays a furrier's designer in "Not Now, Darling,"
the British farce, and gets his hand caught inextricably in a
lady 's bodice. When his hand emerges eventually, cupped in
shape, his fingertips .are- out . of control. It's probably tie first
time that fingertips ever got
belly laughs on Broadway.
still want Robert Bedford for
Norman Wisdom at 46, blue- "The Godfather" here . . . Dick
eyed, handsome in a miniature Conlon of Gallagher's, whose
way, 5*feet-4 %, 132 pounds, Election Day cocktail party at
uses his legs, his teeth, bis his home runs for hours and
stomach, his hips, his shoulders hours (though he doesn't drink),
and even his head in this show had one young man there so
about naughty things in ; a fur- handsome that an aging Lotharrier's place of business.
io ("Cuzzy") offered him $50 if
"Certainly I use my head. I he'd leave . . . Barbara Jefdive on it off a balcony -r- into freys, the June Allyson ' looka mattress about 3 feet below alike once with the Bon-Bons,
the balcony."
is now at "Knickers" at 49th &
You will be hearing more 2d as a manageress.
about Wisdom because he's so Bob Hope was in St. Louis the
popular that Gary Grant once weekend of the Kansas City-Oakburst into his dressing room in land football game but gave up
London to exclaim, "My favor- seeing it to fly home and give
ite comedian!" Now with his the Jerry De Nonnos a surpri.r£
"visual humor" he's carrying 40th anniversary party. Jerry
a whole show. He claims only was in good voice.
one U.S. success, "The Night Gay Activists Alliance presiThey Raided Minsky'S" film, dent Jim Oules writes me that
with Forrest Tucker and Jason their appeal to Mayor Lindsay
Robards.
in a theater lobby, ("HomosexIn one scene, he, the little fel- tials Need Your Help".) was
low, was supposed to stop the their only way to reach him.
biggies,; Tucker and Robards, "The harassment Mayor Lindfrom fighting; Wisdom took it say was forced to tolerate for
realistically and blasted away a few minutes at the Imperial
at Tucker so tenaciously that Theater is an every day occurTucker later complained, "I rence to homosexuals," he says.
couldn't get rid of the little The growing popularity of horbahstard!'"
ror films — which may replace
"I could have done the scene the sex surge — is demonstrated
over but he couldn't have," says by the box office success of
Wisdom, adding, "I didn't tefl "House of Dark Shadows" starhim I was the bantamweight ring Jonathan Frid. If this keeps
champion of the British Army up, Hollywood & Vine may beIn Inula when I was 19." There come Hollywood & Vein.
was a swagger in his voice THE MIDNIGHT EARL . .
as he said it.
Dino di Laurentiis and the JerJoan Copeland took a fall on ry Lewis Network Cinema'll
the ramp up to the ark in "2x2" build 500 theaters in Italy (to be
and suffered a severe sprain of caUed ''mini-cine") , - .y Peter
her right calf; Danny Kaye, Sellers and his bride Miranda
Slaying Noah, her spouse, took rented a big house in London;
er to the emergency yard at his ex-wife Britt Ekland moved
NY Hospital at 2 a.m. .".. They into his old pad .'.. MGM wasn't
able to spring Sarah Miles'loose
from
London play for two
Winona Daily News days her
to attend the "Ryan's
Daughter" premiere in N.Y.. ;.
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NEW YORK (AP) - Ted
Mack says his Original Amateour Hour, the oldest program
on network television, may be
back on the air in - the near future.: :
CBS announced Monday the
show had been canceled when it
was not renewed by the sponsor,
Geritol.
But Mack said Friday the
sponsor is still interested in the
show and is looking for a better
time slot on CBS or another network.

!

Sweeping Jobs
cause a line

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)— A
long line of men waited for two
nights on a hardwood gymnasium floor to apply today for 35
civil service street sweeper jobs
at $8,200 a year.
They were joined by others
during the watch as 90 men filed
applications for the positions,
among the highest-paid unskilled jobs offered by San
Francisco.
Packing sleeping bags, food
supplies, cards, checkers, dominoes, radios, television sets and
books, the first applicants started their long wait early Thursday.
"It's tlie unemployment situation ; that's why I'm here," said
Alex Mansfield, 25, who said he
has been a city janitor two
years but wants to improve
himself.
Rudy Hernandez, 23, with a
wife and child , has been on welfare a year and wants off thai
list.

Banker new British
ambassador to US,

LONDON (AP) - Britain's
Conservative government has
named as its ambassador to
Washington an outspokdn banker who says, "It will be important to explain to the Americans
why we must move closer to
Europe."
The government announced
today that the 52-year-old Earl
of Cromdr, head of the great
signed with a talent agency that 19th century banking family of
thinks he has the Joe Namath Baring, will replace journalistcharisma ... Las Vegas casinos politician John Freeman in Britare reportedly stuck with $8,000,000 ' in uncollected gambling
debts this year :.. . The Peter
Duchins are selling their Manhattan townhouse, with a $500,000 asking price for starters.
Footballer - turned - actor Jim
Brown, at Nepentha, laughed Off
the theory v that rock records
spawn violence: "Football players leave their violence on the
field, youngsters leave their violence on the dance floor. "
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: "My
wife weighed 102 pounds when
she was 29," recalls a B'way
personality. "She hasn't stuck
to the weight, but she stuck to
the age."
WISH I'D SAID THAT: There
are two things that hardly anybody'will believe — how a man
got a black eye and how a girl
got a mink coat.
NEW AMBASSADOR . . .
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
The
Earl of Cromer has
"Blessed is the man who has
nothing to say — and cannot be been named the new Brtiish ambassador to the U.S.
persuaded to say it,"
EARL'S PEARLS: Charley by England's conservative
Comer "grumbles about his government. (AP Photofax
apartment: "The walls are so by Cable from London)
thin I can lip-read what the
neighbors are saying."
On those TV medical chows
you see them cut out the tonsils
and" the appendix — how come
they never cut out the commercial? That's earl, brother.

$8,200 a year

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Single Copy — 10c Dally, 5Je Sunday

1

Ted Mack says
Amateur Hour may
be back on air

Three die
incrash at
Ann Arbor

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) —
A twin-engine Cessna 310 airplane with three men aboard
crashed into a "house south of
Ann Arbor Sunday, killing all
Tie list for permanent city three aboard, but leaving the
employment as street cleaner lone occupant of the house unopened for the first time in 15 injured. ,
years.
Jobs will be awarded on a Washtenaw County sheriff's
first-come, first-served basis. deputies identified the victims
The only qualifications are at as the pilot, Donald N. Hole,
least two years' experience as a Jr., 47, Harry Hicks, and Bibiconstruction laborer or street arno Quiroga, all of Alliance,
cleaner, and the ability to hoist Ohio. No ages
were given for
140 pounds in two tries.
Hicks
or
Quiroga
.
Fifteen of the men who waited
already were employed by the Authorities said one of the
city as temporary street sweep- aircraft's engines caught fire
ers, but they wanted permanent while the plane passed over the
Ann Arbor airport en route
status.
from Alliance to Mason, Mich.
To make sure everyone gets The plane crashed soon after
equal treatment, each applicant making a turn in an apparent
is numbered on the back of the attempt to land at the airport.
Hole, president of the Hole
hand.
If he wanted to leave the Construction Co. of Alliance,
building for meals, an applicant and his employe-passengers,
had to check out with Carl Fu- were headed for Mason , where
mante of the city's Human the firm had started a factory
Rights Commission. If he stayed to make module homes.
out of the building more than 30 The occupant of the house,
minutes, his name was William Townsend, 55, said he
had been shaving when he heard
scratched from tho list.
a terrific explosion. He said ho
then made his way out of the
house, which had been set
aflame by the crash. The house
was totally destroyed by tho
fire, police said.
¦

Kenosha man dies
in go-kart crash
KENOSHA (AP) - William
Isetts, 27, an assistant Kenosha
County District attorney, was
killed while driving a modified
go kart Sunday.
Isetts, of Kenosha, was driving the kart in a field when it
hit a small hill and rolled over,
witnesses said, causing severe
head injuries.

ain's No. 1diplomatic post.
close personal relationship with
Cromer was British economic the President."daily added that
minister in Washington from The business* difficult, as "Mr.
this would be
1959 to 1961 and for the next five Nixon
has close personal relayears was governor of the Bank
few people."
of England, one of the" nation's tionships with
to one incommented
Cromer
most influential financial posiPresident
tions. His plain speaking in that terviewer: "I knew
vice
presiwas
Nixon
when
he
post was at times a thorn to
several
and
we
have
had
dent,
both the Conservatives who appointed him and the Laborites serious talks."
who inherited him in 1964. But The new envoy told well-wishhis prestige in the international ers today:
banking world was considered a "I see the important , part of
major factor in the rescue of the my new job in the area of compound early in the Laborite merce and-trade and in the dolterm.
lar-sterling relationship during
Many observers also cretiit thd Common Market monetary
Cromer with a decisive influ- developments. I look forward to
ence in the June election that working to further the interests
brought Prime Minister Edward of Britain and the United
Heath to power. Speaking on States."
television, he challenged the La- Government officials and
bor Government's claim that it bankers in both countries fear a
had strengthened the nation 's monetary and tariff war may
economy by wiping out the" bal- develop in the next few years.
ance of payments deficit.
Many in Britain fear that the
Cromer's appointment to United States will soon impose
Washington drew cheers in Brit- quotas on textiles and perhaps
ish financial circles, but the Fi- some other imports. The Comnancial Times warned that his mon Market countries would resuccess "will depdnd partly taliate against American y sales
upon whether he can establish a to Europe.

Blacklegislator
to work for poor

TUSKEGEE, Ala. (AP ) — A
Negro merchant newly elected
to the Alabama Legislature says
his mission is to fight the battle
of the poor. '
"It is the ill-fed, ill-housed
and ill-clothed that I will be
working for," Thomas Reed of
T u s k e g e e promised/ With
Tuskegee attorney Fred Gray,
he broke the color barrier in the
legislature for the first time in
almost a century.

Television review

New crime show
'cuts off tentacle

most of the villains black men.
By CYNTHIA LOWRY
But what was most unusual in
AP Television-Radio Writer
these days, it spoke right out
"The
In
NEW YORK (AP) the "Mafia" and made
^r- about
Silent Force," ABC's new each
references to."La Cosa
frequent
force
ies, a three-man task tentacle Nostra."
week "cuts off anotherorganized Television is very careful
of the octopus of .
these days about its ethnic
„„_ references. A few months ago, a
crime."
. *from
request
Because of a
never commercial for a shack: food
Washington , the octopusspecific
was withdrawn and another vermore:
has any label
substituted after com-,
sion
oror
than, say,)f "syndj cate'
plaints by Mexican-Americans
ga a
'
is also that the humor cartoon characBut "The FBI," which restricter, a snack-eating "bandito,"
en ABC, suffers no such
offensive.
was
.
it
that
tions despite the Jact
groups
have
Italian-American
.W-gar
J.
,
with
closely
works
most
vociferous.
headquarthe
They
been
Hoover's Washington
have protested strongly the linkters and has a technical consultsure
make
ing of the Mafia with Italianto
ant at the studio
the agency's image is Kept sounding names. There have
also .been-protests from Polishbright.
Americans.
Sunday night's "FBI" episode, for instance, was a routine Television handles this touchy
action story about a business- problem in two ways. If the
man in financial trouble turning scripts make it necessary to
have an oriental, a black or a
to a loan shark for help. It was
given an interesting twist by Mexican heavy, there will be
having the businessman and one or more good guys with tho
same ethnic background to balance things off; That was the
way it was handled in the most
recent "FBI" episode. The real
hero was 'the black owner of the
faltering business. The second
method is to remove any
suggestion of ethnic origin In
the names of the villains. In
that same story, the boss of the
Cosa Nostra was called AJex,Po-

Wisconsin
traffic toll
reaches967

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Three deaths in separate Milwaukee accidents Sunday night
- including that of a police of •
ficer crushed under his van —
brought the weekend highway
toll to five and the 1970 toll to
967. That compares with 993 on
this date last year.
t,
Patrolman Alan StyczynskJ,
27 ,of Milwaukee was fatally injured when he was thrown out of
his van when it was hit by a
car, police said. The van, being driven out of the safety
building garage, then tipped onto its driver.
Miss Pearl M. Augspurger , 59,
of Milwaukee was killed Sunday: when her northbound car
was hit head-on by a car which
had jumped the median on U.S.
141 in Milwaukee, police said.
Mrs. Alma Metre of Milwaukee was struck by a car and
killed in that city Sunday,
¦ ¦' ' of' "'
ficers said.
Debra Swiertz, Vk, of Green
Bay was killed Saturday when
she fell out of a pickup truck
being driven by her father,
Brown County officials said.
Michael Alexander, 22, La
Crosse, died Saturday when his
car left a county road near La

land.

Television has always ihandled
doctors with care r backstopping
medical programs with consultants and script advisory committees. But over the years
there have been plenty of complaints involving occupations.
District attorneys once were upset because Hamilton Burger
never won any cases when Perry Mason was his adversary.
Last season there was some
grumbling because of the attitude of a Southern-accented police character In an automobile
commercial. He's back this season, still selling cars, but all the
rough edges have
been
smoothed away—he's just a jolly comic.

represent a district which includes Gov.-elect George C.
Wallace's home county of Barbour plus two adjoining counties, Bullock and Macon.
Reed, 43, Who owns a string of
fried chickehr restaurants aiid
operates a rat poison manufacturing plant, said one of his
goals as a legislator is to sponsor a free clothing program for
the poor, financed by the state
and federal government.
The two black House mem- "It would help the low-income Crosse.
bers were elected Tuesday to family raise its standard of living," he explained in an interview.
Too many Alabamians, Reed
says, struggle along on an income "far too low even for the
basic necessities of life." He
says the state "already has the
mechanics" to meet the . problem "but they just haven-t been

Racinefirm
unionreach
agreement

RACINE (AP) - Officials of
the Belle City Malleable Iron
Co., were expected to start calling employes back to then* jobs
today after members of United
Auto Workers union Local 553
ratified a new contract Saturday, ending a 12-week strike.
During the work stoppage, the
firm announced it was discontinuing its malleable iron operations, citing a loss of business
during the strike.
A spokesman said there would
be a lag in calling back workers because of the business
losses. A union spokesman estimated that about half of the
firm's 1.300 employes were Involved in the malleable iron
operation.
The three-year contract includes a 78 cents an hour pay
increase, with an additional 20
cents for skilled tradesmen, plus
improved pay for piece workers
when on other jobs and a cost
of living clause, the union said.
¦

State Farm Bureau
to meet Nov. 22-25

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Thd
52nd annual meeting of tho Minnesota Farm Bureau Federation will be held in Minneapolis
Nov. ?2-25.
The official delegate session
at which Farm Burdau's public
policy positions for 1971 will be
discussed and adopted is set for
Nov. 25.

THANK YOU
I wish to thank the voters for the
support given me in the November 3rd

URGE

OYSTER
STEW
et the*

Sfeak Shop

put into operation." He did not

elaborate. " *
Reed , who was graduated,
from Tuskegee Institute with a
degree in economics and later
taught that subject at the preStarts WED. "On A Clear Day You Can See Forever"
dominantly Negro school, said
he also was "interested in a bill
to give free textbooks to college
eVB AT 7'3° °NLY "G"
Alf AA A
students who live in Alabama."
'
CI
HURRY—ENDS
TUESDAY
He recalls the days when four
INCl vlli
members of his family were in
college at one time, including ] A WINNER OF _ ACADEMY AWARDS!
J9BB£T~
his mother, who went on to be'idWy WGA
1
imimmm&mumtkmmm
y
m
come a teacher as her husband
® DAVIDLEAN'SFILM V JZZ
f lf f l
£§
was.
Reed was elected to the House
under the emblem of the NationtHPMAVISIOtl'MIOUmncOKy
\ <^ jBKSw
al Democratic party after losing
in the regular Democratic party
primary last spring.
¦
I
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State historical
official dead at 89
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Joseph W. Zalusky, executive secretary emeritus of the Hennepin
County Historical Society, died
Saturday at the age of 09.
Zalusky, who was a member
of the Minneapolis city planning
staff for 25 years, was editor
of the Hennepin County Historical Society Bulletin ond curator
and historian of the society musdum at the time of his death.
He had homesteaded ln South
Dakota and helped Rapid City,
S.D., work out a planning program .
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I also want to thank you for giving
me the privilege of serving you the past
six years as your State Representative.
Frank J. Theis
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Medicat e

Nadef group claims

By G. DAVID WALLACE
Associated Press Writer
W A S H I N G T O N (AP) Americans cannot be certain of
adequate health care because
doctors and government officials tolerate the poor practice
of medicine, says a Ralph Nader study group.
The report, written by a former federal health official with
help from medical and law students, chronicles a long list of
what it calls medical abuses:
the failure of . doctors to keep
abreast of new developments,
the "leaking" of poorly qualified foreign medical school
graduates into the U.S. system,
performance of unnecessary operations, prescription of unnecessary drugs and some simply
shoddy practices.
The basis of the problem, according to the report, is the failure of doctors to review each
other's work and to establish
standards for the practice of
medicine.
The Nader group was directed

Mohawkstrike
will idle
2,500 workers

UTICA, N.Y. (AP) - Materialisation of a threatened strike
Wednesday by Mohawk Airlines
pilots will put about 2,500 employes on furlough and shut
down operations, a company
spokesman said Friday;
But negotiations with the Airlines Pilots' Association continue in Washington seeking accord on a new contract before
the midnight Wednesday deadline, he said.
Notice* were sent Friday to
virtually all company employes
from Mohawk president Russell
V. Stephenson Informing them
of the plan.
These wept to 573 maintenance employe's, 142 clerical
workers, 832 station and reservation employes, 257, supervisors end 260 stewardesses,
The lino has about 400 pilots.
Salaries, working conditions
and flight rules ard at issue in
negotiations which began in January. No specific terms have
been discussed.
Mohawk carries about 7,500
passengers doily on tickets the
spokesman said cost an average
of $25. A shutdown could cost
about $187,500 dally. .
The line serves 87 cities in 12
states and Canada, transporting
about 2,6 million passengers annually.

farms and run them on a corporate basis. He* said this idea
was proposed to the President
by the Committee for Economic
Development, which was appointed to advise the administration on economic matters.
"But we didn't realize it was
administration policy already—
and we are very disturbed. If
accepted, it would mean the
end of rural America," hd said.
He quoted Houthakker as
saying, he thought the USDA
was "very unfair" in letting
farmers believe the department
was trying to help them in view
of avowed USDA policy.
The policy, Pfingsten said,
could be countered if farmers
got away from their dependence
on government by organizing
collective bargaining.
"We should establish a fanprice ¦ and get it or don't sell
. ' .. '.. forget government guidelines," he said.
He said Houthakker had revealed the USDA's proposed
method of accomplishing large*,
corporate farming was to "look
to lower farm prices," driving
small farmers out of business.

* V^ssssssA''

Hattle Judge, 74, rural Aitkin,
Minn., was killed Sunday afternoon when she was struck by a
car as she walked a bicycld
across U.S. 210 two mites east
of its junction with U.S. 169.
The Highway Patrol said Mrs.
Judge was struck by a car
driven by Daniel E. Baumhofer,
26, Minneapolis, who was unin;
jured.
Frank Willmes, 85, Mankato,
died Sunday in a Mankato hospital of injuries received when
he was struck by a taxicab as
he walked to church, police said.
The cab driver was not held.
Head and Internal injuries suffered Saturday evening were
fatal to Dennis Bork, 27, of Fairmont, who died Sunday in a
Fairmont hospital.
Authorities said Bork's car
and a pickup truck collided on
U.S, 16 two miles east of Welcome in southwestern Minnesota. The drlveV of the truck, Marvin Nimz, 69, Truman, Minn.,
was hospitalized In fair condition.
Leroy Moen, 16. Glenwood,
Minn., died Sunday In an Alexandria hospital of injuries suffered In a one-car accident six
miles north of Alexandria early
Saturday. Also kiUdd in that
accident was Ronald Iverson,
,
19, Glenwood.
Mark Leo Cuchna, 20, was
killed when the car he was
driving overturned near Kandiyohi Saturday night.

JVUNNWAf ULilS
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By GERRY NELSON
ST. PAUL (AP) — Governorelect Wendell R. Anderson has
appointed Minneapolis lawyer
David Lebedoff to seek candidates for the top appointive
jobs in state government.
Anderson will have some 50
top jobs to fill by appointment
when he takes office Jan. 4. The
DFI# governor-elect said that
Lebedoff, his campaign chairman, would function as a "kind
of one-man search committee."

Anderson also said he has designated state Sen, Karl Grittner,
a St. Paul DFLer who did not
seek reelection, to serve as his
agent during the transition period.
Grittner will establish an interim office in the state Capitol
and be generally responsible for
a smooth transition during the
Weeks leading to Anderson's
inauguration.
Some of the top appointive

Latest figures
show Frenzel won
by 2,857 votes

posts include commissioner of
administration, which pays $25,000 a year and highway commissioner, paying $24,000.
The present commissioner of
administration is Richard L.
Brubacher, appointed by outgoing Gov. Harold LeVander. The
present highway commissioner,
N. T. Waldor, is certain to be
replaced. He was also a LeVander appointee.

aides to the governor such as
an executive secretary and a
press secretary.
The changeover in state government also will reach to other
offices with newly-elected heads.
In the attorney general's office, DFLer Warren R. Spannaus will be able to appoint
about 60 lawyers, each assigned
to various state agencies as
assistant attorneys general.

Others likely to face ouster
include Conservation Commissioner Jarle Leirfallom, Economic Development Commissioner J. Kimball Whitney, Commissioner of Manpower Services
George Vavoulis, Human Rights
Commissioner Conrad Balfour,
Commissioner of Labor and Industry E. I. Malone, Liquor
Control Commissioner Gale F.
LindseyTnd Tax Commissioner
Rufus Logan.
The governors office itself has
about 20 jobs, including top

One of Anderson's early appointments is expected to be a
commissioner of administration.
4,You can't be reviewing the
budget . . . intelligently," he
said, "until you've resolved the
question of who you want for
commissioner of administration."
The Department of Administration is a sort of housekeeping"agency for purchasing,
bookkeeping and spending details in the governmental machine.

—

Northern States Power Co. says
revenues increased 10 per cent
and its earnings 18 per cent during the third quarter of 1970.
Earnings per share of 59 cents
were up nine cents from the
same period last year.
Sales were up from $76.7 million to $83.4 million during the
July-September period. Earnings during the three months
rose from $8.50 to $10.1 minion.
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MINNEAPOLIS <AP) . ' £at- '
test figures . give congressmanelect William Frenzel a victory
margin of 2,857 votes in Minnesota's 3rd District race over
DFLer George Rice.
Nearly complete but unofficial
returns gathered by both Frenzel and Rice campaign headquarters Friday showed the reduced margin. Earlier reports
had given Frenzel a margin of
about 8,100 votes.
Frenzel aides said the difference was primarily a result of
an error in votes reported from
Anoka County on election night.
With seven small precincts in
Hennepin County still not in,
Frenzel headquarters listed the
vote as 108,940 for Frenzel, 106,983 for Rice.
The figures gave Frenzel 50.1
per cent of the vote, by far the
closest of the eight congressional contests in the state.
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What a Great Time to do your Christmas ShoppingJ Many, Many Bargains throughout the Store. Below is just a Partial Listing
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7 pc. Queen Size Speclal/Sealy Queen Six* Quilt- Set Box Spring
and Mattress,Queen size fitted and flat sheet, 2 pillow

Door Mirrors 18"x46".
Genuine Plate Glass

.............. Now v. *"wiy-* .

.^¦jES* .. ............... „„, 169.95 :>*-«£&..^5'":..;.. ........ N.„ 8.95
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¦
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^
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¦
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- - . - ¦ - - - - '; • • .- y ¦ - - . ¦ '
Book Cases,36" two shelves,
I
seotchguard. ........... ... ........ Now *¥***"* •'
¦

Save $30-Moden, 80-inch Sofa,arm caps, seetchguard, choice
of green, gold,and
*f CQ QC
persimmon. .............. ;...... '.. .. Now .. y-lUifa W
Save $20-Spanisli Sofa covered In black :
4 70 QC
' ni,:A-rMl .9a^p - '
' .y - !y
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vinyl. :
Save $SO-Traditional Sofa 76 lneh> 3 cushion.Quilted genuine
latex rubber cushions, arm caps,
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... Now
now
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«cotchguara.
rubber
genuine
quilted,
Sofa,
90-inch
Save $20—Traditional

— —
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1Q
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^
maple or walnut finish. ................ Now
Mediterranean
Early
American,
CabinetsModern,
Record
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Room
Living
Save $120-Mediterranean 2^c.
¦
239,95
Now
Suite,avocado.
Save $60—Spanish Sofa, 80-Inch, 2 cushion Genuine Lalex
Foam rubber cushions.
¦9?Q QC
¦W »*J
. Now
Red and Mack. ........ ............
Save $50—Italian Provincial Sofa,SMnch,3 cushion,quilted
Latex Foam-Rubber,
O&Q QC ¦
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_
. . w.
¦
¦ ¦¦
B
Save $80-Contemporary Sofa,Green,Genuine Latex Foam
Rubber Cushions,
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¦wa ¦J•J
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arm cap
9
•
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Save $50-Early American Sofa,3 cushion,90-Inch with genuine latex foam
**)QQ QC
Now . *»Oi?.W
rubber cushions.

¦
Now
•*
swivel chairs
Save $25-Large Brody Suites with 4rx60" table extends to 80"
0*14 QC
with walnut grain heat resistant top and 8
'CAHaSO .
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chairs 19-oe
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? Pc* Walnut Bedroom Suite,double dresser,
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Now
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chest and panel bed.
chairs.
3 pc. Pecan Finish Bedroom Suite,6 drawer double dresser
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bookcase bed.
59 Inches. Large swivel chairs. ...... Now
Bassett 54-inch 6-drawer double dresser, a full size or twin
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Miss Holdren and the driver of
thd other car, Dale Zellmer Jr.
of Inver Grove Heights, Minn.,
were hospitalized with slight
injuries.

NSP says revenues
up 10 percent,
earnings 18 percent

Anderson chooses lawyer
to seek out candidates
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Highway fatalities
reach 803 mark

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minnesota's 1970 highway fatality toll rose to 803 over the
weekend with reports of six
deaths. The toll a year ago today was 875.
A St. Paul woman was killed
Sunday in a two-car collision
on Minn. 3 in Dakota County,
authorities said. She was identified as Bernice Holdren, 54, a
passenger in a car driven by
her cousin, Marcla Holdren, 23,
St. Paul.
Authorities said the younger

JIANIU (AP) — U.S. Navy
officials began repair work today and an investigation into a
boiler explosion aboard the
guided missile destroyer Golds*
borough that killed two crewmen and injured two others.
The e s p i n s Ion occurred
Wednesday near Formosa. The
shipdocked today at Subic Bay
Naval Base north of Manila. .
A Navy spokesman identified
the victims as James K. Harper, of Science Hill, Ky., and Alvin Peterson, of Blooming
Prairie, Minn. Both worked in
the boiler room and died from
severe steam burnsj the spokes*
man said.
One injured man was listed in
satisfactory condition in a Formosa hospital, and the other returned to the ship, the spokesman said. They were identified.
The cause of the explosion
was not determined. The Goldsborough's captain, Gilbert E.
Schmidt, of Oakland, Calif., said
repairs would take 'about a
weeL ' ¦' . : .

by Dr. Robert S. McCleery, a so desperate for doctors that the
57-year-old surgeon and former foreign graduates "leak" into
deputy director of the Food and the American^ medical, sjstem
Drug Administration's bureau anyway, the commission said.
of medicine.
• A Kansas survey which re. .. The report proposed the feder- ported
that, despite ample postal government establish a na- licensing educational programs
tional board to work with doc- offered to doctors In the state
tors in setting medical care over a 10-year period, 48 per
standards.
cent of the doctors did not take
"Every citizen is at the mercy advantage of the courses.
of a system devoid of uniform, The report proposed that docenforced standards of quality tors be subjected to relicensing
and must run the risks Implied testis, arid that they be certified
in the statistics of* uneven levels to practice only ii a specific
of care among hospitals and field.
physicians," said the'report.
In replying to the report, the
Among the statistics cited:
American Medical Association
• A Columbia University said: ."We are working almost
study of hospital admissions continually with the Congress
that showed 57 per cent of the and the executive branch of the
patients received good or opti- federal government to promote
mal care. The rest got care rat- quality and cost controls." The
ed fair or poor.
AMA said a hasty reading
• A report by the National showed the report appeared
Commission on Health Manpow- worthy of objective consideraer that examinations passed by tion.
98 per cent of U.S. medical 1
¦
"! „ . . . ,
,. , , . , „. . , , . , .,.
school graduates were success^
fully completed by only 40 per
cent of students from foreign
schools. Yet, the United States is

NFO official claims
USDA plans to
replace family farms

GREAT FALLS, Mont. (AP)
•— The vice president of the
National Farmers Organization
said Saturday a presidential adviser had revealed "the assignment" of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture to replace the
nation's family farm units with
corporate management and
''eliminate human resources in
agriculture."
Erhard Pfingsten identified
his source as the "politically
naive" Dr. Hendrik Houtnakker, agriculture member on
President Nixon's Council of
Advisers.
Pfingsten said the statement
t
had been made to him last
July and witnessed by Chuck
Walters, Kansas City, Mo. and
Jack
Grimmdr,
Arbuckle,
Calif., both prominent farm
leaders.
He said he understood USDA
policy to mean also the utilization of "people from the cities
—welfare recipients" to work
the corporate farms.
The policy, he said, Is to encourage large, non-local companies to take over individual
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It's not easy to
project euroI.merits
The hazards of projecting how many young people will go to college and where are amply demonstrated in a book of figures published last week by
the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission.
A year ago it was projected that the 58 public
and private institutions in Minnesota would lie enrolling 185,974 students by the fall of 1975; now —
just a year later — the forecast is 6,000 less. Principal downward revisions are: for the 23 public and
private junior colleges, 2,000 (to 29,300), and the six
state colleges, 6,000 (to 51,000). The University of
Minnesota, despite a full-time enrollment drop this
year, did not revise its estimate of 63,050 full- and
part-time students, which would represent a 25 percent increase. It apparently is intent on hoping to
remain a giant, even to the point of establishing
branches in areas of the state where there are already four-year colleges.
WHAT HAS CAUSED, the downward revisions,

particularly in the public sector, is the smaller class
of new entering freshmen. Thjs fall the class numbered 33,386, or 257 fewer than in 1969, a decline of
.nearly 0.8 percent. That may not seem like much,
but it is not only the reversal of the rising trend
that is important. It also means that next year
there'll be fewer sophomores and so on.
Education enrollment analysts are pondering
this and have suggested financing difficulties and
the growing attraction of the vocational-technical
schools as possible explanations.

As for the six state colleges, they did all right
generally, but not as well as expected. They attracted 8,278 new freshmen this year, compared with
8,869 a year ago. Again the factors are probably
multiple, including the two cited above, plus possible discouragement with teaching as a career because of the .present over-supply, and the growing
attraction of the jun ior colleges, which attracted
8,233 new freshmen this year, compared with 8,032 a
year ago.
TOTAL FULL-TIME state college enrollment now
is 34,436, representing a 3.6 percent gain, compared
with the total college enrollment in Minnesota of
2.5 percent. Part of the increase results from the addition of the fourth class at Southwest State. Of the
six only Mankato State is down - 0.5 per cent.
This area can be proud of how Winona State is
continuing to attract students. Its full-time enrollment of .3,471 represents an increase of 3.4 percent,
•receded only by Southwest.
When both full- and part-time students are considered, Winona State again ranks high. Its total of
4,026 students is a 3.8 percent gain compared with
5.5 percent for the system (42 at Southwest) and
exceeded only by Moprhead's 6 percent.
The overall total enrollment gain for all of the
Minnesota institutions, public and private, is 4.3
percent. Where the students are going is apparent
in these comparisons: The junior colleges are up
a healthy 13.2 percent, private institutions have a
modest 1.8 percent gain and public institutions have
a vigorous 5 percent gain overall despite the small
1.7 percent gain for the University of Minnesota
and its branches.
CURRENT enrollments and projections have a
vast meaning for legislators, taxpayers and contributors to private institutions, both for maintenance
and building programs/ Certain public institutions
have made it a practice of over-stating its projections
in the interest of obtaining additional appropriations,
but the day of reckoning arrives. Winona State, we
are advised, has a reputation for honesty. — A.B.

The opposition to
lower credit rates
Tentative efforts to lower the maximum retail
credit rate in Minnesota — as has been done in
Wisconsin — has understandably aroused retailers.
In Wisconsin the maximum rate now is 1 percent a month on the unpaid balance; in Minnesota
a maximum annual rate of 8 percent has been suggested as the ceiling. Now \>k percent a month
is customary.
THE MINNESOTA Retail Federation contends
that the proposed rate is absurdly low when "under the laws of the state consumers can purchase
a used automobile at a finance charge of up to
23*4 annual percentage rate and borrow up to
$300 for any purpose at an interest rate o£ 33 annual percentage rate."
The federation cites a University of Washington study made in the state of Washington where
a 12 percent maximum was adopted recently.
Among other things, it concluded that "marginal"
or "slow pay" credit risks are increasingly being
rejected for retail credit financing. It is suggested that they go to other lending agencies. In addition, according to the study, many retailers, particularly those of credit-sensitive items (furniture,
appliances ) raised their prices.
-It was the university study's conclusion that
"the low-income people who are marginal credit
risks seem to have suffered the most so far. Since
prices have been raised , customers who pay 'cash
have suffered. "
' WE DO NOT KNOW what an equitable; interest rate is for retail credit. As a consumer, we
prefer a zero percentage rate ; were we a retailer
we would find that quite unsatisfactory.
Money and credit have a special romance, but
it is subject to the same economic laws as a line
of furniture or refrigerators or cars. If they don't
sell anymore, the merchant discontinues those' lines
and you can't buy them. It works the same way
with money; if laws are passed setting an interest
ceiling that is uneconomic, unprofitable he'll discontinue the money line unless he wants to use
credit as a "leader." —* A.B.
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Nixon didn't do so bad ly

WASHINGTON - Out oi the fog
ef on-the-other-hands that must
cloud any objective inquest upon
Tuesday's elections there emerges
one clear reality. This is that the
ranks of Senate new isolationists
Iiave been decimated and President
Uixon has indeed gained the "working majority" on high foreign and
defense policy that he is claiming.
It is true that the Republicans
•'failed" in the simplistic sense in
mot taking control of either the Senate or House. This judgment, however, is nonsense. For the net Republican gain of at least two GOP
Senate seats is much larger when
one looks to the success of an independent-turning conservative Republican in crucial New York.
ADD THIS to Hie fact that soma

¦very powerful Senate doves have
been succeeded by hawkish types
and that Republican losses in the
House were held to a mere fraction
of the historical mid-term norm, and
the answer is an important if numerically limited GOP success. To
call this a "failure" is to abandon
reality; to measure success or failure one must first refer to what
was the objective in the first
place.
The administration's overmastering aim was simply to reduce the
obstructive power of the President's
bipartisan Senate opposition on foreign policy and military preparedness — and this aim was achieved.
Moreover, the targets of all targets
from the White House viewpoint —
Sen. Albert Gore, the Tennessee
Democrat, and the highly un-Republican New York senator, Charles

Goodell — were both knocked off.
The net of it all is that four of
the most bitter and effective of the
President's adversaries in a profound struggle over his right to conduct foreign and military affairs
have now gone down this year. (Two
such, Sens. Wayne Morse of Oregon and Joseph Clark of Pennsylvania, fell two years ago.
Apart from Gore and Goodell,
Sens. Ralph Yarborough of Texas
and Joseph Tydings of Maryland
have been removed from office. Men
clearly hospitable to sustaining the
constitutional powers of the presidency are to be the successors.
HAVING SAID this much, fiowever, other things need to be said.
The heavy Democratic gains in governorships are somewhat helpful to
that party and harmful to the GOP.
This is not because of so - called
"power bases" now to be estabished by the successful Democrats;
the days of decisive influence in national conventions and elections of
governors are long gone. After all,
Senate men have for a decade been
dominant here; the last three presidents have all corne from the Senate.
What is really significant about
Democratic victories in the state
houses is that governors usually
have great influence in the shaping
of restructured congressional districts to suit their own parties'
needs.

Too, if gubernatorial losses are
bad news for the Republicans to a
degree, there is yet another consideration. The President and ; Vice
President • Spiro Agnew, in going
after such a declared if only pseudo
Republican as Goodell, have further
angered the Republican liberals.
Whelher these Wilt now "take it
out on the President" remains to be
seen. Certainly they will wish to do
so. But a counterforce will be at
work. The results from races of national meaning generally show some
turn in the country toward the right,
and this may lead the liberals, Republican or Democratic, to second
thoughts.
FOR NOT ONLY have the dov*
and anti-preparedness senators been
measurably thinned out; others,
such as Stuart Symington in Missouri and Vance Hartke in Indiana,
were only barely able to survive;
In summary, then, the President
has gained ahis immediate objective
of strengthening his own hand in
foreign and military affairs , but his
party in the traditional partisan
sense is far from generally victorious. In running an openly bipartisan campaign to beat doves of whatever party, there was an obvious inherent risk, and the game may turn
put to have been not worth the cost.
Still, the final point to remember
is that basic presidential powers
have been sustained. Had they not
been, had the Senate remained as
it was, the Nixon presidency would
surely have been destroyed by
'
1972. . .
United Feature Syndicate

Mr, Nixon at halftime
NEW YORK - It is fair enough
for President Nixon to claim that
his party won something of a victory
in the 1970 congressional elections.
Vice President Agnew's contention that Nixon won "ideological"
control of the Senate is another of
those extravagances to which he is
given, but the Republicans did pick
up seats in that body and they did
lose fewer in the House than parties
in power usually do at mid-term.
RICHARD M. NIXON is too realistic a politician to take much comfort from that kind of victory, whatever he says publicly. Past all the
self-serving rationales and explanations both parties will offer for Tuesday's results, the fact is that the
biggest prize to be won was good
field position for the 1972 campaign.
Nixon did not get it; instead, he lost
ground, for at least the following
reasons:
1. Read the returns as you will,

there is simply no evidence anywhere
in them that Nixon's vigorous and
visible personal leadership — the
most extensive any President has exercised at mid-term — greatly benefitted his party. Neither his personal appearances nor the Republican
strategy and tactics that he had so
large a hand in devising produced
anything remotely like a big Republican surge or — in the case of the
state governorships — staved off
sizable Democratic gains. The best
that can be said for the President
is the negative and unprovable argument that , without him , the Republicans might have done worse.

2. Read the returns as you will.
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there is simply no evidence anywhere in them that the Southern
strategy paid off. The Republicans
gained a Senate seat and a governorship in Tennessee — in exchange
for which they lost governorships in
Arkansas and Florida, lost Senatorial seats they had gone all out to
win '•' in Florida and Texas, and lost
governorships Agnew and Nixon
personally campaigned for in Georgia and South Carolina.
-y—
3. Read the returns as you will,

there is simply no evidence anywhere in them that there is an inexorable conservative t r e n d in
America that will inevitably benefit the Republican party. It is true
enough that there were some notable conservative victories; there
were even more liberal-to-moderate
victories in both parties (for instance, in Connecticut, the new Republican Senator, Lowell Weicker,
is not as hard-line on foreign policy
issues as was the incumbent, Thomas
Dodd) what is really important is
that the returns do not suggest the
kind of historic swing to the right
that Republican theorists have been
picturing.
4. Read the returns as you will,

the only gains of any magnitude
were made by Democratic gubernatorial candidates. This was predictable enough , as most governors of
either party have for years been
having trouble getting re-elected,

and the Republicans held most State
Houses that were at stake this year.
5. The net of all these factors is
that the Republican party has not
been substantially strengthened for
1972 and the President's personal
leadership position within the party
has hot been strengthened by a surefooted or demonstrably effective performance.
EVEN SO, Democrats and liberals

should not be too comforted by Nixon's wounds. It is a long time until
1972, and in the meantime the country must be governed. It must be
extremely uncomfortable today for
a minority President, one committed
to developing a conservative majority in America, to realize that his
own best efforts have gained him
little if anything, while he is now
going to be'lflanked on the right by
Gov. Ronald Reagan, re-elected in a
landslide, Gov. George Wallace, already talking about a third-party
candidacy in the same phrases he
used in 1967 and 1968, antf by Sen.
James Buckley of New York, unquestionably the most spectacular
single victor of 1970.
This gallery of ravens over his
door could well tempt Nixon into
further appeasement of the right, in
quest of security for 1972. But appeasement is an endless, usually
thankless task, in politics as in diplomacy; and moderate Republicans
might therefore serve their cause
well by letting Nixon know their
latchstring is out if he wants to
come calling.
New York Times News Service

Turning away from melting pot
Strange how many things we used
to take for granted. Until quite recently, every educator and just
about every sociologist accepted almost as an article of faith the general premise that the world was
heading toward eventual unity.
OH, THE brotherhood of man
might be delayed a little due to
human cusscdness, but sooner or
later it was a cinch to materialize.
The United States was held up as
a classic example of the melting
pot, where the sons and daughters
of all the nations of the earth were
mixing and mingling, ending for all
time to come the silly illusion of
ethnic separation.
Great national leaders like Theodore Roosevelt flayed the use of
such divisive terms as "Irish-American" and "German - American,"
branding them "hyphenated Ameri-.
canism." The schools taught everybody to speak English, and later oh
such potent mass media as radio
and television put their electronic
stamp of approval on tho concept of
"one nation , indivisible." We told
ourselves comfortably that time
would not only bring us together
ns Americans, but in its inexorable
and benevolent course would also
unite the world itself into one big
fraternity where race would be forgotten and nationalism would be one
with Nineveh and Tyre.
Turns out we were kidding ouraclves. To put it mildly.
Fragmentation Is the name of the
game these days. The newly freed
continent of Africa has more little,
bickering, rival principalities than
did the Balkans ia their turn-of-the-
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century heyday. Southeast Asiatics
slaughter one another merrily and
endlessly in the name of nationalism, although no one except an expert can tell one ethnic group from
another. And Europe today has almost as many separate nations as it
had back in 1920.
THE WELSH AND THE Scots aro
talking about independence from
Great Britain. The Ukrainians and
the Outer Mongolians are giving the
Russians fits. The northern and
southern Irish are not noticeably
more congenial toward each other
than they were in' Jonathan Swift's
day, and the Greeks and Turks tear
apart the lovely island of Cyprus at
regular intervals. The Arabs dynamite the Israelis and get bombed in
return .
What about-the good old U.S.A.?
It's pretty much the same story,
I'm afraid. An "ethnicity conference" held late last year in Chicago was distinguished by these
statements from some of the
learned participants :
"If it's "in" to be black today, it's
also 'in ' to be Polish!"
"If demands for black power are
valid, and they are, so are the demands of white ethnics to control
their own destiny."
"There's a need for people to have
something to identify with in a largely impersonal society — something
bigger than the family, yet smaller
than the city."

Wafting through the corridors of
the conference like pot smoke in a
hippie pad floated such statements
as "I'm a Jew, and this is how I
think" - "I'm a Pole, and this is
how I think ." Finally the participants wound up calling for the intensified organization of "ethnics"
at both the local and national levels,
for the setting up of "chairs of ethnic
studies" at universities and for the
rewriting of American history books
to include the contributions of ethnic groups. .
AS UNIVERSITY OF Chicago historian Arthur Mann summed things
up; "The melting pot is dead."
Well, if it is, so well may also
be the whole hope and promise of
our land. The thing which made?
American different from all other
countries was the flaming conviction
held by the Founding Fathers that
here men of all nations and races
might find an equal home. The an*
cient quarrels and corrosive suspicions of old lands and peoples were
buried for all time in the bright,
new promise of the American
dream, and the schools for generations taught the children of the immigrants to think of themselves as
Americans, first , last and always.
This was the hope. This was tho
dream. If we are indeed at this late
date to become a permanently
splintered society, tb regress to tho
primeval hates and tlie destructive
feuding of the divided Europe and
Africa from which most of our fa*
thers came, then let us at least not
con ourselves. Let's call ourselves
by the right name: backsliders.
Lot Angeles Times
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The people weren't
bamboozled by anyone
NEW YORK — The election tells
us quite a lot about the American
people — most of it reassuring.
Taken as a whole, they see a lot out
of one eye. You can fool them, but
not for long and not everywhere.
They are skeptical and practical,
allergic to big ideas, bigshots and
big-mouths, iionideological, nonpartisan, and nonflappable, •— on the
whole fair and sensible.
They didn 't give anybody a mandate to do anything in this election,
except maybe to cut out the non*;
"
sense and get on with the nation's
business. They elected some dubs
and bores, maybe because there
were so many of them on the ballot,
and they fired some good old souls,
but in general they gave us a better balance between the parties in
the Congress and the state houses,
and mainly they gave us a chance
for a new beginning.
UNFORTUNATELY, P r e s I-

dent Nixon apparently did not get
the message . Even after he had divided his party, violated all his calls
for unity, morality, and integrity, he
was still claiming he had won a
great victory and strengthened his
hand at home and abroad, and particularly in the Senate.
"I believe our hand has been
strengthened ," he said, speaking in
party and ideological terms, and
while this is the usual partisan nonsense, one thing is fairly clear. Even
his own colleagues in the White
House and the cabinet were not swallowing this baloney. They were looking very hard and objectively at the
future, rather than at the propaganda of the past campaign.
The voters refused to be bamboozled or frightened by the President and the Vice President, or persuaded by the Democrats or the commentators. They picked their men
across party and ideological lines.
It could easily have gone the other way. If the voters had bought
(1) either the Nixon-Agnew line that
the Democrats invented sin, crime,
sex, war, dope, and smut, or (2) the
Democratic propaganda that the
Republicans loved the rich , and unemployment, and hated the poor, the
blacks and the young, we would
really be iri trouble, but instead,
they seem to have , said that we are
all very human and fallible, not very
smart, not very wise, liable to do
mean and foolish things, but maybe
capable of doing better next time.
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his own: Therefore, there must be
trust between the White, House and
the new Congress.
Similarly, there is no way for the
Democrats, with their new power in
the state capitals, and their proper
concern for the unemployed, the
poor, the blacks and the young, to
deal with the economic or the generation gap without the help of the
White House: Therefore, somehow
there must be a political truce for
a while and some honest talk for a
chance between the leaders of Congress and the President's official
family.
It will not be easy to establish
new lines of communication between the administration and its
critics on Capitol Hill and in the
press after this election campaign,
for the President and the Vice President have argued that the opposition was a barrier to good government and the security and wellbeing of the nation.
MUCH DEPENDS now on how

the President reads the election returns, and the guess here is that he
will look at the mathematics, put
aside the ideology of the campaign ,
and reach out to the opposition for
. compromise.
This is about where we are now,
and the chances are that , after all
the silly claims of victory on both
sides, the administration and the
Democratic opposition will, like the
voters, deal with realities.
New York Times News Servica
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ACCORDINGLY, the question now

Is how to put things back together.
The quicker this squalid election Is
forgotten the better. The facts aro
plain. The nation Is confronted with
momentous problems. It has a war
to end . Almost 6 percent of our people are unemployed — and almost
30 percent of our young city blacks
are out of work . Bankruptcies aro
running at the rate of 250 a week.
The economy has run over the pobr
with inflation , and then backed up
and run over them again with deflation.
Overseas, wc are at another critical and even historic point in tha
arms race,
None of these problems can be resolved In the vindictive and wounding political atmosphere of the last
few weeks in this country . There is
only ono President, and he cannot
deal with any of these problems on

Thomas A. Martin , L.F.D.
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Last week at the Mental Health Center we had a call
frbm someone who, for reasons best, known to herself, did
not give her name. May we use this column to tell her that
we are concerned about her and would like to offer her help.
This is what we would also like to tell her:
At th^tlina you called, you told me that you were feeling
very depressed. Afjer your husband went to work in the
morning you felt at loose ends. The house seemed empty and
you cpuldn't seem to get yourself to do your housework. You
also mentioned feeling lonely and that you really didn't know
many people. Finally, you said that you had been, feeling this
way for some time and that you had gained a lot of weight
since the birth of a child.
. Many people come to us with such problems. Often w«
are able to be of assistance.
I was saddened, however, by the fact that you hung up
when you heard your husband come Into the house. Your
apparent Inability,to ^speak openly, to him about your uhhappiness suggests that you may not wish to turn to him
when you most need his support. This is not uncommon, and
perhaps*we could help both of yoii to re-open communication at home.
- ' ¦ You also asked about our fees. These are charged on a
sliding scale based oa income and ability to pay, and no
one is refused services because they cannot pay for them.
.™ Perhaps by now you are feeling better. We hope so. But
if you are not, may we hear from you again?
BERN1CE D. HULL, Interviewer
¦ ¦ - .¦
Hiawatha Valley Mental Health Center
*.

Nason on Education

£qua! opportunity
for an education?
By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D.
There are some common
Unlver. of Southern California chords. Every child should

The common^ school, where
the same education once was
available to all, no longer provides opportunity to af. Along
with equal opportunity, a child
must have a reasonable chance
of success.
For example: It is ridiculous
to say that all boys have an
equal chance to become big
league baseball " players. The
path to that position is indeed
open to all, but only those with
bodies and minds trainable for
this kind of work have a reasonable chance of reaching that
goal.
Children irom homes with
books and newspapers, where
they are talked with and read
to, enter school ready to learn.
Children whose parents were
successful in school and who
. speak the language of schools
and textbooks have a built-in
advantage.
Children without these advantages have no chance at all,
let alone a reasonable chance
of competing with them. These
same children, though disadvantaged in the race for^schoiastic success, may have a
background of culture and have
other talents fitting them admirably for a different type training to reach different but
equally laudable goals.
' To meet the needs of all of
our children with their idverse
: physical abilities, family backgrounds, and cultural heritages, the common school must
be replaced with a wide varit, ety of schools and perhaps activities outside pf classrooms
that will provide opportunities
for all children to make the
most of the talents they possess.

LAY-BY-NOW*

learn to talk; read well enough
to understand and enjoy the
daily' newspapers; and have
the health information to help
him avoid narcotics and drugs.
Every child needs sufficient
skill in arithmetic to meet his
daily needs. For some, it is
unimportant that they understand the basic principles of
our number system, and still
less important that they know
about other systems with bases
of 3 and 5.
The - common school which
was concerned primarily with
reading, writing and arithmetic, was adequate when boys
and girls learned about work
in the household, on farms or
even in industries. Labor saving devices in the home andin industry have robbed young
people of opportunities to learn
outside the school.
The education and training
of youth for a successful and
happy life must be considered
from many angle? in addition
to the three R's and the skills
which bring high scores on an
intelligence test.
Success in grade school, high
school and college should no
longer be held up as the ultimate. There are other ways of
preparing for an honorable and
respected place in our society.
My advice to students and
parents lis "don't wait for the
schools to change. It takes too
long. Do something yourself
about developing your talents."
The day of the self-made
man, once the pride of America, is again important. Parents should guide and encourage their children in developing their talents. They can encourage their children to make
the best use of their opportuni.
ties in school, to develop skills
of reading, handwriting, arithmetic and self-expession. Outside of school, they can encourage them to learn the skills
needed for 'one or more of the
jobs necessary for life in these
United States.

<[bYs
RAnn

BROTHERS

I
IUDD STORE, Inc.
V&S HARDWARE
37* E, *1th ST. Phona 452*4007

Mix
creamstyle cottage
cheese with finely chopped radishes and scalllon, Use as a
spread for clackers or partysize! slices of rye bread.

Can city issue
renewal bonds?

Can elected or appointed representatives legally speculate in urban renewal development with taxpayers' money?
This was the issue before the City Council at its Nov. 2
meeting. On hand were two opposing legal opinions prepared
by eminent Minneapolis lawyers. One opinion argued that it
was legal; the other that it was not, Both are now on file with
city clerk and available for public inspection.
Urban renewal, as it is known in Winona,' consists of a
plan to develop the downtown business- district. Theoretically,
it should pay for itself. Ear-marked for possible development is the square block bounded by 3rd, 2nd, Center and
Main streets. One or more developers must now be found who
will invest approximately $2.5 million back into the property.
By so doing, property values would thereby produce the tax
over 40
revenue needed to return
¦ the cost :•of. ' : "the "program
years. '
^
TO PAY for the jroperty and ready it for possible developers, 75 percent of the cost is to come from the federal treasury
while 25 percent is expected to come from local sources. To
finance the local amount and thereby meet, the requirements
for federal participation, the city of Winona has formerly
agreed to issue general obligation bonds backed . by the full
faith and credit of the city. Thus if development does not
produce more tax revenue than is now collected from the
area, the taxpayers, both local and,federal, will be required
to pick up the check.
And quite a sizeable check it will be, for at this moment, 11 downtown property owners are now in the process
of receiving $939,839 for properties valued by a professional
state appraiser in 1969 at $718,425. For example, one property
owner has already received $145,806 for property so valued at
$85,800; another is to receive $206,720 for property valued at
$144,525. Interestingly enough, if the $145,806 property owner's
real estate taxes were based on the purchase price instead
of $85,800, those taxes payable in 1970 would be $4,627 not
$3,545, the actual assessment. Likewise, the $206,720 property owner would pay $6,583, not $5,975. Surprisingly, neither
the City Council nor._the commissioners of the Housing Authority bave expressed any concern over these obvious
Inconsistencies. Moreover, the commissioners have avoided
any inquiry or knowledge, "in order they would not be subject
to individual pressures."
Nor has the newsjnedia bothered to report the full story
of what has transpired despite the fact that all is of public
record. When it comes to really significant happenings, the
press and radio are often strangely silent.
And s what follows? How long Will the Housing Authority
remain a landlord «f the area? Will it spend another $180,000
for administration costs before development actually occurs?
No one seems to have any idea. In fact at the June 24 meeting of the authority, the urban renewal director reported
that only two projects in entire Region TV (nine Midwestern
states) have been successful in obtaining a major department
store as a developer. A very hazy future, indeed.
„
. SO TO restate .the question In dispute, can a city legally
Issue or legally agree to issue general obligation bonds backed
up by the full faith and credit of the city to pay for property
acquisitions under urban renewal without a referendum? In
a legal opinion obtained by the writer, Howard, Lefevere,
Lefler, Hamiltonand Pearson of Minneapolis, says no. On the
other hand, Dorsey, Marquart. Windhorst West and Haliaday
^ Also Mr. CYStanwho represent the bond consultant, says yes.
^
ley McMahon , attorney for the authority, concures with the
latter opinion.
The logical steps for the council to take are to ask the
attorney general of Minnesota for a ruling and to halt further
property acquisitions by the Housing Authority until this is
obtained. So far, the council has done neither. Laws exist
governing the issuance of general obligation bonds and an
attorney general is on hand to interpret those laws for local
governments without charge. In fact, this is the principal
duty of his office. Will the council avail itself of this service
or will the taxpayers be denied this protection?
EVAN J. HENRY

D.C. asks Congress
Wisconsin
to pay most of
costs from march
highway
official elected

HOUSTON, Tex. <AP)-W. J.
Burmeister, Wisconsin state
highway engineer, was elected
president of the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO) Sunday as the
group opened its 56th annual
meeting.
Some 2,500 highway officials
from throughout thre nation are
expected to gather here for the
convention which ends Friday.
J. C. Dingwall, Texas state
highway engineer, Was elected
first vice president. Other officers elected were T. W.. Parker
of New York, Ward Goodman of
Arkansas, Walter Hjielle of
North Dakota and John McGarra of California, all vice presidents.
The highway administrators
are expected to discuss the continuation of the federal highway
trust fund established ln 1966 for
distribution to the states on a
population area neefls basis.and
to assure orderly financing for
the Interstate highway system.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
District of Columbia has asked
Congress to pay most of the estimated $322,000 cost for the
Oct. 3 "March for Victory"
here.
Deputy Mayor Graham W.
Watt said , Friday the district
can afford only $10,322 of the
till for the Vietnam victory rally. In a letter to key congressmen, Watt said half the total
¦went for police overtime.
He estimated the* cost of the
July 4 "Honor America" rally
at $283,000.

52-foot white
spruce to decorate
State Capitol
ST. PAUL (AP) - A 52-foot
white , spruce with a branch
spread of 32 feet will be the
state's official Christmas tree
on the lawn of the State Capitol.
The tree was donated by Mr.
and Mrs> Ralph Melby of Backus, Minn, after state foresters'
spotted It on the Melby farm
west of Backus. It will be
trucked to the Capitol Nov. 19.

Mixe
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Although a substantial 78 percent of the American people
express a high regard for the physicians who treat them, the
public nonetheless harbors a , rather long list of complaints
about .the services and the charges rendered them by the
medical profession.
A specialHarris Survey conducted recently amopg 1,520
households nationwide turned up these criticisms of doctors:
• By 63-31 percent, the public feels the statement' is
justified that "doctors try to jam so many patients into office
hours they don't give enough time and attention to anyone."
• In the financial area people . agree by 62-27 percent
that "since Medicare and Medicaid have come in, doctors
have just jumped their fees to take advantage of it."
.;¦•• The increasing difficulty in getting a doctor to make
a house call is reflected in the 56-36 percent majority who go
along with the charge that "no doctor who refuses to make
house calls can be called conscientious."
• A 55-32 percent majority believes that "modern medicine is so specialized the general practitioner is just a referral service."
• A 53-33 percent'majority agrees that "if doctors paid
more attention to preventive medicine, their patients could
avoid a lot of illness."
• By a relatively narrow 49-42 percent margin, the public endorses the charge that "the patient who gets sick on
Wednesday afternoon or Sunday could die before they would
get a doctor off a golf course." Among people earning between $5,000-9,999, however, the proportion who feel this way
rises to a more substantial 55-37 percent.
The criticisms ef doctors are not so sweeping that the
American people do not find something positive to say in
of tiie medical profession:
¦ defense
• ' ' . ' ¦ ¦• By 78-15 percent, the public agrees with the statement, "I have a higher regard for my doctor than nearly anyone else I deal with."
'
"
• Despite complaints about the cost of fees and medical
bills, most people are sympathetic about the financial problems of medical students and internl. By an overwhelming
77-13 percent, the public agrees that "it is all wrong that doctors are paid so little all those years they are being trained."
And by 49 to 37 percent, people consider unjustified the statein
ment that ^'doctors have the highest incomes the country
and that shows how little they care about the HippocraUc
Oath."
• And by 47-31 percent, the public agrees that "when
the press and TV criticize ttie medical profession, they usually
don't know what they are talking about."
On still another count, the results can be viewed as
mixed: the question of whether many operations are performed which are not necessary. By 55-33 percent most
people do not believe "a lot of operations" are not^ really
needed. However, the fact that a third of the public is suspicious of doctors' explanations about operations will be
viewed by some as a negative finding. These doubts* are far
more deeply rooted among older people and those with lower
incomes than among the more affluent
¦¦ ¦ "" " ;and higher income
sectors.
.
. ' .
. -:_ .; ,;
The cross section was asked:
^'1 would like to ask you how you feel about some
things people say about doctors and the practice of
medicine. As I read each statement, please tell me

To Your Good Health

Answers to your questions
By G. C. THOSTESON, M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Our son,
30, and the father of two, donates a pint of blood every eight
wrecks.Sometimes he seems to
be overtired, and sleeps from
8 p.m. to 7 a.m. His face color
is rather poor at times;¦ , yellowgray.. .
.
^
Is this too often for him to
give- blood and, could it bring
his resistance down? — Mrs.
A. T.
The Red Cross, which if not
conservative is at least realistic,
allows a donor to give blood every eight weeks. This should
not affect a healthy man. Sonje"
have given considerably more
over long periods of time, without ill effects.
Furthermore, the blood is
tdst-ed for anemia before each
donation is taken.
Therefore , I doubt whether
giving blood is the cause of his
fatigue, but from the sound of
things, he needs to be checked
for whatever else may be sapping his energy and giving him
poor color.
Is he sleeping so long be5cause, for some time, he has not
been getting enough rest? What
about his eating habits? Is he,
perhaps, suffering from a thyroid deficiency — which can be
readily checked?
If, the next time he appears
to give blood, he Is found to
be anemic, he will be informed
of that. And it will be time for
him to have a medical checkup
if, by then, he hasn't already
done so.
Dear Dr. Thosteson:* What
would you recommend as a didt
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Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am
bothered with gas in my intestines. Do you have any way
to rid me of it?—Mrs. L.S.
Maybe , maybe - not. I give
you this answer because you
haven't given me any idea of
what type of "gas" troubles you
have.
You might be an air-swallower. (Alr-swallowers, it seems,
never believe it when first told,)
Maybe you have some food allergy that bothers you. Maybe
you, have nervous tensions that
may contribute to having a
"nervous colon."
Those are some of the commoner causes of "gas," but as
you can see , the right way to
correct one type may be the
wrong way for another.
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for a person with uric acid? My '
husband has it and I would like
to give him the correct food. ¦—
Mrs. L. K. S. *
When a person has too high
a uric acid level, there are two
main risks: gout and urate* kidney stones. So keeping the uric
acid level down is important.
Diet has some influence, but
medication is more important,
and several prescription drugs
are now available for that purpose.
So far as diet is concerned'
any excesses of eating or drinking can trigger gout attacks, but
in general foods that are* high
in purines should be avoided.
This includes such things as organ meats (sweetbreads , kidneys, liver, heart, etc.), broth
anrj bouillon, some* kinds of seafood, and, in the vegetable category, legumes of the dried pea
or bean family.

Thank You!
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whether you think the statement is justified or unjustl* ^
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STATEMENTS ABOUT DOCTORS
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I have a higher regard for my doctor
than nearly anyone else I deal with ... 78
15
7
It's all wrong that doctors are paid
:.
so little all those years they are being trained . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77
13
10
*
Doctors try to jam so many patients
into office hours they don't give
enough time or attention to anyone. . . . . 6 3
31
6
Since Medicare and Medicaid have
come in, doctors have just jumped
27
11
their fees to take advantage. . . . . . . . . . . 62
No doctor who refuses house calls can
36
a¦
be called conscientious. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
• " . *;.
Modern medicine is so specialized the
general practitioner is just a refer32¦
13
ral service. . . . v . . . ; , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
'.__ . ___ ,
If doctors paid more attention to pre¦ ' ' '"
* .
ventive medicine, their patients could
33
14
avoid a lot cf illness. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
The patient who gets sick on Wednesday
afternoon or Sunday could die before
42
9
getting a doctor off a golf course. . . . . . . 49
When the press and TV criticize the
medical profession, they usually don't
31
22
know what they are talking about, y . . 47
Doctors have the highest incomes in
the country, which shows how little
they care about the Hippocratic Oath. . .37
49
14
A lot of operations doctors do are un55
12
necessary; they do it just for the fees. .. 33
On Thursday, the Harris Public Opinion Analysis will
compare the results of the public's, views with those to
identical questions asked of a recent cross section of general
practitioners surveyed for Life Magazine. That analysis will
show where the doctors and their patients are in agreement
and where the confidence
gaps for the medical profession
¦
exist today.
. ', - ¦
Advertisement
5,243 votes cast for
man dead in accident . New Many Wear

GRAND RAPIDS, Minn. (AP)
— The death of Itasca County
Auditor Richard J. Whaling Oct.
30 in an automobile accident did
not allow enough time to remove his name from the Nov. 3
election ballot. He received 5,243 votes.
Orton H. Hopola was elected
auditor with 8,798 votes, succeeding the veteran of 28 years
in the post. ¦

FALSE TEETH
With Wore Comfort

When dentures slip down and
coma loose, eprlnblo on some e&syto-use FASTEETH® Denture Adhe- v
slve Powder. PASTKETH holds dentures firmer longer. You feel nsoro'
comfortable .... eat more naturoUy. .,FASTEETH la not add. There's no "
gummy, gooey, pasty taste.Dentures
that fit are essential to health*. Bo
¦po your dentlBt regularly, ae*
FASTEETH at all drug counters.
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Dear Abby:

7

'Fair lady shpuld
be his own choice

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: I am a recently divorced man, in my
early fifties. I am considered good looking, still trim and
vigorous, dress well and have done very well financially, so,
lonesome, I'm not.
Before the ink was dry on my divorce papers, I started
getting calls from friends , "Boy, have I got a girl for you!"
Don't misunderstand, • Abby, I enjoy the company of
the opposite sex, but T like to select my own. When I'm
invited to dinner, I'm asked to pick up some lady who will be
my "date" for the evening, then I have to take her home. Or
else, I am paired up with somebody's middle-aged sisterIn-Jaw, who could haunt a house.
Question: When I'm invited out, woulc
it.be proper for me to say, "I am bringinj
my own lady"?
If it's my company they want, thej
should welcome me and a lady of my choice
If all they want me for is to escort someont
of their choice, they can forget it. Correcl
•
me, if I'm wrong.
NOBODY'S FOOL IN LA

SAFETY AWARDS . . . "Take Safety
Daily " was the theme Friday when the Saint
Anne Hospice Safety committee climaxed
it's annual safety project with a coffee party
for all staff members. Pictured from left are
John Eifealdt, president of the Winona County
Safety Council, Charles Millam, hospice engineer and safety committee chairman; Sis-

ter M. Francella, receiving the hospice safety
award in fcehalf of Miss Mary Ann Pozanc,
dietary department, from Sister Amadeus,
hospice administrator. Other prescriptions
drawn to receive honorable mention were
Mrs. LaVonne Carroll;, nursing-service; Mrs.
Patti Bpclcer, recreation and Mrs. Violet
Masepohl, housekeeping . (Daily News photo)

Loca l Barbershoppers
stage best show yet

By MRS. ETHEL M. BEEMAN ing which literally re-created a
The Winona Chapter , oi park on stage with honest to
SPEBSQSA is aging well. Sat- goodness trees and a couple of
DEAR NOBODY'S: When invited to
urday night before a capacity Winona's newly painted park
dinner, always insist upon bringing your
own lady, and you'll soon find out if
crowd of some 1,400 people,they benches (which the chief of poAbby
trotted out not only some good lice indicated must be reyou're wanted for yourself or not.
local quartets but one of the turned.)
DEAR ABBY: I had to laugh at the man who wrote in society's finest international In addition to the chorus, othabout his wife always counting calories. I wish his wife and champions, The Schmitt 'Broth- er groups jyhjen participated
mine could get together and reach a happy medium.
were: The Note Benders from
ers from Two Rivers, Wis.
I am married to a woman who must have put on 80
This was the 15th parade for Rushford consisting of Herbert
pounds since T married her seven years ago. Needless to the local chapter and perhaps Highum, Harvey Post, Aivid
say, I am ashamed to be seen with her. The rest of us eat the time has come to throw in Kjos and Roger Ulrich; die
sensibly, but my wife shovels in the bread, potatoes and our pencil and just let the whole Meistersingers of Winona -with
sweets like there is no tomorrow. I've talked to her and so happy business go on forever- Harold Kiese, Steve Lund, Davhave her friends and members of my family and hers, too, more to the delight of barber- id Rislove and Craig OdelJ —
but it does no good. At age 26 I an*y ready to take my shop fans without commentary each of which performed comlove-making elsewhere because my wife is so repulsive..
after the fact. However, for mendably; and last but not least
Why do I stay?? Because I love my kids and I suppose I this one more time . . .
— the Misterssippis of Winona ,
still love the girl under all that blubber.
This was, without a doubt, the which included Gordon Selke,
FATTY'S HUSBAND best performance of the Winona Bruce Odell, Arthur Van DeWaDEAR HUSBAND: Her first move should be in the - chorus that we have seen. ter and Michael Hengel. The latEvery year the group has be- ter quartet did a particularly
direction of a doctor. She eats because she's unhappy,
come more polished ringing fine job demonstrating why they
and one of the reason's she's unhappy is because she's
those
barbershop
seventh placed sixth in a recent barfat. If you love her, don't quit talking to her !
chords with increased consis- bershop quartet contest, and for
DEAR ABBY: I was interested in the letter signed tency. Under the direction of a change of pace they used a
"VERY MAD," from the "domestic" who is always in- Arthur Van DeWater, the chor- guitar in singing folk music.
troduced as "our Marybelle" as though
she had no last us was guided through some in- Finally, the evening was
' ¦¦ .,- _ .".
name.
teresting arrangements of rounded out with the return enYou say the employer probably does it more out of "af- some of the old songs worked gagement of the Schmitt Brothy
fection."
into the theme for the night en- ers. They were definitely * the
Then it would seem to me that the domestic, out of titled "An Evening in the Park", crowd-pleasers. Their polish and
"affection," should be able to call the employer by HER first with excellent results.
skill was evident throughout
name, which I am sure the ¦employer
would
neither
enthe evening as they sang
ALL 33 MEN on stage had the through their repertoire, which
. : ¦ ¦ - .A : ¦ : ¦
courage nor tolerate.
^
The relationship of domestic and employer in an "our words and music at tongue's included some of their old arMarybelle" situation sounds more like possession than affec- end. No music for them. The rangements and some new.
tion — something mat was supposed to have gone out with effect was instantaneous as They were given plenty of opP. K.: CLEVELAND they opened /with their own spe- portunity to sing and were
the Civil War.
cial arrangement of "It's BarDEAR ABBY: I have been a "domestic" for many years bershop Harmony Time", sang brought back for several enand I never felt put down because I was called "William." I through six numbers, and cores.
have worked for people who were young enough to be my wound up with the curtain clos- ROY ACHTER did an exchildren, and I never expected them to call me "mister" to er — which turned out to be ceptionally fine job as master
show "respect" for me or my age. The title doesn't give the the opener with different lyrics. of ceremonies by sprinkling in
job dignity nor the person respect. It is the person who gives
Special mentioh'^should also his own talent and moving the
the job dignity.
be made of the unique stag- shpw along at a fast pace. He
I thjnk a lot of people are looking for something to be
mad about these days.
Church Women
I would rather have my employer shake my hand or pat
me on the shoulder and call me "William,", than stand two
United hear
feet away from me and call me "Mr. Adams." I know I am
guest speakers
respected and I have no complaints about what I'm called.
WILLIAM IN ATLANTA
Earl-Yong Yang, Korea , and
DEAR ABBY: In reply to "MINNESOTA GIRL," relative
Adarsh
Kumar Harl , Guyana ,
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) — The were guest
to hitch hiking, I wish to make the following comments :
when
Educational Services Commit- Church Women speakers
United
met
FriI am now in the process of investigating a case in which tee
announces that the annual day at the Immanuel United
a 19-year-old girl also thought that hitching a ride with a lutefisk
supper will be held in Methodist Church.
stranger was cheaper and quicker than taking a bus. She was the Osseo-Fairchild
High School It was announced that the
picked up by a "nice guy " who made advances to her. When cafeteria tonight. Serving
will
he refused to stop, the girl opened the door and jumped out. begin at 4 p.m. following the group is taking part in an
The car was traveling about 50 mph. Needless to say, the girl Parent-Teacher Conferences. offering of both cash and garments to aid the needy.
needed hospital treatment.
Very truly yours,
The theme for the day was
With
funds
from
the
annual
DETECTIVE: WATERFORD, CONN. lutefisk suppers, the committee "Use a Key for Tomorrow:
sponsors an Osseo-Fairchild stu- Education." ¦
<Lanesboro ALCW dent on an eight-week study trip
to a foreign country during the
LANESBORO, Minn . (Spe- summer. Sharon Pederson Lehcial) — The Bethlehem ALCW tinen, Carol Thompson, Carowill meet Wednesday at the par- line Goplin and Donell Rogness
PEPIN, Wis. (Special) - The ish house. The Eunice circle will
have visited Germany. Last
publics-is invited to attend an have charge of the program. summer, ¦Lynean Ausen spent ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) —
An opening meeting of the newexhibition of oil paintings by Hostesses will be the Mmes. the summer in Belgium.
ly organized senior citizens club
artists from the village of Pe- Lester Gunderson , John Lygen, The committee also admini- will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
pin and surrounding areas to Walter Ode, Corday Thompson, sters the B. A. Kloster Schol community hall. Games will be,
Adolf Moen and Clifford Strom. arship from ' tlie funds raised provided and coffee will be
¦
be held Sunday at the Pepin
at these suppers . It is awarded served.
Village hall from 2 to 5 p.m.
each year to a graduating sen- Plans were made Friday afCaledonia
play
Coffee will be served during the
ior intending to enter the field ternoon at an advisory board
showing. ~
CALEDONIA, Minn. - Tlie of teaching. Winners are select- meeting at the home of Mrs .
Most of the work was done senior class play of Caledonia ed on the basis of essays sub- C. A. Bye. Other members ol
In a class conducted by Mrs. High School will present a mitted by candidates. Scholar- the board include the Mmes.
Howard Mason, rural Pepin. play, "The Frank Family" ship winners have been Nancy Fred Bahnub, Lois Osmon and
Mrs. Mason is a graduate of Thursday and Friday it" the Olson, Daniel Olson, Arlene Gil- Vivien Pederson.
the art department of the Uni- school. Each performance bert , Rachel Hageness, Linda Mrs. Ada Ekern and Mrs.
versity of Wisconsin, Milwau- starts at 8 p.m.
Kirshner, Vicki Strasburg, Ka- Vcrna Erickson will serve as
kee. She has exhibited her work
thy Thompson , Nancy Wnten- hostesses, Mrs. Elenore Riphenin Milwaukee and in recent ses tho pleasure of painting phul and Fay Tumm. Last year burg, Whitehall , explained the
years at local art fairs.
coupled with a little technical the scholarship was raised from program sponsored by the WestIn teaching, Mrs. Mason stres- help as a means to that end. $75 to $100.
cm Dairyland Economic OpCharles Thomley is chairman portunity Council. Purpose of
of this year's supper and Rus- the center will be, Mrs. Riphensell Dodge, co-chairman. Mrs. burg said, to have a place in
Aryin Bpctcher nnd Mrs. Joe which elderly and lonely perPhillips are purchasing agents. sons may drop in to meet
Members of the Educational friends. All senior citizens in
Services Committee this year the area-are' urged to attend.
are Lee Eder, chairman' Mr, Duties of the 'advisory board ,
and Mrs. Bernard Schcffer , Mr. Mrs. Riphenburg said, will be
and Mrs. Norman Olson, Mr. to develop the centers goals
^aveCleaned
a^j ^ r a HiM^
. ' M$
^our Furnishings
i
and Mrs. Russell Dodge,) Mrs. and activities; to solicit support
NOW.
Arvin Boetcher, Mrs. Joe Phil- from the community ; to help
^yS^^Sm ^M
lips, Mrs. Otis Udahl, Mrs. hostesses operate the center efBvan Duerkop, Mrs. Gordon fectively, to evaluate activities
Thus, Robert Johnson , Mr. and and to plan new activities ,
Mrs. Ed Kcrkvliet, Mrs. Rich- HOUSTON DINNER
ard Garber and Mrs. Gary HOUSTON, Minn. (Spccial)Spcich.
Student members arc Tho annual Veterans Day Amer!
^
'
'
MM
v w^ ^W I Furniture and Rug
Judy
Meyer
and Cynthia Ham- ican Legion and Auxiliary famCleaning
mer.
¦
ily potluck dinner will bo servWhen you are prepari ng ed tonight at 7 at (he Legion
452 -2048
Servlnp YOU
slewed dried fi gs, do not soak clubrooms. All veterans aro
invited.
tho fruit before cooking.

Lutefisk supper
tonight at Osseo
Fairchild school

Art show set
at Pepin hall

I ^A IM
^^P|: tf

WABASHA, Minn. ~ Agnes
Compton Stierwald, St. Paul artist arid teacher, will exhibit
pen drawings and watercolors
in the Perrie Jones Room at
tlie Wabasha Public Library
during November. Mrs. Stierwald considers her show, "an
expression of concern for reverence for nature, mad, animals, birds — for all God's
creatures, sometimes dome with
sublety and hopefully with humor."
She is a native of Rochester,
N.Y. and a graduate of Skidmore College with an art major. Further study includes
work at the University of Buffalo, the Albright Art School,
Buffalo, and the Museum of
Modern Art, New York.'She has
exhibited in New York and
North Carolina. Recent Minnesota exhibits include the faculty
show at the Minnesota Museum
of Art in St. Paul, where she
also teaches children's art classes and the West Lake Gallery,
'
Minneapolis.
Mrs. Stierwald is the daughter and wife of Episcopal ministers. She and ner husband,
the Reverend George C. Stierwald have three .children.
The public is invited to view
the exhibit during regular library hours. ¦

Ettrick Senior
Citizens to meet

GET REflDY

was assisted by "The* Couples
In The Park" consisting of Beverly Hanson, Ellie Hodgdon and
Gordon Rostvold, who pantomimed the story line.
Everyone involved provided
the finest ^possible family , entertainment for this benefit
event. Funds will go to the Institute of Logopedics, Wichita,
Kansas (the national charitable
project of the Society for the
Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartet
Singing in America, Inc, which
aids multiple handicapped children to learn how to speak.) In
addition a contribution is made
to the Goodfellows and the Elks
Boys Camp.
What will they have for next
year's show? You can place bets
that it is already a thought on
their part. We can be assured
that it will be better than any
they have presented. We just
have to wait a whole year while
they work and¦ sing their hearts
¦

Osseo-Fairchild
play scheduled
for Wednesday

°

OSSEO, Wis. (Special) —
"Get Smart," a two-act comedy
based on the popular TV show,
gin High School Friday at the
will be presented at Osseo-Fair- Elgin operetta
high school. The public is inchild High School at 8 p.m.
¦
vited to attend the operetta
"The
ForMinn.
ELGIN,
'
'
" ..
Wednesday.
which
is under the direction of
presented
tune
Teller"
will
be
Appearing in the lekd roje as
Douglas
Johnson.
by
the
senior
high
chorus
of
ElMaxwell Smart, secret agent,
is Randy Olson. His assistant,
Agent 99, is Cynthia Hammer.
Duane-Fredrick is production
director, with Wayne Beard as
technical director.
,
The play, formerly scheduled
Broadwdy and Ewing Street
for last week, was postponed
due to ilhiess of a cast member.
65th Annua)
¦
.- .

St. Casimir's Church

BAZAAR

Pepin bazaar

PEPIN, Wis. (Special)— The
annual bazaar of the American
Lutheran Church Women will
be held Sunday in the church
basement from 11 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. Articles to be sold include
Christmas and novelty items,
towels, aprons, pillow cases,
candy and woven rugs. There
will also be a pantry shelf,
: -,
out. . ¦: : }. A ' •' ' .
fish pond, knitting booth and
Until ; then; -.. . . let's keep white elephant booth. A lunchAmerica singing.
eon will be served at noon.

ENDS TONIGHT
Starting at 7:00

LUNCH SERVED
Hand-Made Quilts
Home-Baked Goods
Other Bazaar Merchandise
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WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
STORE HOURS: 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily,
Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sunday 12:30 to 5 p.m.

THANKSGIVING

llfiSBfl mnMiti.

CAROLINE KENNEDY AT HORSE SHOW . . . Exhibiting the normal teen-age appetites, Caroline Kennedy, left,
and an unidentified girl friend , prepare .for a long day at
the National Horse Show at New York's Madison Square Garden Sunday. The daughter of the late President John F.
Kennedy and her younger brother John, both avid members
of the "horsey set," were among- the spectators at the show.
(AP Photofax)
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Expertly done fiare by "Easesharp" Factory MeThod
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Know how well Knlu feel and
look, but we know It takes
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Wednesday, Nov. 11 at 9:30 a.m.
The classes
will start
classes
These classes will b# limited to 14 people to give you
mor* lnt,ivldufll attention. Call 454-5462 for registration.
Satisfaction
5 2-hour
. . - $12.
Guaranteed.
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knit fabrics, pli-s demonstrations on tha construction of
basic shells, tee-shlrfe, slacks, skirts, bailc dresses , slmp|. ,u|ts and sweaters.
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Linda Schutz
becomes bride
at Arcadia

THE LOCKHORNS

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Miss Linda Schutz, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Schutz, Arcadia, Wis., became the bride
of Marvin Papenfuss, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Papenfuss, Dakota, Minn., Oct. 31 at
the American Lutheran Church,
Arcadia.
The Bev. Wayne Radke officiated at the ceremony. Mike
Feehan was organist.
Miss Nancy Christ was maid
of honor. Mrs. Judy Schutz, and
Marge Haines were bridesmaids.
Alton Papenfuss was his
brother's bestman. Ray Sebo
and Lawrence Papenfuss were
groomsmen. Ushers were Robert Schlitz and Charles Papenfuss, brothers of the bride and
bridegroom.
A reception was held at the
American Legion Club Room at
La Crescent, Minn., with a
dance following in the evening.
The bride is a graduate of
Arcadia High School and. 'Western Wisconsin Technical Institute, La Crosse, Wis. and is
employed as a licensed practical nurse at Mary Greeley Hospital, Ames, Iowa. The bridegroom is a graduate of Winona
Senior High School , received his
bachelor's degree at Winona
State College, his masters degree at Kansas State University
and plans to receive his PhD
in mathematics at Iowa State
University, Ames.
After a wedding trip to South
Dakota the newlyweds will
make their home at Route 2,
Ames.

Olde r Adults
to observe
Veterans Day
Regularly scheduled craft
classes and the Trimmer's club
meeting at the Older Adult Center will not be: held Wednesday
due to Veterans Day.
Ten persons have registered
for a class in lingerie sewing.
The group will meet Wednesday
afternoons at 1:30 in the Valley
View Tower sky room, starting
Wednesday November 18th, under the direction of Mrs. Allen
R. Nelson.
The second in a series of
public "Old Time" dances for
Winona and area senior citizens will be held Tuesday evening at the YWCA starting at 8.
A small charge is made for refreshments.
A group from the Rochester
senior citizens center will visit
the Winona Older Adult program Thursday afternoon.
Serving on dally registration
and lunch committees for this
week are. — Monday, — Betty
Ryen and Edna Whetstone;
Tuesday — Veo Hicks, Emilie
Brand, Helen StachowLtz, Helen Hornberg, Elsie Young and
Esther Luehman; Thursday,
Frances Beck and Clara Benson, Friday — Edna Irish and
Catherine Lorenz.
¦
Green tipped bananas areifine
for bakini Peel the fruit and
sprinkle with a Utile lemon or
lime juice . and brown sugar.
Bake in a moderate oven for
v
about 15 minutes.

_me^a^ Carpets

-/J5 Need

^^iL Cleaning?
mk ^one:
454-3 105
j^

LYLi'S

for
STEAM CLEANING
Member, National Institute
of Rug Cleaning, Inc.

Car with
dynamite
is found

"WHY POM'T | MAKE -SOMETHING OF MY3ELF ?
j AlCtK.5% YOO POM*T Pg6ERVE A
eacceSSFOJ- H05BANP,THAT«5 WHY!"
_

For TUESDAY. Nov. 10
Your birthday today: Steady effort is your passport to
growth and achievement this coming year. You have beneficial influences working for you when you meet people'
*
needs halfway. This should be thought of as a preparatory
year rather than a time of arrival. Sop much more is yet to
be achieved once you build the base that'is within your reach
now. Ties of affection quietly deepen, today's natives are
sensitive to vibration and color , often use this talent for
art *fld display work.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Sudden
moves defeat their own purposes today.
The afternoon and evening are fine hours
for dismantling anything, clearing the
decks, but not for decision-making.
TAURUS ( April 20-May 20): Find things
to do which do not depend on others; check
your facts. Argumentative people are that
way because of misunderstanding, confusion.
Don't add to it.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) : Expect differences, lost mail, failure of attention. H
you concentrate on what has already been
Jeane
started, you will wind up ahead. Retire
earjy. Pray. yy. ,
CANCER (June 21-JuIy 22): There is much demand on
your time, Assign priorities in your mind, first thing&first.
Postpone decisions; let nothing and nobody rush you.
LEO (July 23-Aog. 22): Find out all about acquaintances,
both new and old, before involving yourself in their schemes.
Travel is inconvenient. Take exceptional care, if you must go.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Let well enough alone in your
family finances. If you meet harsh comment, realize it is
not of your making, wait, for clarification. Reaction how
would be premature.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Forcing issues will boomerang.
Postpone promises or major decisions. Experiment; buy something of minor importance, watch it fail of its purpose in
some subtle manner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Don't allow emotional stress
to override your well-Worked-out plans. The opposition comes
from people who understand little of what you are doing.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Any squabble swiftly
becomes a quarrel. Easy does it! There is no excuse for
skipping out — just be discreet and keep on with your work.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): This is a cross-questionsoblique-answers sort of day in which matters are best kept
simple and to the point. Let comment go uncontested where
you can. .
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. is): Expect decisions to become confused. Tact with friends will be-remembered favorably ; things take on a different aspect once this period
. '. " . .
is.past.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Even rather safe-looking
projects are wild gambles today. Seek the fun side of life,
make no promise's. Past gossip and interesting bits of fact
come to you unbidden.

Eyota circle _
EYOTA , Minn. (Special) *Circle II of the WSCS of the
United Methodist Church, Eyota,
met at the John Thompson home
Thursday afternoon with 17 in
attendance. Mrs. Florence
Brobst had charge cf devotions
and program. It was decided to
have a baked food sale in November and to make and stuff
toys and animals, dress dolls,
and send more clothes to the
Red Bird Mission in Beverly,
Ky.
The next meeting will be Dec.
3 at the home of Mrs. Axel
Boesen.
i

B

Woman 's Club
Principal Howard Dorn will
present the topic, "Instruction
offered in Public Schools," Wednesday evening at St. Matthew's
Woman's Club. There will also
be a memorial service. Mrs.
Galen Bettslnger will give a
talk and show slides of Thailand. In charge of the program
are Mrs. Ray Bublitz and MrsFred Spituar. Hostesses for
tho evening ' are Mrs. Erwln
Ebert, Mrs. Willard Critchfleld,
Mrs. Kenneth Spittler and Mrs.
Walter Skeels. The Fall clothing drive will be discussed.

Girl Scouts
conducting
calendar sale

-

^

The River Trail Girl Scout
Council is conducting its annual
calendar sale once again.
The Girl Scout calendar is a
distinctive calendar for home
and office use containing all important dates in scouting, national and religious holidays.
One of the most popular features of the calendar is the
large writing space for each
date. More thin seven million
Girl Scout calendars are used
every year throughout the nation.
The annual sale is a profitable
fund-raising event for the Girl
Scouts. This money goes into
the local troop treasuries to
be used for program which the
girls plan themselves.
The 1970 calendar sale netted
a total profit of over $6,000 for
troops. Almost 17,000 calendars
were sold.
Girl Scouts benefit from selling calendars by having the opportunity to learn good business practices through selling a
good product in order to support
their own program.

Pepin auxiliary
PEPIN, Wis, (Special) - The
American Legion auxiliary will
meet at 8 tonight at the home
of Mrs. Sylvia Seyffer. Members are asked to bring their
gifts for the Christmas gilt
shop for hospitalized veterans.
¦
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Above all, your wedding reflects you, down to
stationery
smallest detail. When choosing the bridal
guide you.
for your wedding needs, let our services
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ALMA, Minn. — The Buitalo
County Homemakers Holiday
Fair will bo Saturday, starting
at 12:30 p.m., at Central lutheran Church, Mondovi.
Christmas lighting slides will
be shown at 1 p.m. and an auction will begin at 2 p.m. Ceramics will he displayed and
lunch will be served. The public is invited.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Police cleared mere than 100 residents from a four-block area
in south Minneapolis early Sunday when a car carrying about
500 to 600 pounds of dynamite
sticks was found;
The dynamite was in the
trunk of a 1961 white Cadillac
which law enforcement officers
across the state had been sacking since Friday night, when
a live hand grenade was found
at another south Minneapolis
address.
Fearing thd dynamite might
be booby-trapped, police asked
residents in a four-block area
around 3209 Humboldt Av. to
clear the area.
Gordon Johnson, deputy police chief, said a house at the"
Humboldt Av. address was
searched but no one was found.
Police impounded the car.
Johnson said police are looking for about 200 more pounds
of dynamite.
Johnson said police also would
try to obtain warrants for the"
arrest of an unspecified number of suspects Who, he said*
are believed to be members of
"left wing groups."
The car was found about
1:30 a.m. Fifteen minutes later,
police with loudspeakers asked
residents to heave the area. Officers went to some doors to con•
vey the message.
Police then transported * the
dynamite via a special truck
for carrying explosives to a
bomb disposal site at Rosemount. Johnson said it may be
detonated after it is checked for
stability.
Despite warnings . from police, many persons watched
from street corners as members of the. police bomb squad
moved the dynamite" to the
truck.

CHICAGO (AP) — A doctors
group which for 18 years arranged emergency house calls
has voted unanimously to
discontinue the service.
Dr. Robert Mustell, 76, who
organized the doctors' emergency service of the Chicago Medical Society—and in some years
made more than 500 emergency
calls himself—said a shortage of
general practitioners was the
main cause for abandoning the
service.

"We can't give people the
help they need," Mustell said.
"Unless we are given some doctors to give us a hand, there's
nothing more I can do."
Mustell blamed increasing
specialization among young doctors.
Mustell, who was voted the
outstanding general practitioner
in Illinois in 1956, said he wrobe
to 135 new members of the Chicago Medical Society in 1968 on
behalf of the doctors' emergency service and found only 10
willing to serve. .Hie said he
checked with the 10 a ydar later
and found that not one had
made an emergency call.
The panel once had 290 doctors and answered calls to
homes, trains, planes, offices
and on the1 street. Now 40 doctors participate in the emergency service out of 6,000 in the
Chicago Medical Society.
"Most ef the doctors have
moved to the suburbs," Mustell
said. "Another probldm has
been the changing character of
neighborhoods and the danger
to the doctor."
A spokesman for the Chicago
Medical Society said the need
for) the* emergency service had
lessened because hospitals now
are required to have emergency
wards.
A spoksman for the American Medical Association commented that most physicians
"fdel they can provide better
care in a hospital emergency
room, where they have all the
diagnostic equipment, than on a
house call."

W-K PTA tonight
Winona County Probate Judge
S. A. Sawyer will speak on the
"Juvenile Courts and Your
Child" tonight when the Washington-Kosciusko PTA meets at
7:30 p.m. at the school. Refreshments will be served.

Tormenting Rectal Itch
Of Hemorrhoidal Tissues
PromptlyRelieved
r

In many cases Preparation H
givesprompt,temp<Haryrelief
from mich pain and Itching
and actually helps shrink
swelling of hemorrhoidal tlaauiea caused by inflammation,
Teats.by doctors on hun-

STILLWATER, Minn. (AP)Ten Stillwater State Prison inmates were hospitalized Saturday following a disturbance
guards quelled with tear gas
and warning shotgun blasts,
prison officials said.
Warden Jack Young said four
ot the inmates had gunshot
wounds and one was to undergo
abdominal surgery, although
none was in critical condition.
Young said guards aimed the
shotgun blasts at the ceilings
and the wounded inmates apparently were hit by shrapnel
and riccochets.

"Wei had a pretty sticky situation for a time before the
disturbance was brought under
control about 9 p.m. Friday
night, said Associate Warden
Bill Milliken.
He said the prison staff had
received "rumbles of a possible
demonstration, although no list
of grievances came forth."
The trouble centered in Cellblock A which houses about 350
prisoners, Milliken said.
He said a group of about 50
inmates met in the recreation
'area for about an hour, then
returned to their cellblock areas
about 7 p.m.
At about 8 p.m., Warden
Young ordered the prisoners to
return to their cells. When they
did not comply after four warnings, Milliken said, about 25
men were sent into the cellblock, firing tear gas and warning shotgun blasts.
Milliken said that, after Cellblock A was secured and prisoners returned to their cells, a
smaller group in Cellblock B
also refused to return to their
cells.
Teargas was used in that cellblock, which houses about 330
inmates, Milliken said, before
the inmates returned to their
cells.

Doctors group
votes against
Chamber acts
house calls
in Wisconsin to
stop threats

Advertisement
••

10 hospitalized
after rioting
at Stillwater

dredaof patients showed tibia
to bo true in many canes. In
fact, many doctors, them*
atjlveB, vae Preparation!!ot
recommend it for their familiee, PreparationH ointment
or suppositories.*

WEST BEND, Wis. W — The
West Bend Chamber of - Commerce has established reward
fund for information leading to
arrest and conviction of a per^
son or persons who have shut
down three of the area's larger
manufacturing firms this week
with telephoned bomb threats.
The chamber has collected
several hundred dollars, officials said, and they expect
more donations this week.

THE CALLS started Wednesday when the Gehl Co., a maker
of farm equipment, received a
call saying there was a bomb
in the East Plant. The plant
was evacuated. Several hours
later a call warned of a bomb
in the West Plant. It was closed for the day.
Late Thursday and Friday,
2,400 employees of the West
Bend Co. were idled when a call
was received at the West Bend
police station warning of a
bomb.

Minnesota couple Play satirizing
dictatorship
ask damages over Greek
is closed down
surgery failure
ATHENS (AP) - A play sati-

rising the military dictatorship
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - A in Greece has been shut down
Minnesota couple is seeking by the government. The six$116,000 in damages from a Wis- month hit, "Are They Coming
consin physician and clinic be- or Aren't They?" was suspendcause they became parents aft- ed Friday without explanation.
er the husband allegedly- underIn one typical sketch, a man
went a sterility operation.
The suit filed in U.S. District
Court in Madison by Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Erickson of Forest
Lake, said they became parents
one year after Erickson under^SaW
_ B ^ _ w% * $4»&
went a vasectomy. Defendants
vv
¦»?
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in the suit are Dr. Lloyd Olson
^r
St. Croix Falls and the St. Croix
f
,
Falls clinic.
rJr^yjnny W^miy ^yM^Cf
awPW'*- A ^^
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Mrs. Erickson seeks $85,000 in
damages and her husband, $31,'
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Mindszenly
15th year
of asylum

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Cardinal
Mindszenty
entered his 15th year of asylum in
the U.S. Embassy at Budapest
An American official said: "I
hope to be as healthy as he Is
when I am 78."
The prelate is known as "our
guest" at the embassy where he
lives in a small apartment. His
windows face spacious Szabadsag—Freedom—Square; He can
look down on a small park
where children play oh sunny
days.
Franz Cardinal Koenig; archbishop of Vienna, is the only
nondiplomatic visitor Cardinal
Mindszenty is allowed to see. On
his trip to Budapest he brings
along books and the latest Vatican publications. Then he chats
for hours with the Hungarian
cardinal.
Cardinal Mindszenty apparently is writing his memoirs. If
so, they cannot be published
during his lifetime as there is
tacit understanding between the
Americans and the Hungarians
that Cardinal Mindszenty hot
speak out on any issues.
The cardinal has made clear
in his talks with Cardinal Koe**
nig that he will not leave Hungary unless the Communist government withdraws the accusations which led to his imprisonment in 1949. He was accused of
treason and disloyalty to the
government,- and sentenced to a
life term.

...

¦

I FEELPRCTTY

S<DVERY FREHTYiN
DONNKENNY"S

L^CY RUFFLEP B

Seven- years later, the cardinal was freed briefly during the
Hungarian r e vo l u t i o n . He
sought asylum in the embassy
Nov. 4, 195(5 when the revolution
was smashed. - • •
Hungarian officials have repeatedly indicated they would
allow Cardinal Mindszenty to go
to Rome on a personal amnesty,
but they have declined to take
back the 1949 verdict.
The atmosphere is paradoxical. Although the Hungarian
Communists have asserted that
the cardinal does not interest
them any more, they keep
guards and police cars In front
of the U.S. Embassy to grab
him if he tries to slip out.
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A delicious case of instant flattery
Donnlcenny's white 65% dacron ond
35% cotton blouse, rippled with row
after row of ruffles. In misses sizes,
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CAB turns down
three airlines
on scheduling

WASHINGTON CB * - The
Civil Aeronuatics Board has
turned down a joint move by
three airlines to reduce scheduled nonstop service on 15 major routes.
airlines-American,
The
Trans World and United-said
an agreement they reached
would cut their costs $50 million
annually.
But the CAB said the way
the agreement was reached
and some of its features led to
its disapproval The agreement
was made without obtaining advance CAB authorization or supervision of discussions.
The board left open a chance
for the airlines to discuss a new
agreement, but added any such
agreement must show a serious
transportation need and a resulting public benefit.
The CAB also said any agreement would be for six months,
DETROIT (AP) —Metal work- not for two years as proposed
ing News, an automotive indus- by the airlines.
try trade magazine, reports that BODY RECOVERED
strikebound General Motors
RACINE (AP) - The body of
Corporation has cancelled a ma- Edward
Olazowy, 47, of Hales
jor retooling and restyling pro- Corners was recovered Saturgram for next fall's line of inter- day from Wind Lake after he
mediate size passenger cars.
fell from a boat and drowned
In its latest issue the publica- Friday, officials said,
tion said because of the profits
being eaten up by the sevenweek old strike the company has
V Train Now for
dropped plans to completely remake its 1972 intermediate-size f_K Job Opportunities
car line, Including the Chevrolet ¦r In Today's
Chevelle, Pontiac LeMans, Oldsr Printing Plants
mobile F-85, and Buick Cutlass
and Skylark series.
Lawn Cold Competition, Part**
"We never comment on future Up, Oftta Pratt Operation and
production for competitive rea- Camera, Layout and Dwlgn and
sons," a company spokesman Llno, Typ« Sattlng * Latttcpcaai
said Tuesday.
GI Approved
Metalworking Nowa said a For FatUMiUfonaaUoa Call •*rK"*Ha
GM executive, who asked not to
GRAPHIC ARTS
be identified, confirmed the action and revealed that only tho
Technical School
for a major faco - lifting next 1104 CanU Avtnat , Mlnn««p«iai
intermediate line was scheduled
MlMMtftk 55401
year.
FRIDAY Kewaskum's largest
manufacturer, Regal Ware was
shut down when a similar threat
was called into the plant's main
switchboard. It, too, was evacuated. And a two-block area
around it was sealed off about
3 p.m. and was to remain
sealed until this morning.
Two new bomb threat calls
were reported Friday evening,
but the West Bend Police and
the Washington County sheriff's
office declined to give further
details.
There were no explosions and
no bombs were found.

asks the Oracle at Delphi:
"When will they leave?" referring to the current regime. The
oracle replies: "When the sun
grows horns."
The play had been the first of
its kind allowed since the 1967
coup.

Eillshumbugs
on contact

Report GM has
canceled major
restyling plan
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Us name is Love. For best results, use every day?
more often during holidays when humbugs are in
season. Warning: don't limitapplication to obvious
trouble spots; Love Is often needed most in places ¦
easilyoverlooked or forgotten. Product most effective when accompanied bywarm smile and friendly
gesture.This year, keep the humbugs out of your '
holidays—spread a lot of Love around.
Published ai a public aorvfeo fn cooperntfon with ..^v* RPT8
Tho Advartlslng Council, Religion In American Life ond 'KF luJS
tha InUrnatlonal IM»w»p»p»r Advertising Extcutlv**. <<¦£!>• 1BM«1
•
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SPECIAL LIMITED ENROLLMENT FOR EXTRA CASH BENEFITS! EXPIRES MIDNIGHT, NOVEMBER 29, 1970

Now-$lEnrollsYouIn The Doctors HospitalPlan
To Safeguard YourIncome and Savings If Sickness
MAXIMUM BENEFIT UP^^TO
ANY OTHER INSURANCE-INDIVIDUAL, GROUP OR MEDICARE...TAX-FREE EXTRA CASH TO USE AS YOU PLEASE!

r^

A WEEK
ffyou are hospitalized
(See all plans below)

y

A WEEK

A WEEK

A ) NE.K

If your wife Is hospitalized (Sea
Atl-Familyand Husband-Wife plans
below)

If a covered child Is hospitalized
(See AH-Family and One-Parent
Familyplans below)

If you and your wife are both Injured
and hospitalized (See All-Family
and Husband-Wife plans below)

^
J^
STROKE
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REGARDLESS OF YOUR AGE OR THE SIZE OF YOUR FAMILY, YOU CAN

Then, after the first month, continue this "extra cash"' coverage at Physicians' low rates.

During this Limited Enrollment Period,
you can enroll yourself and all eligible
members of your family simply by
mailing the Enrollment Form below
With $1. There's nothing else to dobut you must mall your Enrollment no
later than Midnight, Nov. 29, 1970!
Think of it Now, with a stroke of your pen,you
can have tax-free, expense-free extra cash paid
•directto you when a sudden accident or unexpected
Illnesshospitalizes
you or a coveredmember of your
family! Aid you may enroll during this Limited
EnrollmentTeiiod without having to, seea company
representative and •without any red tape whatsoever.
All yon seed do is mail the EnrollmentFormbelow
together with just $1 before the expiration date* It's
that easyl
Why You Need Extra Cash
In Addition To Ordinary Hospital Insuranea
Anyone who has been in the hospital recently knows
ordinary hospital insurance-even Medicare-simply
will not cover everything. You have to pay many
•extras^ out of your own pocket-andit can add up
to hundreds of dollars in a irighteninglyshort time.
But even if your ordinary hospital insurance covers most of your medical and hospital bills, what
about me hills that keep piling np at home?
If you, as husband, father and breadwinner are
tuddenty hospitalized , your income stops, your expensesgo up.Even if you have some kind of "salary
insurance"it probably won't come close to replacing your full-time pay.
// your wife is suddenly hospitalized, who will
look after the family,do the laundry,the marketing,
the cleaning? You may have to take time off from
your job—or hire full-time domestic help-to take
care of things at home.
// one cf your children is suddenly hospitalized
you will certainly spare no expense. You wouldn't*
even think of the cost
7/ you're over 65 and are suddenly hospitalized.
Medicare,fine as it is, won't pay all of yourhospital
expenses or any household expenses. Most senior
citizens won't want to use up savings it may have
taken a lifetime to accumulate...they want to retain
their independence and not become a "burden" to
their children or community.
Without "extra cash" protection, a hospital emergency may leave you with savings jgone, debts you
can't pay,peaceof mind shattered-even your recovery can be seriously delayed by money worries!
HowThePlan ProtectsYou And Your Family
Now,with the unique "extra cash"protection of The
Doctors Hospital Plan you can avoid theseworries
because you can be assured of extra cash income
when you or any covered member of your family
goes to the hospital. No matter how largeyour family, no matter what your age or occupation and without any qualifications whatsoever, you can choose
any of the four low-cost plans shown at right to meet
your family's special needs.
In addition to the "extra cash" hospital benefits,
you get all these valuable "extra"features:

Your "Health-BankAccourrt"
Grows Each Month
Here's a wonderful benefit, no matter which plan
you choose—almost like having an extra "Bank Account" When your policy is issued, your insurance
provides up to $10,000, 57,500, or $5,0O0-depending upon the plan you choose. This is your "HealthBank Account.'*
Then, every month your policy is in force, a sum
equal to you rregular monthlypremium (including
your first month) is actually added to your maximum!When you have claims, your benefits are subtracted from your "account" It's much like putting
money in and taking it but of a bank account

CHOOSE THE PLAN THAT SUITS YOU BEST

Wm 7>r=l<C\.
PAYS YOU: $100 weekly
PAYSYOU: $100 weekly
($14.28 dally) extra cash
($14.28 daily) extra cash
when you are hospitalized. $75 weekly ($10.71
¦- ' when you. are hospitalized.
daily) when your wife {5 hospitalized.
If you arc living by yourself, or if you wish,to
If you have no children, or if your children are
cover only yourself or one family member, choose grown and no longer dependent on you, yoh will
the IndividualPlan.
want the Husband-Wife Plan. ,
You pay only $3.93 monthly and you
You pay only $6.45 a month and you
get jour first month tor only $1,001
get your first month for onfy $1.00/
1"^

'

i^P^^ ALL-FAMILY PLAN
]3f P^ $10,000 MAXIMUM

You May Actually Come Out.
"MoneyAhead"
Because The Doctors Hospital Plan pays yon in
addition to any other company's health insurance
you carry—individual,group or even Medicare—and
because all your extra cash benefits are tax-free, you
may leave thehospitalmany dollars ahead.. .money
you don't have to accountfor to anyone. Of course,
you may have onlyone like policy with Physicians
Mutual

¦S
P ^lv

l^g^
^

FAMILY PLAN

$7,500 MAXIMUM

^
PAYSVOU: $100 weekfy
. -/^Ty
¦' • ¦¦_ * **¦¦ \M
($14.28 dally) extra cash ** '£&<1W: ¦
PAYSYOU: $100 weekly
^
*'
I when you are hospitalized.$75weekly ($10.71
($14.28 dally) extra cash when you are hospiI dally) whenyourw'rfe Is hospitalized.$50weekly
talized. $50 weekly ($7.14 dally) for each eligi($7.14dally)for each ellglblecMd hospitalized.
ble child hospitalized.
If yours is a young, growing family, we recomIf you are the only parent living with your chilmend the All-Family Plan. All your children (in- dren, wis suggest the One-Parent Family Han. This
cluding future additions) between 3 months of age plan has been tailored to help meet your particular
and under 21 are included at no extra cost as long needs. It covers you and all unmarriedchildren livas they are unmarried and live at home.
ing at home between 3 months of age and under 21.
Ycu pay only $7.95a month and you
You pay only $5.95 a month and you
get your first month for only $1,001
get your first month for only $1,001

Enroll For Only $1
Regardlessof yourage,the size of your family,or the
planyouselectyougetyourfirstmonthforonly$1.00.
If you choose the All-FamilyPlan-all your eligible
children (including future additions) are included at
no extra cost. (See box at right for low rates.)

¦
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On all plans, your "extra cash"benefits are paid
from the very f i r sJay
t you enter thehospital,for as
long-and for as many times-as you are hospitalized,rightup to the maximum (Aggregate of Benefits) of the plan you select
Naturally The Doctors Hospital Plan will cover
any new accident or sickness. New accidents are
covered immediately. After your policy is 30 days
old, you are covered for new sicknesses which begin
thereafter.There are only these minimum necessary
exceptions: pregnancy or any consequence thereof

Extra Cash Protection
At Surprisingly LowCost
How can a hospital plan offer so much for so little?
The answer is simple: We have lower total sales
costs. The Doctors Hospital Plan is a mass enrollment plan. All.business is conducted between you
and the company by maij. No salesmen will call.It
all adds up to real savings we share with you by
giving you high quality protection at low cost

(unless you have the All-Family Plan or the-Husband-Wife Plan, each of whichcovers maternity
after the policyis in fbrce for 10months),war,military service,mental disorder, alcoholism or drug addiction, or conditions covered by Workmen's Compensation or Employers Liability Laws.

automatically puts your policy in force. Along with
your policy you will receive a simple, easy-to-use
Claim Form. When you need your benefits, you can
be sure that your claim will be handled promptly.

Easy to Enroll I No Salesman Will Call I
During this limited enrollment period there are no
other qualifications other than to complete and mail
the Enrollment Form below. We will issue your
Doctors Hospital Policy (Form P322 Series) immediately—thasame day we receive your form. This

Protect Your Family—Enroll Now.
If Not Satisfied Your $1Will Be Refunded
Take a moment now to fill out your Enrollment
Form and mail it with only $ 1.00 for yourfirst month.
Whea you receive your policy, you'll see that it
is honest and easy to understand. But if for any tea-

FAMILYPI^ or the HUSBAND-WIEBPiAN),*^^
military service, mental disorder, alcoholism, or drag
addiction, or if something happens "on the job" and is
covered by Workmen's Compensation or Employers
Liability Laws.
14. Can I drop out anytime? Can you drop ma?
We will never cancel or refuse to renew your policy for
health reasons-for as long as you live and continue to
pay your premiums. We guarantee that wo will never
cancel,modify or terminate your policy unless wo decline
renewal or modify all policies of this type ia your entire
state or until the maximum (Aggregate of Benefits) of your
policy has been paid. You, of course, can drop your
policy on any renewal date.
IB. Why JsThe Doctors Hospital Plan almost like having1
an extra "bank account"?
When your polio*Is issued, your insurance jprovJdesup
to $10,000, $7,500 or $5^)00-depending upon the plan
you choose. This is your "Health-Bank Account," Then,
every month your policy is in force, a sum equal to your
regular monthly premium (includingyour first month)
is actually added to your maximum. When you have
claims, benefits aro subtracted from your "account"!
16. Will my claims ba handled promptly?
Yes. With your policy,you will receivea simple, easy-touse Claim Form.Your claims will bo processed quickly
and your checks sent directly to you.,
17. Why are tha premiums so low?
With the Doctors Hospital Plan, you actually get all
these beneflts-at such a low cost-because tliia ia a mass
enrollment plan-and no talesman will call Our volume
is higher and our total sales costs ore lower.
18. How much does my first month cost?
Only $1.00, regardless of your age, the sirs ef your fom.
fly or the plan you select. After tho first month, it you
aro under 65, you pays only $3.95 a month for the
INDIVIDUAL PLAN; only $6.45 a month for tho
HUSBAND-WIFE PLAN: only $7.95 a month for tha
ALL-FAMILY PLAN; only $5.95 a month for tha
ONE-PARENT FAMILY PLAN. (When sou aro over
65,premiumsincrease, See modest IncresM in box above.)
19. Why should I enroll right now?
Becausean unexpected sicknessor" accidentcould strike
without wamlnu-and you will not bo covered until your
policy is in force. Remember, if for any reason you
change your mind, you may return your policy within
10 days and your $1,00 will bo refunded immediately.

'

Whichever plan you choose*you get:
50% INCREASE IN YOVR CASH BENEFITS, ..if you or any member Of your family is
hospitalized f o r canter (including Leukemia and
Hodgkin's Disease), heart attack (acute myocardial
infarction, coronary thrombosis and coronary
occlusion), or stroke (apoplexy).
If yoit choose the All-Family Plan or the Husband-Wife Plan, yoii get 'in addition:
DOUBLE CASH BENEFITS ii both you and
your wife are injured and hospitalized at the same
time: You get twice the amount—$350 A WEEK! ¦
Important: Here is another real "plus"—if you
have been told that anyone in your family is ''uninsurable"! Even if one of your covered family
members has suffered from chronic ailments in the
past—ailments thai come back again and again, or
are likely to recur-yonwill be covered for these
pre-existing conditions after your policy has been
in force for one year!

IF YOU ARE OVER 65
Even though Medicare will pay most cf your hospital expenses it will hot cover all of your needs.
During this limited enrollment, you can get the extra
cash protection needed during the kighrrisksenior
years without any qualifications just by using the
¦' .
fonn belowl
.
It's a fact that people over 65 go to hospitals more
often and have larger hospital bills. That's exactly
why they need extra cash protection! And that's why
some hospital plans won't accept them or charge
rates beyond their means. But The Doctors Hospital
Plan not only accepts you regardless of age, it gives
you easy-to-carry protection that is within your
means.If you are over 65 now, or when you become
65, the following modest monthly additional rate
applies:
Female on All-Familyor Husband-Wife
Plan
.....$2.50
Female on One-Parent Family or Individual

You are free to go to any lawfully operated hospital of your own choice,with these exceptions only:
nursing homes; convalescent, extended-care, or selfcare units of hospitals; or Federalhospitals.
Maleon any Plan..•*...................

Nebraska, and is licensed and incorporated in that
state. Its Board of Directors is composed entirely of
respected members of the medical and insurance
professions.

ABOUT THE NEW DOCTORS HOSPITAL PLAN
maximum is $5,000-$100 weekly ($14.28 doily) when
you are hospitalized.
Under tho HUSBAND-WIFE PLAN, tha maximum
Is $7,500—$100 weekly (514.28 dally) when you are
hospitalized; $75 weekly ($10.71 daily) when your wife
is hospitalized.
Under the ALL-FAMILY PLAN, the maximum is
$10,000-$100 weekly ($14,28 daily) when you aro hositalized; $75 weekly ($10.71 daily ) when your wife is
Eospitallzed; $50 weekly (37.14 daily) for each eligible
child hospitalized.
Under tho ONE-PARENT FAMILYPLAN,the maximum is $7,500-$100 weekly ($14.28 daily) when you
ore hospitalized; $50 weekly ($7.14 dally) for each
eligible child hospitalized.
8. Are any additional benefits Included In Tha Doctors
Hospital Plan?
Yes. You receive a 50% increase ln cash benefits if yon
or any covered family member is hospitalized for cancer
(including Leukemia and Hodgkin's'Disease), heart
attack (acute myocardial infarction,coronary thrombosis
and coronary occlusion), or stroke (apoplexy).
S. What are tha "double"cash benefits?
If you and your wife are both injured and hospitalized
at the same time and are covered by the ALL-FAMILY
PLAN or the HUSBAND-WIFEPLAN, you get double
cash benefits. You get twice the amouttt-$iS9 A WEEK!
10. Does*this plan pay In any hospital?
You will be covered in any lawfully operated hospital
except nursing homes; convalescent, extended-care, or
self-care units of hospitals; or Federal hospitals.
11. When does my policy go Into force?
It becomes effective the very same day V.e receive your
Enrollment Form. New accident*:are Jovtred on that
date. After your policy is 30 doys^Slu, new sicknesses
which begin thereafter are covered. Under the ALLFAMILY PLAN and the HUSBAND-WIFE PLAN,
childbirth or pregnancy or any consequence thereof is
covered after your policy is in force for 10 months.
12. What If someone In my family has hid ¦
health problem that may occur again?
Even if one of your covered family members has suffered from chronic ailments in the past, pre-existingconditions are covered after tho policy has been in f orca
Sot ono year.
13. What conditions aren't covered?
Only these minimum necessary exceptions: pregnancy
or any consequence thereof (unless you have tho ALL-

ONE-PARENT
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19 Important Questions Answered
1. What is The Doctors Hospital Plan?
The Doctors Hospital Plan is a brand-new, low-cost
health protection plan-that pays extra cash direct to you
when a covered accident or illness hospitalizes you or a
covered member of your family.
2. Why do I need The Doctor* Hospital Plan In addition
to my regular Insurance?
Probably your present hospital insurance won't cover
all your hospital expenses, but even if it docs,you will
still need help to cover nil ypur household expenseswhen
you arc hospitalized.
3. Can I collect even If I cany other health Insurance?
Yes, The Doctors Hospital Plan pays you in addition to
any health insurance you carry, whether individual or
group—even in addition to Medicare! And all your benefits are tax-free! Of course, you may have only one like
policy -with Physicians Mutual
4. It there a lot of red tape to qualify?
None at alt Your only qualification is to complete ond
mail your Enrollment Form by tho deadlina date shown.
5. Which plan should I choose?
You may choose any of jo urlow-cost plans-you can
actually select the exact plan that suits you best!
If you live by yourself, or wish to cover only ono
family member, choose Iho INDIVIDUAL PLAN.
If you have no children as yet, or if you have children who are grown and no longer dependent on you,
you wilt -want the HUSBAND-WIFE PLAN.
If yours is a young, growing family, \?e recommend
the ALL-FAMILYPLAN. You and your wife wo covered at once for accidents, for new sicknesses after 30
days, and for maternity benefits after 10 months. All
your children (and future additions) between 3 months
and under 21 are included, at no extra cost, as long as
they me unmarried and live at home.
If you ore the only parent living with your children,
we suggest tho ONE-PARENT FAMILY PLAN, This
covers you and all unmarried children living at homo
between 3 months of age and under 21.
6. If I becomehospitalized,when do my benefits begin?
On all plans,your cash benefits nre paid from tho very
first day of covered hospital confinement, for as longand for as ninny times-asyou aro hospitalized,up to tho
maximum (Aggregateof Benefits) of tho plan you choose.
7. How much can I bepaid?
Each plan has its own "Aggregate of Benefits,"what wo
call tho maximum. *
For example, under tfio INDIVIDUAL PLAN, iho

ff^PB HUSBAND-WIFE PLAN
Hp^» $7,500 MAXIMUM

K*fra9 INDIVIDUAL PLAN
BF^^H $5,000 MAXIMUM

Enjoy Life-Long Security
For as long as you live and continue to pay your
premiums, we will never cancel or refuise to renew
your policy for health reasons-and we guarantee
that we will never cancel, modify or terminate your
policy unless we decline renewal or modify all policies of this type in your entire state or until the
maximum (Aggregate of Benefits) Of your policy
has been paid.

Offered By Physicians Mutual
"TheDoctors Company"!
Yourpolicy is backed by the resources, integrity and
reputation of the PhysiciansMutualInsurance Company,"the doctors company," specializing in health
and accident protection for physicians, surgeons and
dentists for more than 65 years. Dunne's Insurance
Reports, one of the leading insurance industry authorities in the nation, gives Physicians Mutual
its highest policyholders' rating of "A Plus (Excellent)." Serving hundreds of thousands of policyholders throughout the United States direct by mail,
Physicians Mutual has its headquarters in Omaha,

SPECIAL EXTRA BENEFITS!
MM^aai^^i^aa*aMHivvn>M««awJaaMaBHMaaaaaMHl

3.50

aon whatsoever you change-your jnind you may
return your policy within 10 days and we wilt
promptly refund you r dollar.
IMPORTANT:We can only acceptyour enrollment
if it is postmarked on or before the date shown be*
low. But please don't wait until the last moment.
The sooner we receive your form, the sooner Tha
Doctors Hospital Plan will cover you. You risk
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With NATO, Common Market

British plan to save^^ i

BRUSSELS (AP) - The new
British government's plans to
save money ace causing some
unhappiness among U.S. officials and the governments Britain hopes to join in the Common
Market.
Spending for both defense and
space projects is at issue. Next
week, Lord Carrington , Britain's minister of defense, is

all this can be done at the same terested in joining Europe in
support of U.S. plans for space
time.
The most specific prospect exploration after the current
that Lord Carrington-has given series of moon shots is over.
for savings is .a decision not to The cost to Britain had been esbuy expensive U.S. C5 Galaxy timated at about $27 million a
transport planes. Washington year for 10 years.
has been urging greater defense
spending by its European allies, Such a contribution, though
partly with the hope of selling comparatively small, could be
more U.S. military equipment. critical to the $13.7 billion plans
The purpose of the meeting of the U.S. National Aeronautics RIDGEWAY, Minn. — The
next week is to get together as and Space Administration. The Ridgeway School District, as a
impressive a list as possible of United States has suggested part of its regular lunch proadditional European military- ef- that the West Europeans get to- gram, is providing lunches at NEW YORK (AP) -Distrust- the Buckley campaign. Some
for a 10 per cent contrifort to persuade the United gether
bution,
which could take the reduced rates or free 'of charge ful of most politicians but brim- wanted a quicker withdrawal
States not to withdraw troops
ming with enthusiasm for their from Vietnam and liberalized
from Europe. Some members of form of building a "space tug" to students who are unable to man, youthful supporters played drug laws. Othdrs jobjected to
to
service
an
orbiting
laboratoaccording
to
pay the full price,
Congress doubt that Europeans
a key role* in the election of the "law and order" emphasis
R. J. McNally, school district James L. Buckley, the Conserv- of the campaign.
show enough interest in their ry* , yyown defense, and a decision is France, West Germany and clerk. The following Income ative party candidate, to the ¦They said they were attracted
due soon on whether some of Belgium, the key members of
by Buckley's call for dismanGovernors Conference, the the 310,000-man U.S. force in the Common Markety are mak- scale is used to determine which U.S. Senate.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Will Guard.
tling of government bureaucrahe
has
pernot
a
hack,
"He's
the tradition of a citizen-soldier Officials thought they sighted Guard warned:
Europe should be withdrawn ing plans to go ahead without children are eligible:
cy and the feeling that their
-conviction,"
sonality,
he
has
reserve survive the Vietnam a manpower pool in the thou- "It appears probable that after next June.
Britain. The cleavage could Family size of two with month- said Vincent Apicella, a 19- candidate's opponents, Rep.
war and the end of the military
make them less sympathetic to ly income of $250; family of year-old student at St. John's Richard L. Ottinger and Sen.
sands of veterans returning Guard strength soon will com- Frederick Corfield, British
draft? . . .
Britain's effort to join the mar- three with $300 income, family University. He was one of thou- Charles A. Goodell, were "cha>
said
supply,
minister
of
aviation
to sag, perhaps to danNational Guard officials, not- from Indochina and other areas. mence
ket.
innot
this
week
that
Britain
is
steps
are
unless
gerous
levels,
of four with $350 income, family sands of youngsters who made Iatans."
ing less-than-hoped-for numbers Under a »dw '-'Try One" pro- taken very quickly to make
Calls, stuffed enveenthree-year
the
usual
pram,
of five with $400 income, family telephone
of Vietnam veterans signing on
' and canvassed neighbormore
attractive
lopes
Guard
service
favor
of
a
listment
is
waived
in
family
of
six
with
$450
income,
for tours in Guard units, are
al- on a voluntary basis."
trial one-year period , which
of seven with $50O income, fam- hoods during the campaign.
having their doubts.
4
As of August attrition rate's
ily of eight with $550 income, "You can work for him beThey're caught in a squeeze*. lows the veteran to decide if he were
running at 70 per cent, ap^
family of nine with $600 income cause you believe in him, yet
Winding down the war reduces wants to continue.
parently reflecting the loss of
provided
Guard
units
were
and family of 10 with $500 he's respected by everyone.
the number of young men entermany Guardsmen who signed
monthly income.
ing Guard units to avoid full- with updated addresses and oth- up in 1964, when it became obConservatives don't have many
Unusual circumstances such like him," Apicella said Friday.
time military duty under the er information on veterans vious draftees were going to
as illness or death in the family, The young Buckley supporters
draft. On top of that, Secretary place in control groups, a clas fight the Vietnam war.
temporary disability and season- ranged from cnew-cut campus
of Defense Melvin R. Laird has sification requiring two weeks'
By drawing on waiting lists,
al unemployment are taken in- conservatives to shaggy-haired MILWAUKEE UP) — A young
set July l, 1973, as the target active duty in the summer.
veteran
the
Guard
has
been
able
to
new
A
goat
of
3,000
to
account when determining Ivy League students.
man cornered by police after a
date for cutting out draft calls
sign-ups a month was posted, maintain its 400,000-man level
eligibility.
altogether. ;
Stan Lehr, a Columbia Uni- bakery holdup shot himself to
but in the first six months of the authorized by the Pentagon. But
The school will make evrey ef- versity se*nior who worked for death Saturday, officers said.
"The zero draft will have a drive the Guard could attract the lists are dwindling and
gress itemizing their contribu- fort to: insure that the other Buckley, believes draft resis- The victim was identified as
By JAMES R. POLK
major impact," according to only 900 veterans a month, maintaining readiness standtions both 15 days before and children do not know who is pay- tance can be morally justified. Gregory Hanson, 19, of MilwauMaj. Gen. Francis S. GreeWief, about 30 per cent of thd target. ards is difficult with a rapid WASHINGTON (AP) — Three five days after the election.
ing and who is receiving a free As a "libertarian," he consid- kee.;'- ' ' '
deputy commander of the Reporting to the National turnover of faces in the ranks. political funds for the Teamexplained.
pre- y A ja cket dropped at the holdered his personal
TFwo big funds for the UAW lunch, McNally
¦ ¦ ¦ freedom
¦
up scene contained .Hanson's
stei£j a»d United Auto Workers and a national Teamsters fund Parents who feel their Chil- cious. ¦ ¦
eligible should apply, "At least radicals recognize Army identification in the linunions have failed to file re- missed both deadlines this fall, dren are continued.
Application
McNally
police said. Two officers
quired reports with Congress according to records on file with forms are available in the school that the system is wrong," Lehr ing,
said. "The trouble with the radi- spotted him later, but he esthe
House
clerk.
disclosing how much they spent
office.
cals is that they would build an- caped after exchanging shots
on election campaigns this fall. The funds are Democrat, Re- More information can be had other system just as totalitarian with them, y
Independent Voter Ed- from the office of Jesse B. Jes- as this one, They want to med- Police staked out the building
The missing amounts may publican,(DRIVE)
for the Team- tus, county superintendent of
ucation
where Hansen lived, and a
add up to one-quarter million sters, the UAWs Committee on schools, for the districts com- dle with your life."
chase through South Side yards
dollars, if past contributions are Political Education (COPE), plete policy on reduced prices In upstate areas, mach of the and alleys ensued when he Was
support came from campuses seen leaving it.
and the Committee for Good and free lunches.
an accurate barometer.
also
located
at
where
there had bden student Officers cornered Hansen beGovernment,
look back over a successful fenerally believdd to be behind The Justice Department, how- UAW offices in Detroit.
By MICHAEL JOHNSON
disruptions, such as Cornell and tween two houses) and fired a
'
"
the
Russian
timetable.
year.
Associated Press Writer
. ..
the University of Buffalo.
ever, has avoided prosecuting a
warning shot. They said Hansen
MOSCOW (AP) - The Sovidt Moving ahead on a separate The Soviet Union has exThe three funds each had
Most of the leaders, came aimed his gun at one of them
45
years
single
case
in
the
last
space program appears to be front , newspapers and broad- pressed tentative interest in a
spent from $70*000 to 80,000 alfrom Young Americans for then turned it on himself aid
making a strong recovery both casters have hailed the success joint U.S.-Soviet orbiting station for failing to make the cam- ready this year,
according
to
Freedom, a conservative* group pulled the trigger.
In manned flight and space-ro- of the unmanned moon-scooper manned by an international paign reports. And any ^action their last quarterly reports filed
founded 10 years ago in the
appears
uncertain.
year
this
bot missions after several years as a cheaper, safer method of crew.
political comin
September.
A
home'of William F. Buckley, the Authorities
in the shadow ef American doing what the Apollo astro- Recently published data in the The Corrupt Practices Act re- mittee often equals its previous
senator-elect's brother.
quires all political committees spending in the final weeks of
triumphs.
mavazine
Aviatsia
I
Kosmonavnauts
did.
There
has
no
b-^en
"Many people compared us probe train
Although the Russians lost jthC emphasis on the fact that Luna tika make it cldar that Sevas- to make public reports to Con- the campaign that are covered
with
the McCarthy movement,"
moon race, they have rebound- carried home 3% ounces of tyanov"' and Nikolayev hold
by the missing pre-election resaid Bill McGoldrick, a student derailment
ed this year with their own moon soil compared with the 132 strong reservations about the
ports.
at St. John's University. "But I
moon-scooping machine and pounds collected in the Apollo 11 possibility of interplanetary
None of the officials for the BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — An think we're less pretentious. We OWATONNA, Minn. (AP) —
have just completed their fourth and 12 missions.
experiments at this
funds could be reached for com- Iranian airliner, hijacked with know the only way to get our Authorities are trying to deter*
unmanned round-the-moon shot No Soviet moon landing is in manned
time.
22 persons on board, landed in point across is to stuff envelopes mine the cause of the derailment.
in the* Zond series.
preparation,
according
to
freBaghdad, Iraq, today, the Iraqi and do dirty work. That's why ment of 17 Cars of a Rock Island
The
Justice
Department
reCiting
their
experience
with
In addition, they have contrib- qudnt disclaimers in Moscow,
news
agency reported.
we won. The New Left kids nev- Lines freight train one mil*
fused
to
prosecute
after
the
1968
uted to space medicine by test- but it is likely that more un- such "serious dangers" as
south of Owatonna Sunday.
campaign when the House Airport authorities there at er stuck with it. ''
ing man's endurance in a record manned scoopers will seek more quickening of pulse, shortness of
No one was injured, but the
first
denied
the
twin-engine
DC3
Youth
was
represented
among
clerk,
sent
who is a Democrat,
breath and fluctuating blood
orbital experiment lasting 18 soil samples.
railroad's
main tracks were
pressure, they wrote that space
it a list of 20 committees for permission to land but relented regular campaign workers^ too.
days. ' y
Any Soviet space planners medicine* has a long way to go
President Nixon that filed late after the plane'sAmerican pilot Arnold Steinberg, the campaign badly damaged.
A railroad spokesman said
reported he was running out of press secretary, is 23.
If public statements by cos- embarrassed when Apollo 11 before it meets the level of
reports.
most
of the derailed cars were
"
;
.gas.
monauts and scientists can be and 12 landed on the" moon must space engineering technology.
JUAREZ, Mexico (AP) — The agency announced last
Not
all
the
young
workers
empty,
and one filled with motaken at face value, more feel somewhat vindicated now. One of the few Soviet space Quickie divorces -which made May it didn't feel it would be The air. taxi firm Which charimpressive feats with men and Besides the prestige of their aims announced in advance is this border town popular with fair tp prosecute then because it iered the plane said in Tehran, were in total agreement with lasses ;was not punctured.
robots will be attempted in the Luna 16 soil, they have the sa- the published hope for a. "grand Americans for 37 years have had never done so before in the Iran, that the plane was . not
tisfaction of watching Washing- tour" of four planets by an un- ended with establishment of a 45-year history of' the Corrupt critically short of fuel. It OVERSEAS DELIVERY AVAILABLE
near future.
¦¦ ¦ . . ¦
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Cosmonauts Vitaly Sevastya- ton re-evaluate the need for manned craft to begin Oct. 7, more stringent law requiring six Practices Act. But it left up in .claimed the aircraft was forced
nov and Andrian NikolayeV manned flights.
to
land
at
Doha
where
it
took
on
1978—taking advantage of pla- weeks residency and appear- the air the question of whether
started the comeback in June President Nixon's Science Ad- netary alignment that occurs ance oi both litigants in court. it would move against future fuel, then left for Baghdad.
when they set the duration rec- visory Committee has recom- once every 175 years. The inter- The old Chihuahua state law violations.
Iranian officials said the
ord and concluded that the dan- mended after a special study play of gravity would take the —which ended Sunday—attractplane left Dubai on the Persian
gers of prolonged weightless- that unmanned probes take pre- probe on a nine-year journey ed millions of dollars annually, The decision, though, to ig- Gulf early today bound for Banness still constitute a barrier to cedence over rides in space by past Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus mainly from Americans who nore the GOP tardiness would dar Abbas in Iran.
flights of more than a few U.S. astronauts. The committee and Neptune.
could receive a mutual consent make it particularly sensitive to The Iraqi news agency said
weeks.
aboard spacecraft "could not be
divorce in just a few hours. It move now against labor groups the plane was hijacked by nine
The Luna 16 mission three shown unequivocally to be eswas necessary for only one of giving money mainly to Demo- of the 22 persons on board. It
months later gave the Soviet sential for any of the probable
was believed they were Irathe marital partners to appear cratic candidates.
¦
Union its own samples of moon scientific objectives in the next Says newspapers
nians.
in court.
soil and also had the effect of decade*,"
The pilot was identified as
Well over 1,000 last-minute di- foreston youth
are key to life
restoring credibility to a space
Sidney Jordan.
vorce
applications
were
filed
in
program which had not scored a This view echoed almost verIt was the third Iranian plane
the past three days 'with some found dead in
major first between 1964 and batim the line that began for movie ratings 80 la-wyers and clerks from
hijacked to neighboring Iraq in
emerging in the Soviet press as
parked auto
1970.
the past five months. Although
CHICAGO (AP) — The presi- three state courts working to
Then in October, Zond 8 soon as it became clear an dent
relations
between Iran and Iraq
process
the
petitions.
No
new
of
the
Motion
Picture
Asso(AP)
MILACA, Minn.
- A have
zipped neatly around the moon American would be the first
been badly strained for ¦
applications
under
the
1933
statForeston,
ciation
of
America
says
the
Minn.,
youth
was
on a photographic expedition man on the moon.
ute were accepted after mid- found dead in a parked car Sun- several years, the Iraqi govern- SfiilllMilBBB*!^
and splashed down by remote President Georges Pompidou movie rating system could col- night Saturday.
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the apparent victim of car- ment returned both the previous _ _ B_ M_W\M
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control in the Indian Ocdan, the of France, ond of the few who lapse if newspapers refuse to Although more conservative day,
planes and their passengers and
bon
monoxide
poisoning.
accept
advertising
for
fihns
rathas
witnessed
both
U.S.
and
Sofourth Soviet round trip to lunar
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than the old law, the new stat- The Mille Lacs County sher- crews.
viet space launchings, said last ed "X" or "R".
space.
t^_____m
In Tehran, Foreign Minister _______ W^^J _________y^_m/_______^^__
ute,
which
applies
only
to
Chiiff's
office
said
the
body
of
Dale
month:
"It
seems
to
me
there
is
Jack
Valenti
refusing
said
A new Venus probe, a refined
huahua state, is still more leni- L. Muller, 18, son of Jake Mul- Ardeshir Zahedi of Iran deversion of earlier Venus cap- much more wealth in the Amer- ads for pictures with re- ent
than laws in the (remainder ler, was found in a car parked manded the return of the pasican
presentation
and
execution,
stricted
ratings
is
a
disservice
sules, was launched in August
of
Mexico,
which require 90 near the intersection of county sengers, crew and plane as well
and is due to rrJach that scorch- whereas the Soviet organization to readers because it "deprives days residency
and a waiting roads 5 and 13, nine miles south- as the extradition of the hijackin
more
austere
and
simple,
but
them
of
information—deprives
ing planet in mid-December. If
ers.
period
for
finalizing
the decree. west of Milaca.
it lands in operating condition equally as effective. The results them of public service."
provd
it.
"
If
enough
newspapers
refuse
Soviet space authorities can
Looking toward the future , ads for some films, Valenti addwf iK
cosmonauts and Soviet space ed, there will be no guide for
administrators on tour abroad judging these films.
_win_^___
J___w_^_^_^_ ™liaKB^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^k
have spoken only in general Valenti, one of the authors of
terms of what comes next from the eating system and a White
the Baikonur launch pad—the House aid during the adminisspace center 1,400 tration of President Lyndon B.
FLEX-O-GLASS manned
This new car is the best reason
miles southeast of Moscow.
Johnson, addressed a regional
Unmanned round trips to meeting of the American AssoAnd Ail
not to buyaVolkswagenBeetle.
Mars and Venus, using the ciation of Advertising Agencies.
Wcatherstripping
knowledge gained from the
Needs . . .
WASHINGTON (AP) - Tho the set price for silver was $1.29 the only protection against inflaLuna program , apparently . are
In a year when every car maker seems to bo
tion and a debtor economy.
government
officially gets out of an ounce.
GUARD SHOOTS SELF
in tho works for 1970s.
the silver business this week, For all practical purposes, sil- . The issue reached its climax
giving you one reason or another not to buy a
Cosmonaut Sevastyanov said RACINE (AP) - A private ending a long, colorful and ver coinage ended in tho United when William Jennings Bryan
Volkswagen Beetle, it might bo a good idea to
in Washington last month that a guard nt the Racine Horlick sometimes controversial asso- States in 1965 when Congress or- won the Democratic presidenliston to tho best reason:
long-term orbital space station airport, Charles Stege, 53, of ciation with the white metal.
tial nomination in 1896 after his
,
dered
all
American
coins
except
Volkswagen's Super Beotle.
is tho next objective in the Caledonia, was fatally -wounded Once the main issue of a pres- tho Kennedy half-dollar minted famous speech in which he thunIt
lias
almost
twice
tho
luggage
space as the
Saturday, officials said , when
manned program .
campaign, tho metal from a copper-nickel alloy. dered at tho bankers: "You
Bootla of yesteryear.
ACE HARDWARE The first U.S. manned space his gun discharged apparent- idential
that used to make American Now, because of the supply and shall not crucify mankind upon
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engine.
station Is scheduled for 1Q72, ly by accident when ho was coins ring has fallen on hard demand problem, even the Ken- a cross of gold."
It
has a now suspension system for a smoother
handing it to the guard who was times—at least as money.
3ut, faced with mass desernedy coin ls not being:made.
riclo.
to relieve him.
tions from his party, Bryan lost
The government break with
coins were used in this in 189G and twice more; the poIt has a flow-through ventilation system to bring
silver comes Tuesday, the date Silver jn
Now I. tho time to
reaaatvaB^Z^
country tho early years, and litical appeal of freer silver lost
A
-s.
in fresh air when tlio windows aro closed.
"
Department's
Treasury
of
the
of tho 10th century with him.
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The interior is, to bo honest, much nicer.
final sale of the metal on tho through most
WnSowst DoorsJToro^^ & Broozoways 1
$Lcovor
the U.S. money system was Gold remained the nation 's
The floor, for example, Is fully carpeted.
market.
private
based on both gold and silver.
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In all, it has 89 things you could never find on a
"Silver is just too valuable to But in 1873 tho nation, along money base until 1033 when
Bootlo.
bo used as coinage," according with most of Europe, went on a President Franklin D. Roosevelt
So of all tho claims you'll hoar this yoar by car
to Thomas Wolfe, director of strictly gold standard , leading took tho United States off the
worflr! \w>$\^ym\\l^S^Bte#
makers that their cars aro "better than a Beetle,"
Treasury's Office of Gold and to a struggle that nearly split gold standard in an nnti-Deprcsslon move.
there's only ono car maker with 25 yoors experithe Democratic party and em- Tuesday's severing from tho
DADD BROS. Silver Operation.
ence in small cars to back it up.
In other words, Uio supply ol bittered U.S. farmers against silver market won't quite cut all
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metal. Tho Treasury still has
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hard
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is needed.
$1.76 an ounce. Three
coming here to explain to Euro- til the end of the 1970s, providpean defense ministers how he ing an additional armored car
for use in an emergenwill cut over-all defense spend-regiment
cy, and making four more
ing and still increase his contri-squadrons of Jaguar aircraft
bution to North Atlantic de-available to the European comfense. Be is reducing previousmand.
budget estimates for 1971-72 by
$67 million. But to help the alli- Britain also Is making a small
ance he is keeping the aircraft military commitment in Southcarrier Ark Royal in service un-east Asia. Critics question how
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House of the week

Attractive exterior on economy ranch

Although economy is the
magic word in this modest,
three-bedroom ranch, there has
been no sacrifice in the attractiveness of the exterior.
Architect Samuel Paul has
succeeded in creating a house
which exudes charm and
warmth even though it was designed to be placed on a small
lot and to keep down construc-

four inches." This is an important point for a prospective home
owner who has a small lot yet
requires space for two cars.
In line with the attempt to

keep down costs, this house is
designed to be built without a
basement. In .those areas of the
country where electric rates are
reasonably low, electric heat

can be used. This would eliminate the need for heater space,
which then can be used for additional storage. However, if a
heater is used, a chimney would

be installed as part of the equipment.
The three words that best describe this house are economical, attractive and functional.

tion costs.

Basically a rectangle, the simple shape used when price is an
important consideration, Design
S-70 gives the appearance of an
interesting L-shaped structure.
This has been accomplished by
placing the one-car garage at a
right angle to the house in front
of the bedroom wing.
A COVERED walk leading to
the front entrance door, a large
roof overhang and vertical
boards and battens contribute to
the pleasantness of the exterior.
Inside the house, one is first
welcomed into a central foyer,
from which emanate all the
rooms. There is a view of the
rear patio through the sliding
glass dbors of the living room.
The foyer is equipped with two
large closets 11 feet in length.
To the left, of the foyer is the
combination kitchen and family
room. At one end are the kitchen
appliances, cabinets and countertops. A laundry area is located off the side service entry.
Like the kitchen and family
room, the living and dining
room are combined in one large
section, 24 feet four inches in
length and with a maximum
amount of wall space for easy
furniture placement, A doorway
Erovides accessibility to the
itchen-family room combination. Double windows look out
on the rear patio, which is
reached via the previously mentioned sliding glass doors in the¦
'
living room.
..'
v -. The bedrooms are to the right
of the foyer, with a hall providing a separate entrance to each
of the rooms. The master bedroom has a private bath. A second bathroom is close to the two
other bedrooms.
j WHILE the plans call for a
one-car garage with storage
space, it can be expanded to a
two-car garage if desired without adding to the modest over-all
dimensions of 48 feet by 48 feet
~ ~~

L-SHAPED EXTERIOR has been created by placement
of garage in front of bedroom wing, eliminating starkness

of simple rectangle. Walkway under large roof overhang adds
interest and is functional.

Design S-70 has a kitchen,
family room, living room,
dining room, foyer, three
bedrooms, two baths and a
laundry area, with a total
habitable space of 1,310
square feet. There is a
one-car garage which can
be expanded to a two-car
structure if desired. The
over-all dimensions, including a garage of either size,
are 48 feet by 48 feet four
inches. A patio at the rear is
optional.

Little problem
seen in state
from leaf blight
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Southern corn leaf blight should be
less of a problem in Minnesota
during 1971, Universityof Minne.
sola extension plant pathologist
Herbert G. Johnson reports.
Johnson said he can only
speculate on the severity of the
leaf blight next year, but he
said factors which indicate a reduction in the problem include
elimination or reduction of the
most susceptible corn hybrids.
He also said that if 1971 weather
is more normal it will be less
favorable for fungus, and the
leaf blight also may be
destroyed
¦ by the Minnesota winter. :. ¦ ¦ . • "• . . ' ¦ . '
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JIM LARSON
:jS T~
-"13 Builder

REA loans made to
state cooperatives

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rural
Electrification Administration
loans to Minnesota Cooperatives
FLOOR PLAN: Uncomplicated floor rooms-ancHwo informal rooms to produce adannounced Friday include $388,- plan makes all areas easy to reach from front ditional space for varied activities.
000 to finance 22 miles of dis- foyer. Open planning combines two formal
____m
_ ^m • Ceilings
tribution line for North Itasca
mr^y ^s&j m • Cabinet
Electric Cooperative. Other
loans were $363,000 for upgrad- Building in Winona
^___b_i»^___\ • Paneling
_WL!_Z&JSB&• Can'- Repair ing of existing multi party telephone service by Rothsay: Tele- 1970 Dollar Volume .. $8,330,733
phone Co. of Rothsay, and $450,- Commercial ....... 1,953,242
- Full study plan information on this architect-designed
000 for 12 miles of distribution Residential ........ 934,769 House of The Week is obtainable in a 50-cent baby blueprint
which you can order with this coupon.
'
BB }£&ty ?.'j u _d Free Estimates lines of P-K-M Electric Co-cp Public
at Warren.
Also we have available two helpful booklets at $1
(non-taxable) .... 5,442,722
New. houses
31 each: "Your Home — How to Build, Buy or Sell It" and
"Ranch Homes," including 24 of the most popular homes
Volume
same date in I960..$8 ,634,114 that have appeared in the feature .
The House of the Week
Winona Daily News
Winona, Minn., 55987
Enclosed Is 50 cents each for -— ¦.... baby blueprints
J^SPMmt^^^a MAKE A STRONGER BASE....
of Desgin No. S-70
y\3
H
—
j|
M
E
NT
WALL
A
WARMER
^>^^
^
*
f
Enclosed
is
$1
for
Ranch
Homes
booklet
AND
P-^^^^^ R^^pP WALL US' A DRYER
Enclosed is $1 for Your Home booklet
0NEI LET
PR0VE

More detailed plans

ilMP PHONE
wSff l!. 454-2044

Sewage plant permit

Property Transfers
In Winona County
WARRANTY DEED
Harvard K. Robinson ot al to ,Charlei
Stark «t ux-NWM of SEVt, Sec. I9-I0i6, lying N. and W. of Homer Township
Road; No. 25. : . . ' . , ¦
Pearl E. Harding Morley" et mar 1o
Housing: & Redevelopment Authority of
Winon**-Part of Lot 10, Block U, OP,
Winona, j
Louisa Buchmiller to Winona National
and Savings Bank as trustee—Lot 4,
B|ock 139, OP, -Wlnoha. '.
Hilke Homes, Inc., to David C. Zlmmerman-Lot 1, Block 1, Hilke Heights Subd.
to Winona.
tier-acres, inc., to Robert Schueler «t
ux—Part ot Lot 30, Subd. d S'/j of Sec.
35 and S'/i of NEV* of Sec. 35-107-7.
Linda Trester et mar to Albert P.
Kruger et ux—Lot 10,. Block 12, Cum*
TOtngs, Vila & Gould's Second Add. to
Wlnoha.
Mark . Modleskl et ux to John L. Tensetri et ux—Lot 12, Block 44, Hamilton's
A t i . to Winona.
Maurice Anderson it ux to James D.
Roomer et ux—Part of NV4 of 5WV4 of
Sec. 12-107-8.
Earl R. Boiler Jr. et al to Donald J.
Dulek et ux—Lot 5, Block t, Herman
J.
Dunn Subd, to Goodview.
¦ Eugene
Wi Murphy et ux to David A.
Glister et al-Part of Gov 't Lot 3, Sec.
18-105-*..
•Gladys Henderson to Frederick I*.
Stark et ux—Lois ) and 4, Block t,
Village of Pickwick.
Purves F. Todd et ux to. Hazel M,
Alfen—Lot 2, Block », Davis Subd. to
Goodview, ; ' . ¦ . ..
Myrtle J. Lacher to Henry Lacher et
ux-Part of N» and of W/t of SW'/<*
HWY* of SW/4, S'ly of highway; SWW of
SWA, Sec. 3;* SEW of NE'A and E . of
SE'A, Sec. . NEVS, Sec. •; NW% of
NWi/4, Sec. 10-105-7.
Wilfrid J. Virnig et ux to Lloyd B.
Haxton et ux—All that part of E. 720
ft. of SW/4 of NE'/4, Sec. 12-107-9, lying N'ly of Highway Mt. . ¦:¦ .
Salnsbury, Inc., to Dennis F. Lublnsky
-Part of SW/< of NE'/4 and of SE'A of
NW/4, Sec. 7-106-5.
Rademacher Drug Co. to Housing &
Redevelopment Authority of Winona—
Part of Lois 1 and ., Block 1«, OP,
Winona.
Herbert J. Kalmes - et ux to Wilfrid J.
Virnig et ux—All that part of E. 720
ft. of SW/4 of. 'NEW, Sec. 12*107-9, lying
N'ly of Highway m
. QUIT CLAIM DEED
Philip B. Peck et ux to Beatrice Florin
—Lot 8, Block 14, Mitchell's Add. to Winona.
State of Minnesota to Ralph Scharmer
—W'ly 150 ft. of Outlet 1, Sunnyslde Add.
fo Winona.
\
Steven J. Senden ef ux to Maureen Kay
—Part fractional Lot 1, Block 4, Norton's, Add. to Winona, and of fractional
Lots 1 and 2, Block 2, Jenkins & Johnston's Add. to Winona.
St. Charles Condensing Co. to H. C.
Christians Co:—Part of SW/4.of SE'A, Sec.
19-106-10.
H. C. Christians Co. to The Associated
Milk Producers-Part of SWA of SE'A of
Sec. 19-106-10.
St. Charles Condensing Co. to H. C.
Christians Co.-Part ; of SWA of SE'A,
Sec. 1M05-10.
H. C. Christians Co. to The Associated
Milk Producers-Part of SWA of SE'A
of Sec. 19-10M0.
Harold J- Libera ef ux to George Malotka et ux—Lot io In unnumbered Block
(Block «), Hamilton 's Add. to Wlnone.
Harry Schott et "ux to Harris Jonsgaard
et ux—EVa of NE'A, Sec. 31; part of
EH of SE'A, Sec. 31,: lying N. of road
In 106-8.
George Malolke et ux to Harold J.
Libera — Lot 10 In unnumbered Block
(Block 45), Hamilton 's Add. to Winona.
Rachael A. Schmidt to Robert J. Kronebusch et ux—Part of Lot MfTSubd,
Sec. 2-107-8.
Maureen Kay to Steven J. Senden et
ux—Part of fractional Lot¦ 1, Block 4;
Norton's Add. to Winona, and of fractional
Lots 1 and 2, Block 2, Jenkins & Johns,
ton's Add. to Winona.
CONTRACT FOR DEED
Edmund J. Kierlln et ux to Patricia L.
Helse—W. 20 ft. ot Lot 4 and E. 20 ft,
of Lot 5, Block 30, OP. of Winona.
Frank G. Mertes ef ux to Robert J,
Kelly-W'ly 55 ft. of Lot 6, Block 108,
OP, Winona. .
John Ford et ux to Harold Pflugfioeft
et ux-NE'A of SWA; W. 66 rods of
SE'A of SW/4; SE'A of NWA and S-K
of NE'A of NWH, Sec. 10-105-7.
Arnold C. Ersig et ux to August L.
Vogler et ux—Lot 5, Block 10, Bolcom'S
Add. to Winona.
ASSIGNMENT OF
CONTRACT FOR DEED
August L. Vogler et ux to Patricia L,
feJse-Lot 5, Block ID, Bolcom 's (Add
to Winona.
PROBATE DEED
Stella Bagnolla as executrix to Ronald
E. Groth et ux—Lot 4, Block 30, Ham'
llton's Add. to Wlnone.
FINAL DECREE OF DISTRIBUTION
Selma Tagland, decedent, to Elizabeth
Hill et al-Lot 4, Block 1, Summit Add.
to Winona.
Albert G. Stark, decedent, to Minnie
Stark—Lot 3, Block 1, J. H. Aupperl*
Plat of Altura.
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CONCRETE BLOCK CO.
5569 West 6th Sf.

Free Estimates

Phone 452-9207
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JOB or CONTRACT WORK
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
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Our Services Also Include:
O Sheet, Plate nnd Structural
Steal Work
e Boiler Repair Work
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PHONE 452*5965
143-167 West Front Street
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or glass in your
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(AP)

- Queen ElizLONDON
_ a\_j iJ_M ONI CALL^
i abeth H, dressed in black and
^NPll5All
y ||||P
^ wearing a red poppy, led BritIS YOUR FURNACE
OPERATING PROPERLY?
Call For A Free Insppctlon

— Your Certified Lennox Dialer-¦

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS, Inc.

1151 B. Broadway

Phona 4J4.-M14

look at your STEPS

ain in homage to the dead ef
World Wars I and II Sunday by
placing a wreath at the Cenotaph Memorial,
The queen was accompanied
by her husband, Prince Philip.
Their two oldest children,
Prince Charles and Princess
Anne, watched from the balcony
of the Home Office, overlooking
the Whitehall memorial.

QUALITY
ELECTRICAL

VJj
REPAIRS
fcSJf
* ond
1 VjJHl INSTALLATION
V\ Vl WORK

BAUER
ELECTRIC, INC.

_ _ _ _ _ _mm_m_m_mm
225 East Third St.
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DOERER 'S

I

Wo Provide:

STORE HOURS: Mon. tliru Sat. 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Except Friday 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Wo Deliver

452.9275

B«llevlew

^ r fiT ^B

^^^ Phone 454-3136

Cmiom. /Built

a Klfclttn Callneti
• Formic* Topi
• Tappin Appliance*
• Wardrobe*
• Store Fixture*, • Diikt • Vanllle*

'¦
¦; ,. .

FREE ESTIMATES

I

¦ :'

¦ 'V

-

:

As Big as Your Needs <limiV
-' :.V - - ' ^ '^jpp

An Inland Steel Building gives you as much as 120 feet of
clear-span width —and a lengt h limited only by your property
liw. Space is 100% clear and usable, and floor-planning is
sfjr.pl.fied. We handle the job from design to landscaping.
Call or wrrtta for more Information.
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PAL-0-PAK

INSULATION
10 most
^^
^
^ ^,
w&w 'tj &^hlf-?
°^'c 'en*
''' "
i

*«J&~' ~**A7 c^/^ ""

of all insulationsl

• Guarantees 20% to 40% Fuel Savings
• Warms floors throughout tho homo

EVEN-GLOW* HEATING OIL

-WOOD OR METAt —

55-57 Watt Sacond St.
CONVENIENT PARKING

Phone

267 Wert

W y _06fe_ '

• Sound-proofs and deadens outside noises
• Increases proporty value

„, '
^ Expert Glass Replacement
U STORM WINDOWS & DOORS

Winona Paint & Glass Co.

POLAGHEK
ELECTRIC:;;

EIIiESlESnS

T0P

/lii^^^*^^*^\ 3">ur "lomo <*urinE llle

' JJy ^^^^^^e^
Winter months
|
¦
•
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vZZ2m *i*P^ with o u r quality

Phona 452-3652

Queen places
wreath on memorial

: A :J^:A\ 0.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
74 Kansas St., Winona, Minn.
Tel. 454-5000

FOR
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Zip

... State

Co.,. 703%
Building in Winona took a size- Royce Construction
permits
for
drew
Broadway,
E.
city
as
the
able leap last week
week.
houses.last
new
drew a building permit for con- two
will buld a $22,000 home
struction of a new sewage treat- They Ronald
Ave., which will
at
514
ment plant, according to perhouse ; ol
three-bedroom
a
be
of
office
in
the
mits on file
Will ba
construction,
wood-frame
George Rogge, city building ininstallations,
gas-fired
by
heated
spector.
and will encompass 1,092 squara
The permit drawn for the new feet.
treatment facility was for $2 ,- The other is a $20,000 house
885,000.
to be built at 480 Ronald Ave. It
The new plant is being con- will
encompass 1,036 square feet,
structed on a ten-acre tract at will have three bedrooms, wfll
the city's far eastern edge. It
of wood-frame construction,
will employ the trickling filter be
heated by gas-fired installa*
and
principle, giving it greater captions.
ability to handle crash loads and
simplifying its expansion when Mike Pampuch, 358 E. Sarnia
St., will build a new home at
this is required.
1926 W. Mark St. The two-bed*
of
maIt is to be constructed
sonry and reinforced concrete. room, double-garage house will
General contractor on the job is cost $20,000 to construct. It will
Johnson Brothers Construction encompass 2,000 square feet,
Co., Litchfield, Minn, Architec- will be of wood-frame construe
tural consultant is the Omaha,
(Continued on page 5b)
Neb., firm of Henningson, DurSewage
ham and Richardson.
As part of continumg urban
renewal changes downtown, two
West 3rd Street stores drew a
permit for remodeling and renovation of the former St. Clair's,
Inc., at 65 E. 3rd St. prior to a
move there.
Graham & McGuire Sporting
Goods, 68 W. 3rd St., and Williams Book & Stationery, 52 W,
3rd St., drew a $25,000 permit for
at the St. Clair's
remodeling
¦
site/ ¦' . ; '
Contractor Fowler and Hammer, Inc., 358 W. 4th St., will remodel the front and rear entrances and partition off the interior of the store.
Four permits for new homes
in the city were drawn last
week.. - ; .
Dr. Curtis Johnson, 206 E.
Wabasha St., drew a $28,000 permit for construction of a new
home at 1306 Conrad Drive.
The 2,844-square foot building
will have four bedrooms, two
and one-half bathrooms, a douNew Shop
ble garage, centra] air conditioning, will be of wood-frame conAddress—
struction and will be heated by
963 W. Fifth
gas-fired installations.
«* .

P; EARL SCHWAB CO.

W 454-5564

JL>_ V
*
Wff

totals $2,885 OOO

Homeward Step Co.
— PHONE 454-1730 FOR FREE ESTIMATE —

• Pal-O-Pak insulation does nor settle
• low In cost — «aiy to Install
• Pays for itself In 3 to 5 years and many years
of dividends thereafter.

BLOWING INSULATION
IN ATTICS 84 SIDEWALLS

• KEEP-FILL
SERVICE

O COMPUTER TICKET
PRINTERS

• BUDGET
PLAN

« RADIO-DISPATCHED
EQUIPMENT

CALL 452-5620

DOER ER'S

Ltt us do It or do-U-yourielf
with our machlns.

KENDELL-0 BRIEN
LUMBER COMPANY

115 Franklin St.
¦-

"Here To Servo"
"Tubby " Jacks!*, Mor.

Phon* 4S4-312Q
'

Cox boots Vikings to victory

By TOM SEPPY
he said. "If we play like, this, ed three passes Into the end know what happened.. When I Looking ahead to this SunWASHINGTON (AP)—Minn- we'll win all our games. We did zone.
threw the ball it looked perfect. day's home game against tha
esota placekicker Fred Cox, everything right except win the "We had seen the scouting re- I think I'd throw it the same Detroit Lions, Grant said :
who is pro football's leading football game."
ports but I don't think we way again."
"Detroit is fighting for its life.
If ther Lions don't beat us
scorer, says he hasn't been get- Jurgensen complained that he thought they were as good a
ting a good foot on the ball this did not belieVe he fumbled the football team as they are," said However three of Cuozzo's they're going td have a diffiseason on field goal attempts ball but that he was moving Viking coach Bud Grant. "They Completions came on third down cult time. After our game they
, at 40-plus yardagteV It will be his arm forward when he was are as good a football team as and long yardage duringythe have San Francisco, Oakland,
Vikings second-period touch- St. Louis, Los 'Angeles and
hard to\;onyince the Washington: hit by Alan Page. Minnesota end we've seen this year."
drive which consumed Green Bay."
Redskins.
Carl Eller disagrees.
The Vikings, now -winners of down
niBe
minutes
and six seconds. After the Lions, standing In
Cox kicked three-pointers of
seven of eight games, didn't
definitely
"It
was
a
famine,
"
44, 17, 21 and 42 yards Sunday—
score a touchdown until the "What /was it oa that drive the* way of the Vikings' drive
the 27th consecutive game he's said Eller. "He* had his arm up second quarter.
ln the first half .. .19
plays?" for a third straight Central Di* ¦won't have vision title are the Packers,
booted a field goal—as the* MinGrant.
"We
asked
With the score 7-3 in Washingnesota- Vikings defeated t he
like that all year, a New York Jets, Chicago Bears,
ton's favor, the Vikings drove another
'
"Washington Redskins.19-10 in a
like
that without a mis- Boston Patriots and Atlanta
drive
*
the length of the field but ran
"
National Football League game.
Falcons.
take.
"
into" a stiff Redskins defense inThe first kick barely cleared
; - ';
' ' . ' . ',:¦ —¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ' ¦;¦ '>
side the one-yard stripe. On ;V , ;:;;, ;
' ^V v ; :
the cross bar.
*/
¦
;*
.
*:
*
fourth down, Dave Osborn
"I've been a little shaky on the
pounded
over for the first
kicks from 43, 44 yards for some
touchdown
given up by Washreason this year," Cox said. "I
ington
in
1
1
quarters. „
got under the ball a bit. I was
Just t r y i .n g 'to get the ball
"It was a logical call to go for
straight."
it," said Cox. "We ndeded a
touchdown "at that point to get to
For his efforts , Cox's teammates voted him the game ball.
10-7.". .
Grant said he never hesitated
The Vikings defensive unit,
On
the fourth down gamble. "Not
known popularly as the Purple
from that p o s i t i o n on the
People Eaters, permitted the
field," he said. "Two yards M I N N E A P O L I S IB - — took a two-game lead in the diRedskins to roll up a total of
would have been something else, The M i n n e s o t a Vikings vision.
334 yards but came up with the
held a tighter grip today on The Vikings, with five
but two feet was different."
big plays when needed.
Central Division lead in straight victories, have a 7-1
Cuozzo, who completed- but the National
: Safety Karl Kassulke blocked
Football Confer- record. Detroit is 5-3 and the
the
five of 21 passds for 53 yards,
a Mike Bragg punt to set up the*
can take bigger Green Bay Packers, who play
they
and
ence,
said, "It was just one of those strides toward their third Baltimore tonight in Milwausecond Cox field goal, and tackle
days.
Gary Larsen recovered a fumble
Fred Cox
straight division championship kee, are 4-3.
after quarterback Sonny Jurgen"When I called an audible il next Sunday.
Some observers felt the Visen was hit attempting to pass in the air and the blow jolted the turned out they were in the right The Vikings, after two kings were fortunate ; to get out
to set the stage for the place- ball loose. He never moved his defense for the! play. On boti straight weekends away from of Washington with a victory.
arm. The hit just bounced it out screen passes^ we called, they home, entertain the Detroit Li- The Redskins outgalned Minkicker's third three-pointer.
Washington's coach Bill Aus- of there."
blitzed and wound up with de- ons at 1 p.m. at Metropolitan nesota 334-163. Vikings quartertin, whose Redskins have row In the waning minutes of the fenders in,the screen area.
back Gary Cuozzo completed
Stadium.
*
FOR THE TAKING . .. Defensive tackle
Identifiable Redskins are: tackle Walt Rock lost 4 in 8 outings, cited those game, with Minnesota leading "I can only think of one pass After Detroit lost '19-17 to the five of 21 passes for 53 yards.
Gary Larsen (77) of the Minnesota Vikings (76), guard Paul Laaveg (73) and center two plays and an unsuccessful 16-10, Jurgensen led the Red- I threw I'd like to try again New Orleans Saints Sunday Dave Osborn led Minnesota
37-yard field goal attempt by skins on a drive to the Viking and that was one to. John Beaswith 51 yards in 15
charges the loose ball in the fourth quarter
Len Hauss (56). Minnesota won, 1S-10. (AP '. . his own kicker, Curt Knight, as seven yard line but the defen- Iey. One time I had Bobby Grim and the Vikings escaped out. of rushers
while
Clint Jones picked
trips
¦
Sunday to recover a fumble by Washington Photofax) ,y. ¦¦ y
sive unit stopped the Washing- open (with a clear field ahead ) Washington with a 19-10 victory up 31 yards on nine_carries.
thejcey to the game.
Redskins' quarterback Sonny—Jurgensen.
"We gave them nine points," ton-quarterback as he attempt- and overthrew him. I still -donU over the „Redskins,_Mjnnesot£L
*'We were lucky to come out
with the win," said defensive
back Karl Kassulke, who played with a cast on a hand but
blocked a punt and made several key . tackles. "They blew
us all over the field. The thing
is they didn't get the seven
points and we got the three.1'
Kassulke referred to four
field goals by Fred Cox and a
defensive effort that held a
Washington drive on the MinneBy PAT THOMPSON
the North Stars into a fourth Through the first 12 games,
sota seven.
'
MINNEAPOLIS U» . .—:• The place tie with Los Angeles in the North Stars have a 5-5-2
STATISTICS
West, but they left Coach record—a scoresheet that could
M i n n e s o t a North Stars the
Viking* Redsklm
Jack
Gordon
wondering
about
have
been
better
with
a
power
'
14
21
sputtered again and again the sputtering.
Pint downs
play.
yardagt
.........110
151
Rushing
on power plays and in their
53
183
Pasting yardage
The
North
Stars
have
failed
But
through
the
first
12
games
first periods of two weekend
. 2 6 "2
Return yardage
' r. 1-21-0 H35-0
t
Passes
National
Hockey
League to score in 41 power plays, four of 1969-70, the North Stars
2-21
2-3B
Punta
Saturday
night.
5-6-1—considered
good
bewere
games.
1
Fumbles lost .............. 0
"I think they're scared of cause the club won only one
Yards penalized
20
SO
But they caught fire Satur- making mistakes when they game in their next 12 games.
day night at the Metropolitan get the puck," Gordon theo- And the North Stars can im. SUMMARY y . . ' .
Sports Center to tie St. Louis rized. "They don't want the prove considerably on their
MINNESOTA ....... J
7 S
«-!»
WASHINGTON ...... 7
0
3
0—19
1-1 and again Sunday night to puck."
record in the next two weeks.
Wash—Taylor (2/ pass from Jurgensen;
stand off Chicago 3-3 in Chi- The North Stars fell behind Four of the next five games
Knight (kick).
Wlnit-FO: Cox M4).
cago.
1-0
in
the
first
period
of
each
are
at
Metropolitan
Sports
Cen• Minn—Osborn (I, rvn)j cox (kick).
¦¦
" The ties against the West Di- weekend game before coming
¦
Minn—FG: Cox (17).
ter. . . '
Wash-FOl Knight CIS).
vision's two top teams moved back. :'
Los Angeles invades the Met
JYiMn-FGj Cox (13).
Minn—FO« COX (42).
"We'll just keeping plugging Wednesday night and East DiA—50*415.
away," said Gordon. "I know vision expansionist Vancouver
they're trying. That's the good comes in Saturday night.
thing about
it—the effort is
¦
SATURDAY'S OAMH

Viking ^ grfp on
lead tightened

North Stars sparked
to two weekend ti6s

Cunningham key
to Bucks' easy
conquest of Suns

there." •¦ ' •

Pro football

FIRST PERIOD — 1. St. Louli: Bartn-

7:07. Perul'lflf— Barrel! (Minn.)
Charlie Burns, last year's jo:3n!; 7,Gibbs
(Minn.) 3:45; B. Plager
playing coach , provided the 1(St.L)
7:35; McDonald (SIX,) 10:57;
scoring effort Saturday night O'Shea (Minn.) Hi**..
SECOND PERIOD - 2. Minnesota*
before a crowd o£ 15,158 with Sums
2 (O'Shea, Harvey) S:S». Penalties
a second period goal ' and little -O'Shea (Minn.) 7:01,
THIRD PERIOD — None. Penalties —
goalie Gump Worsley was su- Crisp
(St.L.) 00:36) Bench penally (St.L)
perb in the nets after Red Ber- <:0J.
* Shots on goal by:
enson got to him with a first MINNESOTA
7 H 12-3]
' ST. LOUIS
period power play goal.
»
8
«-21
Goalies — St. Louis: Hall; Minnesota:
The North Stars came from Wersley.
"Everybody 's paid to play," behind twice Sunday night to
By BOB GREENE
SUNDAY'S GAME
Associated Prcs Sports Writer he cracked. "In order to win, tie the Black Hawks. Danny FIRST PERIOD
— 1. Chicago: Mikita
everybody has to do their job ." Grant, who increased his goal I (Jarrett) 10:31. Penalties - Harris
Winn.) 3:JJ.
MILWAUKEE —Reserve cen- The Milwaukee mentor later total to six,
it 1-1 in the SECOND PERIOD — 2. Minnesota:
ter Dick Cunningham provided said he was satisfied with the second periodtied
Orant
5 (Drouln, Rousseau) 3:47; 3.
and Murray OliMinnesota: Oliver 1 8:10; 4. Chicago:
the key to the MilwaukeeBucks' way Cunningham filled in for ver caught goalie Tony EsposiR. Hull S (Nestertnko) 12:27; 3, Chicago:
125-105 conquest of the Phoenix Alcindor when the 7-foot-2 soph- to away from the net for a 2-1 Malone
4 (Martin, Jarrett) 13:03. PenalSuns in a National Basketball omore got into foul trouble.
ties—Nesterenko (Chi.) 1B:0(.
Minnesota lead.
PERIOD - i. Minnesota : Grant
Association game here , Sunday Another Buck who "filled in""* But Bobby Hnll and Dan Mo- t THIRD
(Roussey, Reid) 4:3). Penalties—Mcnight.
Keehnle
(
.Inn.) 5:37.
for Big Lew was forward Bob- loney made it 3-2, Chicago Shots on goal:
Cunningham scored only four by Dandridge. Alcindor scored heading into the final period MINNESOTA
10 10
8-28
points in 16 minutes of play, "only" 26 points against Phoe- when Grant connected for the CHICAGO
8
5 15—28
Goalies—Minnesota: Gilbert; Chicago:
but was credited by both coach- nix, nearly 10 points under his tying goal.
Esposito.
es with being the decisive fac- average. But Dandridge, who
tor.
was averaging 21.6 going into
"The turning point of the the game-leading 32 points, hitgame was the second period ting 14 of 22 from the field and
when Cunningham was in there ¦l-for-4 from the free throw line.
for Alcindor," admitted Cotton : Beside his scorng, Dandridge
Fitzsimmons, rookie Phoenix picked off 14 rebounds, high for
coach. "We weren't a|)le to both teams, and helped keep
By KEN RAPPOPORT
victory over Denver and Pete
come back. If you're going to the Suns' high-scoring forwards Associated Press Sports Writer Gogolak ripped three as the
win, you've got to do it when from getting too close to the Tom Dempsey lad an angel New York Giants upset Dallas
tho big man is sitting on the basket.
on his shoulder and some magic 23-20.
bench."
in his foot.
Atlanta and Los Angeles
KEY
TONIGHT
was
"THE
The first period «ndcd with
"We got beaten by a miracle,
the Bucks ahead by five points, keeping forwards (Connie Haw- what else can you say" was all played td a 10-10 tie; Philadel32-27. In the second quarter , kins and Paul Silas) way out- Detroit Coach " Joe Schmidt
with Alcindor, the NBA's lead- side," CostelTo said. "Greg could say aftec Dempsey's
ing scorer, sitting on the bench , Smith and Bobby did a great record 63-yard field goal gave
Milwaukee outscored the Suns, job in that respect. If those two New Orleans a 19-17 National
31-23, to take a G3-50 halftime get inside they can kill you Football League upset Sunday.
around the boards."
advantage.
Dick Van Arsdale paced the The kick on the last play of
BUCKS COACH LARRY Cos Phoenix scoring with 23 points the game appeared to be heaven-sent for the underdog Saints,
tello smiled when asked if Cun
4b)
(Continued
on
page
who supposedly hadn't a prayer
f
ac
's
key
play
was
a
n/ngnam
of winning.
Bucks
tor.
The Saints' bull-strong hooter
____________
•
*
had some faith ho could make
the distance, which bettered the
1956 mark of 5ft yards by Baltimore's Bert Rcchichar.
"I knew I could kick the ball
that far, but whether or not I
could kick it straight , kept runMINNES OTA LOAN & THRIFT ning through my mind," Dempsey said. "I knew I had to hit
*
the ball awfully hard and would
need a little extra time. But the
Lions held up perfectly and 1
got a perfect snap (from Joe
Toiti Dempsey
Scarpati). "
JwHX
phla won its ^ flrst gam* since
/ £ j Q B l m B f Ui^B
( + )*B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^BlSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSST
Tho field goal had a field (toy Nov. 23, 1060 by beating Miami
.' ^^^^^^ ||
Ra^B^B^aV
in other Nl*'L games Sunday. 24-17; San Franciscorouted ChiCincinnati's Horst Muhlmnnn cago 37-10; Kansas City slugged
¦7a^^B^i»
kicked five three-pointers ns tho Houston 24-9; St. Louis walloped
Bengals bested Buffalo 43-14; Boston 31-0 and Pittsburgh topWhatever* your financial neod may be . . . timely, reGeorge ' Blanda 's 32-yarder pled tho New York Jets 21-17 in
fulness
and
all
tho
money
you need aro
sourceful help
helped Oakland trim Cleveland tho other games. Green Bay
as near as your ML&T office. And all available on
23-20; Fred Cox spiled four field
in tofully protected, time-tqilored terms. Call or stop in for . goals in Minnesota's 19-10 suc- and Baltimore clash
(ABC)
game
night's
television
prompt, personal attention.
cess over Washington; Mlktf in Milwaukee 's County Stadi38-yard, boot was the um.
Iii Winona at 166 Walnut St. - Dial 454-2402 Mercec's.
difference in San Diego's 24-21 Dempsey's booming drive

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East—
W. L, T. Pet. PT OP
Baltimore ..... i 1 0 .857 U» w
Miami
4 -4 O .500 124 15.
BulfalO
. . J 5 0 .375 137 HO
Boston
I 7 O .IU 177 210
N.Y. Jots ...... 1 7 0 .125 144 . 188
CentralCleveland ...... 4 - 1 0 .500 18? f. 180
Pittsburgh .... 4 4 0 .500 112 .w
Houston
I I 1 .205 112 170
Cincinnati...... a tl 0 .250 146 193
West—
Oakland
4 t 2 JIT .201 772
Kansas Clly ... 4 i 1 .571 174 157
Denver
. . . 4 4 O .500 152 14J
San Diego
1 3 2 .500 173 171

ANOTHER SAVE FOR TONY . .. Chi- cago Black Hawks' goalie Tony Esposito
deflects a puck after a first-period scoring

attempt by Minnesota North Stars' center
Judes Drouin Sunday in Chicago. The game
ended in a 3-3 tie. (AP Photofax )

63-ya rd field goal foils Lions
cleared the cross-bar by mere
inches, and he admitted it took
some special ingredients.
"There's so much involved in
kicking a 60-yard field goal," he
said. "You've got to try and hit
tho ball as hard as you possibly
can and yet , kicking lt straight
is a hard thing to do.
"It just happened that I Wt it
right that time and it happened
at the right time."
Detroit appeared to have won
it when Erroll Mann kicked an
10-yard field goal with 11 seconds* to give tho Lions a onepoint lead.
But New Orleans' quarterback Billy Kilmer completed a
pass to Al Dodd after the Detroit kickoff and Dodd went out
of bounds at the Saints ' 45 with
two seconds left.
Then Dempsey, born toeless
on his right kicking foot, did his
thing.
Muhlmann drilled field goals
of 22, 30,13,36 and 43 yards for
Cincinnati, which snapped a
six-game slide. Buffalo's O.J.
Simpson suffered a severe
bruise on his left leg.
Blanda, Oakland's 43-year-old
kicking wizard , came through
with his game-winner with three
seconds left. Ho earlier relieved
Darylo Lamonica at quarterback in tho final period and
threw a 14-yard touchdown pass
and kicked (lie extra point .
John Hadl fired three touchdown passes , two to Gary Garrison, and Mercer added tho finishing touch for San Diego with

his field goal.
back with two touchdowns. The
•Gogolak kicked the New York Giants held off a determined
Giants into contention with his Dallas scoring bid in the clostalented toe, then Ron Johnson
(Continued on page 4b)
sparkled in a second-half comeField Goal

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East—
W. t. T. Pet. PT
St. Louis
I 1 0 .750 211
N.Y. Giants . . . 5 3 0 .425 1<52
Dallas ........ S 3 O .625 146
Washington . . . 4 4 O .500 167
Philadelphia . . . 1 7 O .125 145
Central—
MINNESOTA . . 7 1 0 .875 203
Detroit .
J 3 O .625 207
ORE EN BAY . 4 3 0 .571 123
Chicago . . . . . . . J 5 0 .375 114
Wosl-J-—
San Francisco . 6 1 1 .857 202
Los Angeles . . . 5 l l .714 170
Atlanta
3 4 1 .42? 123
New Orleans ... 2 5 1 .286 104

OP
130
136
147
140
203
It
131
KB
171
135
104
134
171

SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Atlanta 10, Los Angeles 10 (tie).
St. Louis 31, Boston 0.
Cincinnati 41, Bullalo 14.
Oakland 23/ C(ove(and 20.
New York Olanli 23, Dallas 20.
San Diego 24. Denver 21.
New Orleans 19, Detroit 17.
Kansas City 24, Hovston 9.
Philadelphia 24, Mltml 17.
MINNESOTA 1?, Washington 10.
Pittsburgh 21, N.Y. Jets 17.
San Francisco 37, Chicago 16.
TODAY'S GAME
Baltimore at OREEN BAY (night), TV.
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" I I Just bring ln the coupon from this ad, select the Hahn Snow Giant ^
\ n f lf - I O l I you want (20" to 28" widths, 4 to 7 hp, electric or manual start), and
toke I* to"18 AT $20OFF REGULAR PRICE!
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Hahn's exclusive Duo-Throwfan and variable-speed auger combine to
throw snow up to 40 feet In any direction—never push ft. No shear
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clutch cushioning against breakage.
shock-absorbing
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¦
Stop
by
soon—let
us show you why Hahn's Snow Giant Is the most
mm—^^m-/_mmn^^-a snow
over buy.
WvBfBmBBnu^fB And bloweryou'll
save $20 at tho same time.
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Manning breaks arm

Texas has trouble
with Baylor, 21-14

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON tto keep pace with Texas in the
Associated Press Sports Writer Southwest Conference.
There's no such thing as a su- Tennessee ranked eighth,
needed George Hunt's 31-yard
per team ... or is there?
The Author of the first part of
that statement is Bill Beall,
whose Baylor team gave toprated Texas all it could handle
Saturday before bowing 21-14 on
a pair of Steve Worster touchdowns.
But he may get an argument
from Bud Carson of Georgia
Tech, whose next assignment is
second-ranked Notre Dame,
fresh from a 46-14 pounding of
Pitt. ¦ : .¦:¦

Nat'l Hockey League

fled Alabama 14-9 in a match
between the teams ranked 11th
and 19th. ArizonaState, No. 12,
trounced San Jose State, 46-10
with Bobby Thomas scoring
three timesiralrlltlfrahkedSan
Diego State needed a fourth-period pass from Brian Sine to
Tim Delaney to edge Pacific 1413. The losers' John Read, the
nation's No. 2 passer, suffered
torn knee ligaments.
Toledo, ranked 15th, walloped
Northern Illinois 45-7; No. 17
Dartmouth hammered Columbia 55-0, the biggest victory
margin in Ivy League history,
and No. 20 Syracuse fought off
— literally — Army 31-20 as two
free-for-alls broke out in the
closing seconds.
Other whopping scores included Southern California 70-33
over Washington State, Boston
College 65-12 over- Buffalo and
North Carolina 62-13 over VMI
Wake Forest stunned Duke 28-14
for the lead in the Atlantic
Coast Conference, Louisville
knocked off Memphis State 40-27
and won its way into the Pasadena Bowl as the Missouri Valley's representative and Kansas
State whipped Oklahoma State
28-15, setting up next week's Big
Eight shootout with Nebraska.

"Let me emphasize that I
think Notre Dame is the best
team in the country," Carson
said after SaturdayV. 30-8
triumph oyer "Navy. "I'veYseen
films of Ohio State and Texas,
but I feel we'll be playing the
best there is this weekend.
They're in a class by themselves."
Elsewhere, the big news was
Archie Manning
Stanford's 29-22 come-from-behind victory oyer Washington, field goal with 15 seconds left to
putting the sixth-ranked Indians nip South Carolina 20-18 and No.
in the Rose Bowl;' Oregon's wild 19 Auburn blasted Mississippi
46-35 triumph dyer No. 9 Air
56-0 behind snapshooting
Force which dropped the Fal- State
Sullivan.
cons from the unbeaten ranks; Pat
Heading the Second Ten, Louiand the broken left arm suf- siana
State's rugged defense stifered by Mississippi's brilliant
Archie Manning during a 24-13
win over Houston.
Stanford's Jim Plunkett
passed for 268 yards and all four
^ut*hdowns7-including-a-decU
rive 15-yarder to Randy Vataha
with TA minutesleft, and set a
major college career record of
7,082 passing yards.
Dan . Fouls' fourth scoring
pass, a 39-yarder to Bob Newland, and Ken Woody's 40-yard
field goal wrapped up Oregon's
victory over Air Force, which
Ohio State, the nation's thirdBy JOE MOOSHIL
got three IDs from Brian CP3AGO <AP) - A pr*ar- rankedteam, has to get by PurBream and a pair of scoring
and Michigan,
week awaits Ohio State and due 'Saturday,
tosses from Bob Parker to Er- lous
No. 5," must hurdle Iowa so that
the
ranking
powers
|n
Michigan,
nie Jennings.
the two antagonists can come
"Manning suffered his injury Big Ten football.
face-to-face
with undefeatedrecafter passing for two touch- The two teams have beenpoint- ords the final Saturday of the
each
other
from
the
seafor
ing
downs and an insurmountable
Big Ten season,
lead for 13th-ranked Mississippi son's very start and now must Aside from the conference
over No. 18 Houston. The star take one more stop before their championship, Ohio State has at
quarterback was taken to Bap- climactic clash at Columbus, stake a bid to the Hose Bowl.
tist Hospital in Memphis, Tenn., Ohio, Nov. 21.
Michigan, under the no-repeat
where he was to undergo surrule, cannot go to the Bow? but
gery today. Directly across the
covets sole possession of the Big
street in Methodist Hospital is
Ten championship it had to
Coach John Vaught, who was
share last year after whipping
stricken with a mild heart atthe Buckeyes 24-12.
tack last month.
3b)
from
page
(Continued
That loss, incidentally, has
Joe Theismann became Notre
bedn the only one suffered by
Dame's all-time total offense ing moments.
leader with a 381-yard perform- Roman Gabriel threw a four- Ohio State's senior team which
ance against Pitt — 284 passing yard scoring strike and David latched onto all the nation's
and 97 "dishing. He threw for Ray kicked the extra point that football laurels as a bunch of
two years ago.
three touchdowns.
pulled Los Angeles into a tie sophomores
This year Ohio State started
"Theismann really put on a with underdog Atlanta, out like it was going to' blowshow for the fans," said Coach
Philadelphiahad to stave of! everyone out cf sight. But the
Ara Parseghian. "As you know,
we like to let Joe's performance & fourth-quarter rally by bat Buckeyes have slowed down in
on the field speak for his qualifi- fling Miami. Norm Snead had recent weeks, having to come
cations for the Heisman Trophy. built a substantial Eagle lead on from second-half deficits to defeat Illinois and Northwestern
His performance was eloquent." three TD tosses.
and then clinging to a 10-7 halfcompleted
21
John
Brodie
With Manning sidelined, passes for San Francisco and time lead before finally vanTheismann probably is vPlun- moved into an elite class of quishing stubborn Wisconsin 24kett's chief competition.
quarterbacks with 2,000 or more 7 last Saturday.
Third-ranked Ohio State and lifetime
John Uni- Michigan, on the other hand,
No, 5 Michigan continued to tas, Y.A.completions.
Tittle
and
Sonny
Jur- started out slowly but has come
shpre the Big Ten lead with the gensen are the others.
on strong in recent weeks and
showdown coming up Nov. 21. L i n e b a c k e r Bobby Bell climaxed its momentum with a
The Buckeyes struggled -past
onto a Houston pass and 42-0 triumph over Illinois SaturWisconsin ' 24-7 behind John latched
raced
45
yards for a Kansas day.
Brockington's three touchdowns
Northwestern, still in the Rose
while Michigan breezed past Il- City touchdown that broke open Bowl picture, is a step behind
game.
the
rainstorm-slowed
linois 42-0 as Glenn Doughty and
the two leadeVs. Northwestern
Billy Taylor each scored twice. MacArthur Lane broke loose boosted its record to 4-1 with a
on
three
touchdown
and
runs
Nebraska, rated fourth, swept
comeback 28-14 triumph over
past Iowa State 54-29 as Joe Or- they were all the St. Louis Car- Minnesota after
trailing 14-0.
dinals
needed.
duna scored three touchdowns
Boosted
by
Mike
Adamle's recand Jerry Tagge passed for two. Pittsburgh handed the injury- ord Big Ten 48 carries
for 192
laced
New
York
Jets
their
sixth
Seventh-ranked Arkansas, led
yards and four touchdowns in
by Bill" Montgomery's three straight loss as John Fuqua defeating Minnesota, NorthwestIDs, overcame a 14-3 halftime bulled over for two Steeler ern has a date Saturday and
deficit and whipped Rice 38-14 scares.
closes shop a week later at Michigan State.
Michigan State, continuing Its
climb back from a trio of successive losses to Notre Dame,
Michigan and Ohio State, beat
Purdue 24-14 Saturday while
Iowa blasted Indiana 41-23.
Ohio 34, Bowling Green 7.
.OCAL JCHOOLSOutside the conference, Notre
Oklahoma
28,
Missouri
13.
Domldll Stata 40, Winona Stata 12.
Toledo 45, No. Illinois 7.
Dame
took another, step toward
DIO TBNTulsa 21, Wichita Slate 13.
Noiihwoitern 21, Minnesota 14.
another
bowl bid by whipping
0,
Wittenberg
35,
Wooster
Ohio State 24, Wisconsin 7.
Pitt 46-14 after momdntarily
SOUTHWESTlow* 42, Indiana IJ.
Ablleno 21, Texas Arlington 7.
Michigan 42, Illinois 0.
trailing the Panthers 14-13.
Ark. 38, Rice 14.
Michigan Stata 24, Purdue 14.
Quarterback Joe Theismann
Ark. Stata 2), Norlh Dakota IB.
BAST—
Cincinnati 30, No, Texas Stata 10.
accounted
for 381 yards to give
Boston College 45, Buffalo 12.
14,
Arkansas 18, Rice
Colgato 44, Bucknell 14.
him a career total of 4,741 yards ,
SMU 4, Texas A&M 3.
Cornell 33, Drown 21.
SW Texas state 35, Howard Payne 20. eclipsing the Irish record of 4
,Harvard 2*, Princeton 7.
Texas 31, Baylor 14.
Lehigh U, Delaware 13.
Texas AAI 31, Sam Houston Stata 14. 738 set by his predecessor TerMaine 30, Vermont 31.
Taxaa So, 27, Jackson Stale 31.
ry Hanratty.
Massachusetts J», Holy Cross 11.
Texas Tech 22, TCU 14.
Rutgers <> Boston 0. 3,
While Ohio State tries to surPAR WESTSyracuse* 31, Army a».
Arlr. State 44, San Jos* Stale I
I
.
vive
at Purdue and Michigan
Temple IB, Rliodo Island 15.
Colorado 45, Kansas 2t.
takes
on improving Iowa, NorthYalo 32, Pennsylvania 22.
Colo. Stale li, Brigham Young f.
E. New Mox. 31, No. Aril. 7.
JOUTHwestern will be at Indiana, "WisAlcorn AIM 40, Miss. Val. 11.
Idaho 27, Weber Stale 17.
consin at Illinois and Michigan
Auburn 54, Mill. Stata 0.
Llnllolld Collage 12, Lewis
Clark 7.
Chattanooga 2t, Citadel 21.
State at Minnesota.
Montana 35, Montana State *0.
E. Tenn. State 13, Atorehead Stale 7.
Nevada 41, B. Oregon 14.
E. Ky. 20, Tenn, Tech 13,
New Mexico 35, Arlion* 7.
BIG TEN
Florida 24, Georgia 17.
Oregon 41, Air Porca 33.
w. L.T. pr OP
Florida State Jt, clemson 13.
Oregon Slate li, California 10,
Michigan

East-i
¦
¦ W L T P T GP OA
Boston ¦:...
,. S 1 1 18 34 21
NOW York
8 3 1 17 34 24
Montreal
.. 8 4 1 17 46 14
Vancouver ........ 5 7 2 12 40 JO
Detroit
4 t 2 10 40 47
Toronto
3 » 0 < 34 45
Buffalo .,..
I 11 1 J It SS
WestChlcago ........... 7 3 4 il 41 10
Philadelphia ...... 7 4 2 H 31 34
St. LOUU
i 2 4 U 29 21
Los Angilei ....... 6 I t 12 34 34
MINNESOTA
5 5 2 12 25 21
Pltlsburuh ,.,. . ... 3 5 5 U 32 32
California .......;. 1 7 2 i 31 it
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Montreal 11. Buffalo 2.
Vancouver 3, Toronto 2.
New Y«rk t, Los Angeles 2.
__
Boiron-2rPMiberfli) *M-tie).
Chicago 1* Philadelphia 1 (lie).
St. Louli 1, MINNESOTA 1 Ole).
Only game* icheduled.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
MINNESOTA 3, Chicago 1 (tie).
Boiton «, Montreal 1.
Dttroft i, Pltlibursh 3 (tit).
Philadelphia 3, -Buffalo 1.
Only games icheduled.
TODAY'S GAMES
No games icheduled.
.-.TUESDAY'S GAMES
Vintthmr at Boiton.
Lot Angelas at Pittsburgh.
Only games icheduled.

Bucks

Canadiens battered
by brawling Bruins

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS phia 1-1 and St. Louis and Flyers beat Buffalo.
There was something missing Minnesota played .ft-a 1-1 deadr Gil Perreault'a early goala-had
provided the Sabres with 1-0
in Boston's run to the National lock.
edge which stood up until HillSmooth
Phil
Esposito,
the
Hockey League Stanley Cup last
set up
season. That something,was the "NHL's leading scorer, hit a goal man's goal-mouth feedgave
the
Kelly
Johnson.
Bob
and
assisted
on
two
others
as
Montreal C a n a d i e n s , who
missed the playoffs for the first the Bruins exploded for 48 shots Flyers an insurance goal in the
at goalies Rogatlen Vachon and third period.
time in 22 years last spring.
Jean Pronovost gave PittsPhil
Myre.
The Canadiens had eliminated
burgh
tie *?atastn e
the Bruins in two straight play- Esposito's first assist set up a when Jtsscored
hJs^econd goal
short-handed
goal
by
Ed
West^
offs and Boston wanted revenge.
mino
the
night
with
Denied the chance in the play- fall in the first period-one of ute left io plsy - ]ust two
s
three
the
Bruins
scored
offs, the Bruins had to bide their
, in the
. .. .
time until Sunday night when opening 20 minutes.
Pronovost's dribber slipped
they met the Canadiens for the There was less than half a past goaIie Boy Edwards at
first time this season. For Bos- minute remaining in the first 17.57 0f the third period climaxperiod when the brawl started ing a Penguin comeback after
ton, it was worth the wait.
The Bruins battered the Cana- with Boston's Ken Hodge and Detroit had moved out to a 3-1
diens 6-1 and the game was Claude Larose of the Canadiens ]ead.
spiced by a second-period brawl touching it off.
Pronovost's first goal had balthat emptied both benches and K soon spread with both anced an early tally by Gordie
Richards cops
needed police intervention to fi- benches emptying and the fight- Howe but then Don Luce and
nally stop it.
links tourney
Garry linger had moved the
ing spilling over to the Montreal Wings
Elsewhere
in
the
NHL
Sunin front. Ken Scbinkel
bench
where
Boston
police
had
CASA GRANDE, Ariz. (AP) day, Philadelphia tripped BuffaPittsburgh back to
brought
¦- Paul Richards, Atlanta
to restrain the Canadiens from
lo
3-1,
Pittsburgh
tied
Detroit
distance before
3-3
striking
within
going
after
fans.
Six
major
penBraves General Manager, fired and Minnesota and Chicago batPronovost
tied
it.
alties—three for each team—rea two-under-par 70 Sunday to tled to a 3-3 tie.
sulted
from
the fuss.
win the . third annual HoraceResults
stoneham Baseball Gold Tour- In Saturday's games, Mont- Defenseman Wajtae Hillman ROME Fight
— Cartas yOnitm, ism, Arjennament by four strokes. Trailing real walloped Buffalo 11-2, Van- set up Jimmy Johnson's tying Una, stopped Nino Benevenutl, 159%, Italy,
Momon won world middleweight title.
Richards were defending champ couver topped Toronto 3-2; New goal in the last 1% minutes of 12;SAN
JUAN — Vicente Paul . Rondonand Chicago Cubs' coach Pea- York defeated Los Angeles 6-2, the second period and then 178, Venezuela,
outpointed Roger Rouse,
VI, Butte, Mont., 10; Matt Donovan,
nuts Lowrey and;Arizona ama- Boston and Pittsburgh played to scored Philadelphia's winner 28 151.
outpointed
Angel Espada,
York,
New
teur Jay Newton.
a 2-2 tie. Chicago tied Philadel- seconds into the third., as the 150, San
Juan, 10.

£2

.

¦"

¦
¦

(Continuedfrom page 3b)
while Hawkins added 22 and
center Neal Walk 20.
The victory raised Milwaukee's record to 7-1, keeping the
Bucks two games behind the
red - hot Detroit Pistons, who
are now IM, in the NPA's Midwest Division race. Phoenix
dropped to 7-7, five full games
behind the Pistons.
Milwaukee's easy - paced
schedule, however, is about to
end. The Bucks play five games
in the next eight days and eight
games in the next 12 days.
'
Phoenix¦ ¦ (l
¦ oj)
¦

¦

.

0

P T

Milwaukee JIM) _

© F *T

Hawkins a- .iMJ n cartridge 14 ¦ 4-4 »
7 M is
1 0-1 2 Smith
Silas
Vanale • '« 7-8 23 Alcindor IIW*) 2*
» 1*3 •*<* Robertson 3 4-S •
Walk
» »
Haskins 2 3*3 7 McOlln
Ja M S
3 CD 10 Allen
Counts
» 1-1 1»
3 2-2 I Boozer
Green
Harris
• ¦«•<. 0 Curtghain 1 M 4
1
Freeman
1 *•» *
Howard
• 1-1
l 0-1 o
Thomas 1 0-0 a Webb
1 0*0 1
4 2-2 10 Zopl
Wetzel
Totals .$1 2*10 WI.
37 » *• •» n-103
32 31 37 25-135

Totals 38 29*32 105
.. ...
PHOENIX
MILWAUKEE
Fouled out—None.
Total fouls-Phoenix
A-10,74*.
.

20, Milwaukee M.

St. Olaf cops CC

APPLETON, Wis '. (AP) : —
Gary Olmstead led St. Olaf to
the Midwest Conference cross
country championship Saturday
with a winning time of 20:81.4.
St. Olaf had a low score of 42
points. Beloit, Wis., was second
third
with
with 64 and Carleton
'
¦ ¦• ¦
"
68.
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Precarious week
awaits Michigan
and Ohio State
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Hurry- Offer Ends Sat. Night!
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Ohlo State
Northwestern
Michigan Stall
lowa
MINND50TA
minors
Purdu*
WISCONSIN
Indiana

5 0
g 0
4 1
s 2
2 2
13
i 4
1 4
1 4
1 *

0
0
0
o
1
1
o
O
O
o

in
151
US
113
1]
72
it
73
10
41

MUNICH, Germany (AP) A capacity crowd of 6,500
watched West Germany bent
Poland 6-3 Sunday in a world
championship ico hockey qualifying match.
¦
SOCCER

WISCONSIN COLLEGIATE
CONFERENCE
championship — UW-Manllowoc 1, UW*
Marinade, t,
coniolallon - UW-Oarron i, UWSli*.
boygan I.
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Goodyear's annual Christmas Record. Album features B^|f f UH
Andy Williams, Petula Clark, Bacbra Streisand, Ray $ H ^_P
^9
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Germans win 6-3
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College grid scores

Oa Tech 30, Navy 8.
Sacramento 41, San Pranclsco 7.
^ . 13.
Grambllno 41, Ark* AM&4
San Olcgo Slate 14, Pacific U. 13.
Jacksonville Slat* 37, Delta Stata 7.
50. Cal. 70, Washington Stale 33.
LSU 14, Alabama t.
Stanford 29, Washington 22.
Loulivllle 40. Memphis State 27.
Utah 17, Utah Stat* 0. '
Middle Tenn. Stela 17, W. Ky. 11,
MINNESOTA SCHOOLSMiss. 24, Houston U. 13.
Macaleitpr 21, Augsburg 14,
North Caroline vx, VMI 11.
Concordia 13, Ouitavui 0,
N.C. State 21, Virginia it.
Duluth 14, Hamline 0.
Penn Stale 34, Maryland 0.
St. John 'i 40, st. Thomai 12.
Tampa 50, SW Louisiana 31,
Morris 27, Michigan Tech 7.
Tennessee 20, South Carolina II.
51. C|oud 2?, Moorhead t.
Tenn. state 31, Morris Brown 14.
Way** (Nob) 14, Soufhwost U.
Tulane 31, Mliml (Pla.) H.
N.D. State 40, Mankato 31.
Vanderbilt ll, Kentucky 17.
Coa (lowa) 42, Carleton 14,
Va. Tech 34, Villanova 7.
St. Olaf 35, orlnnell (lowa) 7.
Wake Foreit 21, Duke 14.
Lea 21, Warlburg (lowa) 14.
W. Va. 28, B. Carolina 14.
Bethel 31, Dakota Wesleyan 11,
William A Mary 28, Conn. 15.
Colorado College 47, Plllsbury 2).
Wofford 38, Catawba Col. 20.
WISCONSIN SCHOOLS—
MIDWESTLa Crone 15, WJ-ltewater 7,
Akron 42, Youngstown 14.
Lakeland 17, Principle (III.) 0.
Old state 24, So. Illinois 17.
St. Norborl <2, Dubuque S.
Cise Inst. Tech 2t, Coast Guird 7.
Lawrence, 23, Beloit 0.
Cent. Mich. 17, Indiana State 7.
Carthago 21, Elmhurst 14.
Dreke U. 37, South Dakota 1$,
Stevens Point 10, River Palls I.
E. Michigan 20, NB La. State 0.
Eau Clalra It, Stout 12.
Hiram Scolt 7, Boise State 3.
PiMtoyllla It. Ferris (Mich.) IJ,
Kan. Stat* U. 39, Okla. State 13.
Oihkosh 20. Suwrlor 12.
Miami (Ohio) 17, Dayton 0.
Monmouth 21, Rlpon 22,
Nebraska 54, lows Stata 2f.
Concordia (III.) 22, Northwestern 2|.
N.D. Slate 40, Mankato Stale 2).
Bradley 14, UW-Mllwaukee 20.
Notre Dame 41, Pittsburgh 14.
Carroll 1), Whaaton 12.
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Starr,
meet
time tonight
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Petty back in
Three-way
League bowling winner's circle
Unitas Pro - cage
[ results knot found
fpr 26th
in NIC grid

MILWAUKEE (AP)-Two of
the National Football League's
greatest quarterbacks — John
Unitas and Bart Starr — will
face each other for the 26th
time when the Green Bay Packers aiid Baltimore Colts clash
tonight at Milwaukee County
Stadium,
The game, to be nationally
televised over ABC-TV, will
start at 8 p.m. (CST).
Stair, ' the Packer veteran,
may' hot be able to play, how-

Starr

unitas

ever. He has been bothered with
a sore shoulder and played less
than half of last week's contest
with the San Francisco 49ers.
Baltimore's Unitas, on the
other hand, is having a great
injurf-free season. Like Starr,
Unitas is a 15-year NFL -vete?**
an. In ihe last five games, all
of which Baltimore has won,
Unitas has thrown at least one
touchdown pass. He has a total
of eight for the"year.
THE PACKERS have listed
Starr as questionable. If he is
unable to play, then back-up
quarterback Don Horn will be
pressed into action.
Horn has shown great promise, but has been unable to get
untracked this season. Against
the 49ers, he completed 7 of

23 for 134 yards and one touchdown but had three intercepted,
One Green Say performer
that's having his greatest season ever is running back Dontoy Anderson, Last week he ran
foe 105 yards' in 15 carries, including his career longest of 54
yards. In his last four games,
Anderson has ground"out 98,'98,
80 *and 105 yards and is now
third in the National Conference
rushing derby.
Leading the Eastern Division
of the American Conference,
Baltimore has posted a 6-1 record.^Against Miami last week,
Jim Duncan's 99-yard kickoff
return provided one touchdown
and an 80 yard punt return set
up another score.
Wide receiver Eddie Hintori
is1 the co-leader in the AFC
with 30 receptions.
But it has bean Baltimore's
defense that has led to the
Colts' excellent record. The
Colts have not allowed a touchdown in nine quarters and have
intercepted 13 passes in the last
three games.

Planquois family
fields full team

EVREUX, France (AP) Then there are the jokes about
having enough kids for a football team¦'' .-. yonly it's no joke
for the Planquois familyof the
little village of Perrier-sur-AnDelle in western France. Eleven Planquois brothers will turn
out next Sunday to meet the local soccer team in the brothers'
first formal match. Their team
ranges in age from 40 to 14—and
the sons of two of the brothers
are reserves.
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COMMERCIAL

Hal-Rod
W. L.
Hal-Rod
Vf. L.
BYRON, Ga. (AP) - Richard
21
9
Orv 's Skelly
Kramer * Toye ........... 2254 10V4
Petty of Randleman, N.C, was
Sam's Conoco
20 10
Book Nook
.22 11
Lake Center Industries .., 18 12
V A H Trucking ............ 20Vi 12Vi
back in the winner's circle toPolachek Electric
18 12
Wlncraft :...i.............. JO IJ
NBA
day after setting a record of
Mississippi Welders ......... V . 121V
Walklns Products .......... 20. 12
EASTERN CONPBRBNCB
Quality Chevrolet
... 17 13
Winona Agency ............ 20 11
83.284
miles per hour in winning
Atlantic—
W. ¦ ¦ L,¦ Pet. OS
Seven-Up
K 14
11 13
Randall's
annual Georgia 500
the
fourth
*¦ ' .800
New York ....... 12
Masonry Mike ............. 1* 14
. St. Clalrs
lt 17
Philadelphia
. » s
.«« . a*V
Hal-Leonard Musle ......... 10 20
First National Bank
12 21
NASCAR stock race.
Boston
I s. .(is a
KAOE Radio ............... 10 20
Country Kitchen
12 21
The veteran Petty, driving a
Buffalo . . . . . . . . . . 2 »
.112 •
Steve Lounge ....i
Indian Creek Resort ........ I IS
* 21
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS John's's Bar
C«ntral Division—
1970 Plymouth, took the Wad
.......
..... TVs .\*
Bodines
7 2i
Baltimore ....... 7
t ' .531
RETAIL
EAGLES
with 54 laps io go Sunday and
•Clmlnnatl ....... I f
.250 , Ws
The* Concordia Cobbers took
Hal-Rod
Points
Hal-Rod
Points
breezed to victory oyer another
..2
a
.200 i»A
/Atlanta
Turner's Market
34
A.
Bittner
Oil
4
'
y Cleveland . . . . . . . 0 14
¦
.000 P A - away the offense from GustaWinona ' Furniture
26% '
Warner & Swasey Co, ........... 4
veteran, Bobby Isaac of Cataw2
Winona Insurance ,
.:.
A.
25
vus Adolphus and won the Min- BTP
ba, N.C.
WESTERN CONFERENCE "Badger Foundry
1
Nelson Tire
J0V4
Midwes:w. L. Pet. OB
Petty held the lead for 105 of
Home Beverage .,
3
Sunbeam
Cakes
20
Intercollegiate
Athletic
nesota
'
MILWAUKEE .. . 7
1
.875 2
. 3
People's Xchange ..,,,.
Winona Rug
20
the
500 laps in the 250-mile* race.
Detroit .... ' .;... 12
2
.«7
Conference football champion- Winona Plra « Power
Rocco's Pizza
I
.... 20
Chicago ......... 7
4
AU V/s
he was not able to
However,
Westend Greenhouse ............ 1
Merchants Bank ................ 14V4
PhSerjIx
7
7
.100 j
ship Saturday.
Warner & Swasey Shop ......... 1
McNally Builders
,
14
gain a commanding edge until
Pacific—
Standard Lumber
1
.,...,.. 13
Tavern"
But the Northern Intercollegi- Main
Los Angeles ..... 7/ )
.700 ,
Isaac pitted under a caution
Eagles Club
a
Emll's Men's Wear .............. 14V*
San Francisco ... i
i
.500 2
"
Mankato Bar
0
flag that went out when Roy
ate Conference ended in a Warner & Swasey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Seatlle .......... 7 ' a
.«M7 2Vs
AC LADIES
WESTGATE MlXHRS
i
1 '.400 ¥.
. San Diego
Mayne's engine bldw.
three-way
tie
among
MinnesotaAthletic
Club
W.
L.
Westgate
W. L.
Portland :;;.
S
I , .JOS iVx
Only 17 of the 30 cars were
Hot Fish Shop
19
3
Black Horse Tavern
20 13
Morris, Michigan Tech and St. Oasis
Winona Oil
14 10
Bar 4 Cafe
20 lj
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
still running as the race ended.
"
Unknowns
........,...;,...
12
12
Boston MO, Cincinnati 121.
1» 14
Cloud. Morris xaused the three- Pounc Skelly
NASCAR's 1969 Rookie of the
Koehlert Auto Body
.10 14
Philadelphia 134, Seattle 121.
Hauser Art Glass .......... 1» 14
way finish with a stunning 27-7 George's Lounge
Lantern Cafe
f 15
Phoenix 107, Atlanta 100. ,
18 15
Year, Dick Brooks of PorterWinona Knitters ............ I H
Chicago 125, Detroit W.
's Sweethearts ........ 17 14
ville, Calif., won a battld for
victory over previously unbeat- Welly
San Francisco 114, San Diego 102.
UBC
11 22
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
ihird
place over Bobby Allison
Buffalo 103, Cleveland 91.
Burke
s
Furniture
8
25
'
Athletic
Club
W.
L.
en Tech while St. Cloud stung
¦
Only games scheduled.
, 'ACE ¦
Merchants National Bank . 1 4 10
Ala.
of
Hueytown.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Moorhead 29-9.
Weaver & Sons
14 10
Athletic Club
W. L.
MILWAUKEE 125, Phoenix 1C5.
Home Furniture
12 12
The Plumbing Barn ........ l»
5
Los Angeles 124, Baltimore 105.
Polly Meadows
.. 12 12
The Cobbers, in winning their Dunn Blacktop Co. * ........ 12 12
New York 125, Portland Til.
Lyle's Floor Covering ...... 11 13
Coca-Cola
..................
12
12
second straight MIAC title, shut Winona Heating Co.
Seattle ill, Cleveland 105,
Knights of Columbus ........ 9 15
11 13
Onl-y games scheduled.
out the Gusties 13-0 on Dale Rustic Bar ................ 9 15
CLASSIC
TODAY'S GAMES
Seven-Up
IS
Westgala
Points
*
Hertel's 10-yard touchdown run
No games scheduled.
Hot
Fish
Shop
. 205*4
COFFEE
'
TUESDAY'S GAMES
and Pete Falk's field goals of
Pozanc Trucking
199W
Wejtgale
W.
L.
Philadelphia- at Atlanta.
Jones a Kroeger
19416
18 and 47 yards.
Offbeats
»
7
Los Angeles at Chicago.
Wine
House
1
81V*
Gutter Dusters
.
7
New York at Seatlle. .
¦
the
Concordiffs
defense
held
. Westgate Bowl
180
Alley
Cats
...:....
7
Cincinnati at Portland.
*
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - UniRuppert
Grocery
H716
Misfits
:
7
»
Gustavus offense, which had
Only games scheduled.
«, :
Rollingstone Lumber ........... U0V»
SUNSETTERS
versity, of Minnesota officials
bedn averaging about 490 yards
. 147
Dele's Standard
:'
Westgate
W. L.
ABA : . - .
to a net 123 yards.
a
game,
PIN'DROPS
are to meet this week to disJordan'
s
21
?
.
EastW. L. Pet. CB
W. L.
Westgate
Homeward. Step .. ......... 17 13
Virginia ...;...., 10
St. Olaf, a 35-7 winner over Schmidt's
2
.833 __,
cuss the college athletic budgSportsman Tap . . . . : . ., . . . . 2t 13
Appliances
17
13
Kentucky
, .
.m iy,
Randall's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24 15
Grinnell of Iowa, will try to Mankato Bbr .............. 1« 14
*
Floridlans . . . . . . t
et, which showed a loss of
t
.500 4
Cheer 's Barber Shop ...... 22 17
Commodore club
. . . 1 4 16
j. . ' .332 «
take its second straight Mid- • Bolands
Pittsburgh ....... 4
KAGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1» 20
: 13 17
•$101,931 for, the 1969-70 academCarolina
2 10
.147 t. '•
Lake center Industries ...... 17 22
west Conference championship Tree Oil
..... 13 17
New York
7
.538 31i
17 22
ic year.
Hal-Leonard
21
Sunbeam
Sweets
*
*
next
Saturday
at
Monmouth,
West¦ ' ¦
Bakken Construction ....:.. 1* 23
Football revenue showed a
.
•
WESTGATE
MEN
Utah :...,
"
>
1
.too
DI. Both teams are undefeated
oasis . . . .;. . . . . . . . .;. . . . .; ,. is 24
Points
Westgate . ¦ ¦ "¦:•
Memphis
(
drop of more thaji $53,000 but
S
.145 3'/i
KEGLERETTE:
LADIES
going
into
the
game.
V...
29
Inn
4
Fun
....,.,:....vrrv
Indiana
... 7
<
.531 «v
Westgate
W. L.
public ticket sales for basketInsurance* ,...rs.. 29
Teaas . . . . . . . . . .. 2
«
.250 «
4
Carle.ton has one more Wunderlich's
Downtown Shell ............ 11
Hackbarth's Feed Mill ......... 27
Denver .......... a 10
hall and hockey were up a com.147 I >
5
10
Golden Brand Foods
22
chance against Beloit, Wis. this Buck's Bar
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
10
S
bined
$57,000. Gross receipts for
.
.
.
.
.
.
..,
:
.
.
.
.
.
.,.
.
.
.
.
)VTL
Penney
s
22
J.
C'
New York 108, Carolina »8.
week to avoid being the only Ken's Sales & Service.
i
Black Horse Tavern ........ 9
20
year were $1,684,732
the
1969-70
Texas ill, Floridlans 108.
¦ • ''
Mr. Paul's . . • • * .
>• ..•• ¦
Minnesota team without a vic- Happy, Chef ......... ........... 16
Virginia 1J8, Denver 133 (2 OTs).
expenditures
of $1,752,085
with
10
Bauer
Electric
.............
S
Unknowns
11
Kentucky ill, Utah 10J,
tory. The* Carls lost their eighth
4 11
Hardt's MUSie
increase
of
about
$130,000
—an
Only games scheduled.
MAJOR
Siebrechl's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 '¦ W
straight Saturday, 42-14 to Coe
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Westgate
Points
irom the 1968-69 year.
ACTION
New York JM, D«wer iw.
Winona Abstract Co.
2P
of Iowa.
Biggest expenditures were
Westgate
W. L.
Carolina 122, Floridlans 115.
22
Mr. Ts
28 l
i
S & H Sales
M«mphir lOS, Pittsburgh M.
Hlway Shell
20
137 for salaries and
$591,
Bemidji's
Lumberjacks,
who
Lodge No. 1010 ............. 2S 19
Only games scheduled.'"
O'Laughlln Plumbing
19V4
000
for aid to athletes.
$209,
,
...
24
20
Merchants
Bank
Utitt ill, Indiana 103.
had been winless, socked Wi- Ferris' Bookies
19V4
...22 22
Watkins
Wenberg, university
Stanley
Asco, : Inc. .
TODAY'S SCHEDULE
19
nona
40-12.
Mankato
State
chalBay State • Reds .......... 22 22
Kentucky at Indiana.
Federated Ins.
19
said the budget
president,
vice
M
»
Bricklayers
lenged nationally rated North Schuler Chocolates . . . . . . . . . . . . 12
. Texas at Memphis.
....18 24
Bay State • Blues
for the current school year was
Only games scheduled.
AMERICAN
Dakota
State
but
fell
in
a
blitz,
plumbing Barn ..,,,....;... 13 29
TUESDAY'S OAMES
Westgate
W. L.
trimmed $100,000 to prevent a
60-21.
LEOIOH
Pittsburgh at Memphis.
. , . . . 2 3 10 ¦ " ¦;¦
Rocco's Pizta
loss.
Texas at Utah.
Kulak
Bros.
Transfer
......
22
11
Round)
(Final
First
'
Macalester edged Augsburg Hot Fish Shop
Denver at Floridlans.
21 12
Points
Hal-Rod
Only games scheduled.
23-16 on Carter Hill's touch- Country Kitchen ............ « 14
«»
Fenske Body Shop ;.' ...'
down pass in the last 20 sec- Winona Excavating ......... 19 14
31
Teamsters
Lindsay soft water
19 14
24
Mutual Service
onds; Duluth shut out Hamline The Oasis Bar
18 15
Oasis Bar
•• ?t
17 16
•14-0; St. John's ripped St. Westgate Bowl
. J*
Williams Annex
A & D Boolery ............ 14 17
Bauer Electric .................. 23
Thomas 40-12; Wayne, Neb., Merchants
Bank ............ «</» Wi
J?
Winona Plumbing
slammed Southwest 34-14; Lea Earl's Tree Service ......... 15 IB
AUCKLAND, New Zealand
Legion Club .................... 20
Golden
Brand
.....
14
19
... l«
NSP
College doubled Wartburg, Io- R & D Skelly
(AP)
— New Zealand profes13 20
East Side Bar
IJ
wa 28-14; Bethel outscored Da- Lang's Bar
13 20
U
golfer Bob Charles today
sional
Watkins Pills
Choate Co.
12 21
11V4
kota Wesleyan 32-18, and Colo- H.
EB's Corner
won a series of matches with
Sunshine Bar & Cafe
7 . 2514
PIN DUSTERS
rado College 'battered Pillsbury
FOUR-CITY
Open champion Tony Jacklin of
W. L.
Hal-RoS
of Owatonna 47-22.
Hal-Rod
: Points
7
Teamsters ..
....... ... 23
England by chopping a stroke
Kupletz Auto Servlcenttr ...... 28
22
Grahem a McGuire
•
.
Palm Garden
.23
off the Waitikere course record,
19 11
Minnesota Intercollegiate
Blanche's Tavern
Bell's
Bar
.
2
2
18
«
Viking Sewing Maehlna ...
MIAC
Season
held by Peter Thomson, to finland 111-105; Milwaukee stopped
Williams Glass House ........... 20 :
W U
Shorty's Bar-Cafe
W-L-T
W-L-T
ish
with a five-under-par 68.
......;....
Burmeister
Oil
19
Phoenix 125-105 and Los Angeles x-Coneordm ............ '4.14
IS 13
East Side Bar
M-l
Glrtler Oil
19
Gustavus
V. 13V6 I6W
well behind his rival
, s-20
Edwin's Jewelers
Jacklin
7-1-0
turned back Baltimore 124-105.
Central Meters
..... 17
13 17
SI, John's
....;... 5-2-0
John's Bar ...;.....
4-1-0 '
Winona Truck Service '.•.*
with a round of 74 lost the
.. 14
In the American Basketball Duluth
13 I*
Roger's Meats
4-2-1
4-2-1
Ruppert's Grocery ...:
15'A
,
Hamlin*
Sloppy Joe's .............. 9V4 20V4
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Gopher otficials
f ON meet, discuss
athletic budget

Charles tops
Jacklin for title

46-point 4th w
doesnt stop /(wdts

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A National Basketball Association team scores 46 points in
one period and it probably
should win the game, right?
Wrong. The Portland Trail
Blazers came out smoking with
a; 46-pbiht fourth quarter, but
wound up trailing the New York
Knicks Sunday night.
Final: New York 125 Portland

"3,
The! Knicks actually had
cooled off Portland with some
hot hands of their own ih Willis
ReRd; Walt Frazier and Cazzie
Russell. They led by as many as
31 points in the third period.
Reed and FrazieV had 28 points
apiece and Russell, 21.
In Sunday's other NBA
games, Seattle defeated Cleve-

Morizon a victor
over Benvenuti

ROME, Nov. 9 (AP) - Is Nino
through?
;
That was the question the Italians posed this weekend as Nino
Benvenuti, the pride and powerhouse ot their country, succumbed to the thunderous right
of Argentina's Carlos Monzon.
With that right hook—in the
12th round—the world middleweight boxing crown slipped
away from Italy, also casting
doubts on Benvenuti's future.
He is, after all, 32 years of
age and no longer the speedster
he was when he won the gold
medal in the 1960 Rome Olympics.

crack at the title at the age of
28, and his manager say they'll
be happy to face Nino again, although the contract for the fight
Saturday contained no such provision.
But , said" Tito Lectoure, Argentina's prime promoter:
"There are other boxers who
have priority over Benvenuti."

State harriers
last in District

ST. PAUL, Minn. — Winona
State's cross country squad
put the wraps on its 1970 season by finishing last in the
NAIA District 13 meet held at
Como Golf Course here Saturday morning.
St. Cloud State, the team that
won its fourth straight NIC
cross country title last week,
nosed out St. John's of Collegeville 27-35 for the team championship. Runners from St,
Cloud and St. John's, the MIAC titlist, finished in nine oi
the top places in the eight-team
field.
Len Brenhy of St. Cloud won
the meet covering the five-mile
distance in 26:31. Joe Skaja
and Jeff Brain of St. John's
tied for second with identical
times of 27:00.
, Following St. Cloud and St,
"It would be too sad. I John's in the team scoring were
couldn't bear it."
Macalester with 102, Bemidjl
Nino said that if he felt he State with 121, UMD with 138,
wasn't up to fighting for the Hamline with 166, Augsburg
world championship again, ho with 168, nnd Winona State with
would end his ring career.
161.
Monzon, victorious in his first The top finisher for the Warrior harriers was senior How•QmafmmwumummmxmaK ^Kammmmmmmm *
ard Cook. Coo ., who favors
races that cover five miles or
more, placed 15th in a time of
27:52.
Freshman Bon Rahman
LIFE-LIKE
gOt
was next for Winona in 18th
ARTIFICIAL j Bfc
place with a clocking of 28:08.
Steve Rose ran a disappointing
JME
race and* wound up 39th. Mark
Hume was 44th, Mike Rose was
BOth, and BruceXodgaard wound
up 53rd.
Largo seltctlon—All Slfti
Dave Qland, one of Winona 's
leading runners , got his direcj
v ft* S HARDWARE
tions crossed and foiled to arI 37a B. 4th St. ¦ PtonajUl4M_
rive at the meet in time.
After losing.only two fights in
the first eight years of his
professional career, Benvenuti
has now dropped three of his
last seven decisions, two of
them by knockouts.
But he is convinced he still is
not over the hill — and he wants
a rematch against the Argentine
who engineered Nino's first defeat in his homeland.
"I still feel worthy to fight at
the world level ," he said after
losing tho title, adding that
Monzon "must not deny me the
chance for a rematch."
Asked if he would fight his
way back tho top by facing minor opponents, Nino snapped :
"I will never again fight back
in the provinces. Not after those
fights at tho Madison Square
Garden with 20,000 people there,
not after fighting before television viewers.

Just Arrived

Christmas

ROBB JKEE.
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Twins open 1971
season April 6
aqa inst Brewers

Nixonmeets
with leaders of
Conservatives

(Continuedfrom page 2b)
tion, heated by gas-fired installations, and will
¦ ¦ nave central ait;
conditioning. , " •¦ ' "
OTHER PERMITS:
P. Earl Schwab Co., 74 Kansas
St., $2,000, repair storage building, at 58 Kansas St., also a
wrecking permit to dismantle a
storage building at 59 Liberty St
Harry Johnson, 452 Main St.,
$1,500, install siding at 551 W,
Mill St., by Northwestern Aluminum Co., Preston, Winn..
George Falk , 62% E. 4th St.,
$1,000, remodel offices at 64 E.
4th St., by Roy Brugger, 915
'
40th Ave., Goodview.
Stanley Budnick, 1072 E.
Broadway, $1,000, construct 24
by 26-foot garage.
William Sheldon, 1025 W. Mark
St., $800 finish two rooms on second floor.
PERMIT FOR GAS-FIRED
INSTALLATION:
Richard Schleich, 454 Center
St., by Jerry's Plumbing & Hea>>
ing Co., 827 E, 4th St.
PERMIT FOR Om-FIRED
INSTALLATION:
Joseph Schneider, 323 E. 4th
St., $550, by Superior Heating &
Roofing Co., 75 E. 2nd St.
Total valuation for permits
drawn so lar this year is $8,330,**
733, compared with $8,634,114 for
the same period in I969.Thirtyone permits for hew houses have
been drawn so far this year,
compared with 45 at this time
last year.

Discrimination
causes HEW fo
act on schools

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Department of Health, Education and Welfare says it has imposed temporary financial sanctions in the past three months
against 12 colleges and universities accused hy a women's libei>
ation group of sex discrimination in hiring.
The* withholding of federal
contracts for 30-day periods is
the first enforcement of a 1968
executive order that forbids federal contractors to cUscrifflinata
¦
by sex in employment. "• . . _
A spokesman for the department said Harvard and Michigan were among the institutions
involved. He declined to name
the rest.
The Women's Equity Action
league spurred the federal
investigations with charges this
summer that about 200 colleges,
universities and medical schools
discriminate against women in
admissions or in staff, Wring,
promotion and pay.c

'

WIFE LJ
INSURANCE .

; ?

If your wife dies unexpectedly, how will you pay th»
cost of a housekeeper,
cook, governess, aoamstress, laundress and general home manager?
Does wife Insurance mako
sense?
Why not ask hert Then cell
mo.
j

,

*.

* i." <

, I.> <" 4 VHWt

China jumpe r
sets mark

Leroy Cieminskl
Phone 452-9573
Richard Brown .. 452-9053
*
Randy Eddy .... 4544481
*

ic Karm»

Seiko, C.L.U
452-4212 "
Dava
Morrison
..
454-321*
ic
ic Ralph Donahuo .. 454-197*
ic Brute Vondoroho 454-5354
ic Jatnei Sokollk,
Manager
452-4V9I

Metropolitanlife
N«« Y<MK H. .

Winona markets

Market buoyed
by strike
settlementtalk

NEW YORK (AP) - The
stock market, a p p a r e n 1 1y
buoyed by Ihe report that General Motors and the UnitedAuto
Workers Union had entered into
nonstop negotiating sessions,
moved forcefully ahead today in
moderate trading.
At noon, the Dow Jone^average of 30 industrialswas up 4.45
to 776.42.
Advances ran ahead of declines by better than 3 to 2
among issues traded on the New
York Stock Exchange.
Most brokers said the General
Motors strike* and negotiations
to tend it dominated market considerations. Even though the effects of the strike would be felt
for the rest of 1970, some* analysts said an early settlement
would be an incentive to investors.
Other brokers said the market
also was reacting to two other
pieces of favorable news: a survey by the New York Stock Exchange which showed that many
economists believed the economy was poised for a slow gain,
and thra report that President
Nixon would depend on easier
Federal Reserve policies rather
than massive budget increases
to stimulate the economy) .
Steels, rubber issues, aircrafts, electronics, chemicals,
oils, and tirugs we're up while
most other categories were
mixed.' .. "¦¦
Among "the large blocks of
10,000 or more shares crossing
the Big Board ticker tape was a
parcel of 68,300 shares of Crown
Zellerback at 28%, down %.

Armour & Co.

Open s a.m. to * p,m.
Monday to Friday.
These quotations apply to livestock
delivered to the Winona station loday.
Hogs
Hog market: Butchers¦ steady; sows
*
steady.
Butchers, '09-230 lbs. bast ..., 15.35
Sows, 270*300 lbs
13.23
Cattle
market;
Cettle
Steers, heifers and cows
grade and yield only Monday through
Thursday.

Bay State Milling Company

Elevilor "A" Grain Prices
One hundred bushels of grain ' will b»
the minimum bads accepted at the elevators.
No. 1 northern spring wheat .... 1.84
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.82
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.78
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.74 ,
No. 1 . hard winter wheat ........ 1.60
No. 2 hard winter wheat
. 1.58
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.54
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.50
No. 1 rye ,
1.12
No. 2 ryo
1.12

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 6 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Submit somple before loading:
Barley purchased at prices &ub|ect to
change.

Livestock
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (fl-(USDA)
— Cattle 4,500; calves 600; slaughter
steers and heifers moderately active,
fully steady) cows and bulls fully steady;
early sales vealer* and slaughter calves
steady; high choice WSO-1,150 Ib slaughter steers 27.75-28.00; choice 950*1,250 Ibs
26.75-27.50; mixed high good end choice
26.50-26.75; choice 850-1,110 lb slaughter
heifers 25.50*26.50; mixed high good and
choice 25.25*25.50; utility and commercial
slaughter cows 19.00-20.00; canner and
cutter 17.00-19.00t utility and commercial
slaughter bulls 24.00-2i.00; curler 21.5024.00; choice vealers 43.ON7.0O; good
39.00-43.00; choice slaughter calves 28.0029.00; good 23.00*28.00. ': ¦ ¦
Hogs 7,500; barrows and gilts fairly
active, steady with Friday's late trade;
1-2 200-240 Ibs li.75-17.00j 1-3 190-240 Ibs
1i.J0-1i.75s sows steady to strong; 1-3
270-400 lbs 13.00-14.00; 2-3 400*500 Ibs 12.50
to 13.25; feeder pigs scarce, steady; 1-3
120-160 lbs 13.00-14,00, feW 14J0; boars
steady.
Sheep 1,(00; fairly active; slaughter
lambs weak; choice a nd prime 85-110
lambs and slaughter ewes steady; feeder
Ib wooled slaughter lambs 25.00-25.50;
good and choice 24.00-25.00; choice and
prime 104 lb shorn, slaughter lambs with
No. l pelts 2<.O0; utility arid good wooled slaughter ewes 5.50-5.50,. choice <S0-80
lb wooled feeder lembs 25.00*25.50; 80*90
lbs 24.00-25,00, few 90-100*Ibs 22.00-24.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO U** —(USDA)— Cattle 7,500;
slaughter steers steady.to 23 cents higher;
heifers steady to strong; prime 1,1751,350 lb slaughter steers yield grade 3
and 4 29.00-29.50; choice 950-1.350 Ibs
yield grade 2-4 28.00-29.00; mixed good
and /choice 27.50-28.00; good 26.00-27.50;
high choice and prime 950-1,050 Ib slaughter heifers yield grade 3 and 4 27.5028.00; choice 850-1,025 Ibs 26.75-2740; mixed good and choice 26.00-24,75; good
24.00-24.00.
Sheep . 200; couple lots prime 95 lb
wooled slaughter lambs 29.00; several
packages good and choke ¦ 85-105 Ibs
24.00-28.00.

Ocean trench
suggestedas
waste disposal

SEATTLE (AP) —There's a
way to get rid of solid waste so
it won't be seen again for at
least SO million years, two University of Washington professors say.
Dr. Robert C. Bostrom of geological sciences and Dr. Mehmet A. Sherif of civil engineering think the massive power
that moves continents could be*
harnessed to send garbage and
trash deep into the earth.
They suggest that waste
which cannot be recycled economically be compacted to
make it heavier than water and
then sunk in ocean trenches, the
earth's deepest places.
These trenches are not only
deep, but their bottoms are
driving deeper into the Carth,
they say, as the downward wrinkles in the earth's crust are
pushed toward the Interior.
The professors ; say anything
dropped into the trenches will,
with geologic slowness, be carried many miles into the earth.
"These trenches are the only
places on earth where things go
down " Bostrom 'said. "No matter where else you put something—in a mine, on the ordinary oce*an bottom—eventually
it will come back."

Youth uses
technique learned
on television
INVER GROVE HEIGHTS,
Minn. (AP)—An 11-year-old Inver Grove Heights boy saved the
life of his elder brother using
techniques he said he learned
from watching television.
Zachary Lopez said he and
his brother Jssse*Jr., .17, were
alone at home when Jesse Suffered a severe asthma attack.
When Jesse stopped breathing, Zachary said , he pounded
on his brother's chest and administered mouth-to-rtouth resuscitation.
.The boy said he learned the
techniques from the "Marcus
Welby, M.D." television pro' ./
gram..
Jesse was taken to a hospital,
treated and released.

Demonstrators
boo, whistle
at Pope Paul

Farmers' share
of food cost
to be smaller
.

*. _ /

¦

Produce

Andy Williams
wife, separate

Next year—at least the first
six months-tmay not be any
better, either, according to the
outlook report
Using a selected list of farmproduced foods called a "market basket," department economists said the cost per year for
the* items during the July-September quarter rose to $1,235.
Of this total, farmers received
$482 and middlemen got $753 for
transportation, processing and
merchandizing.
This meant farmers earned a
39-cent share of the consumer
food dollar for the third quarter ,
the same 'as in April-June.
But the April-June market
basket cost $1,227, or $8 less
than in.the third quarter, and
farmers got $483 of the total or
$1 more than in July-September.
Last year , largely because of
stronger livestock prices, farmers received 41 cents of the food
dollar. It was 39 cents in 1968.
Noting lower p r i c e s for
some important farm products,
including hogs and fresh vegetables, the farm share is shrinking and may dip to 38 cents during the first six months of 1971,
Economists predict.
"Retail costs of market basket foods may average slightly
above current leveto through the
first half of next year," the report said. "Abundant food supplies and a slackeningin the advance of disposable income will
help hold down the rise in food
prices."

Spain suffering
worst drought
in 40 years

Author denies
'Ripper' of
royal blood

Conservatives to
have 70-65 edge
in the House

'

'

NATO cuts
said to be
premature

No royal
ambition,
says prince

Want Ads
Start Here vrKia^c^itiss
. . . oiini ic sERVICE'to our readers,
*!A «™,5d ads will be published when
Winona Dauy ft aunu y

CASffTON (AP)-A deer spent
nearly an hour trapped inside
a variety store Sunday after
jumping, through a plate glass
window.
A man cleaning up in a tavern
next to the store heard the
crash of glass and found the
badly frightened deer inside. He
called the village marshal who
called some sheriff's deputies
from surrounding Monroe Coun*
•
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torn cat. If
LOST-l pure white Angora occupant..
°"nd. Erlng to or Inform
;
529 Huff St. Reward I
N O TIC B
lures. Identify.
with
kit
FSDND^flshlng
This new*pap»r .will Be w«P»» "»;
¦ny
Tel. 454-2*12.
for only on«. Incorrect * Insertion or
i
published
classified advertisement
brown leath-'
LOST-ln Sioux St. vicinity,
the Want Ad lection. Check , your
ifey.. Reward.
er key case with car
and call 452*3351 If • correction must
Tel. - 4SM5I3. ¦ '
b» made.

,,

*°

aHer

."
LOST at Piggiy w'sa'v »lore Frl
money to
boon US 14. Please return
offered!
Reward
store. Uraentl
"
FOUND-temale dog, short browni fur.,
Tel. 452-2317..
white on paws and chest.
421 Mankato Ave.
eveTOPAZ COLORED rosary lost Sat.Sent
l.
nlng, vicinity St. John's Church.
452-2958
after
6.
mental value- Tel.

-WANT AD
DIRECTORY
The following ill Classifications are available to help
yoii get results on your ads.
¦Cards of Thanks
In Memoriam

'

\.

Rock Composer
Wilson in hospital
with ear trouble

5?E^a^

BUND ADS UNCALLED FORA-W, 100.
B-11. 14, 15, It, 17.

"

¦

¦

*

~~
yyjFREITF-OUNDADS

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
farmer's share of consumer
food expenditures this year will
be the smallest since 1968, according to a preliminary report
by the Agriculture Department,
partment. y
At the same time, retail
prices charged consumers are The door was left open and
riding well above earlier years. the deer, which suffered minor
Increased middlemen costs are cuts, walked out and returned
blamed in the report for the to the„woods. Y
shrinking farmers share of the
consumer food dollars.

ROME ffl — Pope Paul VI
was booed i and whistled at by a
group of 400 to 500 shanty dwellers and made the object of two
other demonstrations during his
Sunday blessing to a crowd in
St. Peter's Square.
The shanty dwellers had been
evicted by police earlier in the
day from newly built apartment
houses where they had illegally
seized quarters. They shouted at
the Pope, "Housing yes; shanties no!" and waved a big sign
saying, "We want housing." The
pontiff gave no sign that he was
aware of their presence.
In another demonstration, a
group of Youth Italian Fascist
MOREHEAD CITY, N.C. party members protested the
1 P.M. New York
CAP) — The 14 survivors of the five-month old jailing of five
sunken freighter Caribbean members of their organization
Stock Prices
Mist, which went down in the for a street fight with leftists,
Atlantic with the loss of four and two chained themselves by
Allied Ch 17% Honeywl 76y4
lives, say they took to the chop- the -wrists to a lamp post.
AllisChal 13% Inland Stl 25"!i
py seas with lifd preservers and The third demonstration was
Amerada 44% I B Mach 298%
clung to rafts made from empty staged by a Catholic group disAm Brad 42% Intl Harv 23-/4
Am Can S9& Intl Pap* 32% CHICAGO (AP) -Chicago oil drums.
playing placards which called
Am Mtr
6% Jns & L 10% Mercantile Exchange — Butter The men who survived the or- for a national referendum if
AT&T
45% Jostens
25% steady; wholesale buying prices deal told of their *syperiences parliament legalizes divorce, as
Anconda 21 Kencott
36% unchangeel; 93 score AA 69%; Sunday as 12 of them arrived at it is in the process of doing.
Frozen semen used
Morehead City aboard the Coast
Arch Dn 36% Kraft Co 38% 92 A.69& ; 90 B 67%.
There
have
been
past
demonArmcoSI 20% Loew's
SO
Eggs steady; "wholesale buy- Guard cutter Chilula. Two oth- strations during the Pope's Sun- to produce litter
Armour 44% Marcor
24% tag prices unchanged; 80 per ers had been flown in by heli- day blessing, but this was the of pigs at 'U'
AvcoCp 10% Minn MM 89% cent or better grade A whites copter Saturday.
first time he had been whistled
Beth Stl 21% Minn P L 17% 37; mediupis 31; standards 31; The Chilula brought with it a and shouted at by a large group. MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
rusted lifeboat with holes in the*
Boejiig 14% Mobil Oil 53% checks 19.
first litter of pigs received from
bottom.
Boise Cas 49% Mn Chm 31%
frozen semen was born Oct..liy
" The Caribbean Mist, a 1,318Brunswk 17% Mont Dak 32
the Universityyof Minnesota anton motor vessel owned by FlorBrl North 31% N Am R 18%
nounced.
ida Inter-Island Shipping Co. of
Catpillar 36 N N G a s 45
Edmund Graham , animal sciMiami, sank Thursday about 130
Ch MSPP 10% No St Pw 22%
entist in charge of the project ,
miles off the North Carolina
Chrysler 26% Nw Air
18%
said the litter consisted of five
coast in a gale which stirred 25Cities Sve 43% Nw Bane 34
pigs, one of which has since
to 30-foot waves. Thd search
Com Ed 32% Penney
46%
died.
for
the
captain
and
three
crew
ComSat 46% Pepsi
47%
Graham noted that, although
members was abandoned SaturCon Ed 22% Pips Dge 37
frozen
semen has been used
¦
day.. .
Cont Can 38 Phillips
28%
widely in the beef' and da"iry
Cont OH 28% Polaroid 68% LONDON(AP) - Prince Alex- The Caribbean Mist was en
industry, this was the first sucCntl Data 46% RCA
23% ander of Yugoslavia, 25-year-old route from Guianas to Balti- THE HAGUE (AP)
cess with boar semen.
The
Dart lnd 32% Rep Stl
28% son of the late King Peter, says more, Md., with a cargo of 1,600 American president of the North "Although the litter size was
Dee*re
35% Rey Ind 48% he has no oresent ambition to be tons of aluminum ore.
small, we regard this as an imThe* crewmen were picked up Atlantic Assembly warned toDow Cm 64% Sears R 70-ft crowned Mng-in-exile.
portant first step since we're fiday
that
some
U.S.
troops
may
du Pont 121% Shell Oil 44% King Peter died in Los An- Friday, after almost 24 hours in be "withdrawn
nally up from ground zero,"
from
Europe.
But
the
water,
by the Chilula and
East Kod 66% Sp Ran
22% geles last Tuesday.
said Graham.
the
secretary-general
of
the
Firestone 45% St Brands 44% In a statement at a Serbian the Eastward , a Dufee Universi- North Atlantic Treaty
The procedure makes it
Organizaty
research
vessel.
Ford Mtr 51% St Oil Cal 48% Orthodox Church memorial for
tion said consideration of -any possible to collect semen from
Gen Elec 87% St Oil Ind 48% his father Sunday, Alexander,
cuts now would be ""premature outstanding sires and freeze it
Gen Food 81% St Oil NJ 69% who is a lieutenant in a British
and harmful."
for storage, thus increasing the
Gen Mills 32% Swift
27% army tank regiment, said he
of
outstanding
Rep. Wayne L. Hays , D-Ohio, availability
Gen Mtr 74 Texaco
32% had not been consulted about
delivered the warning in a breeding stock.
Gen Tel 26% Texas Ins 74% crowning and "in my opinion
speech prepared for the opening
GilWtte 42 Union Oil 35% such an event could have no
of the assembly's annual sesGoodrich 27% Un Pac
44% constitutional effect and could
sion. The group brings together
Goodyear 29% U S Steel 30% well bo the cause of political
legislators from all members of
LONDON
(AP)
—
Singer
Greyhnd 14% Wesg El 65% friction."
the North Atlantic Treaty OrAndy Williams
Gulf Oil 28% Weyrhsr
53% He added, however: "If at Claudine Longet and his wife ganization except Greece.
say
they
are
Homestk 24% Wlworth
33V4 some future time the Yugoslav having a
trial separation even "If a few thousand men were
people as a whole decide that though they are sharing a suite to "be withdrawn to the United
SHOT TO DEATH
States", Hays said, "this would
they would wish to have a resto- at the Savoy Hotel .
ration of the monarchy, then I "The marriage wasn't quite not imply either a weakening of
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Roour resolve nor a real weakenbert Wilis, 29, of Milwaukee shall give this question deep what it should be," Williams ing of our capability to play our
consideration
in
the
light
of
-were
told
a
newsman.
tak"We
was shot to death ln an argudue part in the common deing each other for granted. We fense."
ment over a dice game during events at that time."
LONDON (AP) — Thomas
finally
decided
to
have
a
sabbatan all-night party which began
Speaking before Hays, Manlio Stowell, the author whose hints
guess a civilized separa- Brosio, secretary-general of
Saturday, police said.
Lutheran Brotherhood ical—I
tion is the best description for NATO, said even a limited re- touched off speculation that
Jack the Ripper was the greatelects North Dakota it."
duction of U.S. forces in Europe uncle of Queen Elizabeth II, deMrs.
Williams
said
"We
split
,
man board chairman up because it is better
would be politically and militarto part ily dangerous unless offset by nied today that he ever suggestf
Britain's most notorious
WELCOME
^ MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The before you get to the point of an improvement of European ed
murderer was of royal blood.
!
TO THE
Lutheran Brotherhood Insur- hitting each other. If we get to- forces.
ance Company has elected Ar- gether again our marriage will West European defense minis- Stowell said in a magazine ar10 HOUR
len
R. Bjella of Williston , N.D. probably be much better for the ters meet in Brussels Tuesday ticle last week that he . knows
WORK WEEK!
the Ripper's identity but refuses
as board chairman and chief separation ."
to outline what improvements to disclose it. In the article he
If you would like to work 10 executive officer . He succeeds Williams , 39, and his French- they are ready to make.
houra a week at your own
Arthur O. Lee, who died last born wife, 20, have been mar- The Brussels meeting is de- dropped a number of hints
pace, hi your own car, and
month,
ried nine years.
signed as a gesture of support to about the killer who carved up
¦
build your own buBinean
Bjella , 53, former North Daencourage the United States to prostitutes on foggy back
If you would like to Invest as
kota state Republican chairman ,
keep up its European strength. streets of 19th century London,
¦ little ¦ $600 to $1500 in
is senior member of a Willis- 3 police officers
U.S. officials say no decision on baffling Scotland Yard.
spare cash to atart a business
ton law firm .
this hns yet been made, but one Stowell said tho Ripper was
to be married in
that can give you a nice reHe was chosen at a board
Is expected before the end of the "tho heir to power and wealth,"
turn per year, then we'd better
meet in New York City. The joint ceremony
year
on force strength after heir to a title and son of a stern
have • little talk!
firm 's headquarters in Minnenext June. Tho United States Victorian matriarch. These and
(AP)
- now keeps about 300,000 men in other hints led tho British press
We'll show you how to moke
apolis also said that Woodrow INDIANAPOLIS
your spare time pay handsome
P. Langhaug, 51, was elected Three police officers and their Europe.
to Edward , Duke of Clarence,
dividends with UII Snack
at
president. Langhaug succeeds brides will bo married in a joint
grandson of Queen "Victoria and
Shops. A proven business
A. Herbert Nelson, who retired wedding' ceremony liere Nov. 21.
elder brother of King George V.
opportunity in a growing $5
at tho age of 67 after four years Judge Valan S. Boring has
He died in 1892, and some hisbillion market' where 80% of
agreed to perform tlie ceremony
as
president.
torians
believe ho was a homothe biisjneso is done by the
at the Fraternal Order of Police
sexual who died of syphilis.
small Independent operator.
Hall.
In a letter in the Times today,
No experience necessary! No
"We
all
work
the
Sto-wrell
same
wrote:
shift/'
persons! aales calls necessaid Patrolman James S.
"I have at no time associated
aoryl We Will trisln you, counHoard , 23. "We were all plan- •MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
- His Royal Highness, the late
sel you, secure your locations.
ning to get married in the near DFLers have won two House Duko of Clarence , with the
AU you need ia your car, a
future , so we decided to take the races in Districts 5BA and 5BB Whltechapel murderer or sugsmall investment, and be willleap together."
ing to work hard to become a
in northern Minnesota by close gested that tho murderer was of
MADRID (AP) - Spain Is
success. Your conscientious
"It all started as a joke," said margins, leaving tho ConseWa- royal blood. It remains my opinsuffering its worst drought in 40 Patrolman Stephen M. Bolinger, tlvo margin in the House at ion that ho was the scion of a
effort wlU determine your
years with much of tlio country 25. "Tho idea began to grow on 70-65.
income .
'
nobel family. "
having only a third of tho nor- us and wo decided to keep it in Final official totals from tho
Are you ready to atart improvmal rainfall in the past six the family—tho police family, Itasca County auditor's office
ing your income? Then write.
SEPARATED CJREAM
months. Most reservoirs aro (hat is."
Please include references and
gave DFLer Norman Prnhl 6,356
. •
less than half full.
your telephone number.
Patrolman David J. Johnson, votes and Conservative Robert NEW YORK (AP ) - All the
Agricultural sources said Fri- 32, was reluctant to comment. L. Hall 5,289, a difference*, of 56 members of tho defunct rock
BWt e to:
day crop and livestock losses "They coerced mo,"ho said.
votes, in SOB.
trio Cream are on the road , with
• *) Ussnty Industries, inc.
wero expected to exceed $200 Hoard will marry Judith Gall In 58A, comprising parts of separate bands. Glncr Baker
I
1195
Empl
ra
Ctntral
|
|
million this weekend.
Coffer , 24, Bolinger will marry Itasca and Cass counties , DFLer has Air Force, Eric Clapton is
*¦# I Dallas, Texas 7524? .
In
areas
south
of
Madrid
,
Vicki
Lynn Sohn, 22, and John- Bill Walker collected 5,031 votes , lending Derek and thd Dominos
Dept. 7844D
\%
*
F
some wlno producers have of- son will marry Marie Grceson, 34 more than Conservative M. and Jack Bruce ia with Lifefered to swap wino for water. 32.
K. "Dutch" Crngun with fi ,707. time.

14 survive
es ship sinks
in Atlantic

Lost and Found

Deer goes
shopping ,
in Cashton

,

MAN'S HAT-found at Burlington Station, Sun. night 2 or 3 weeks ago. Good
condition. Inquire Burlington Station.

1—Flower*
,2—Funeral Dlreclort
3—LoJIaes, Societies
, 4—Lost and Found
5—Monuments, Memorial!
6—Recreation
7—Personals
8—Transportation

automatic ri*25 REWARD for return ol lost on road
fle, Browning .22-callber,
Pass area
Wlstlers
Kremer
and
from
to Pine Creek, Wis. Tel. Arcadia 323" -' ¦ - . .
'• ¦
.
3508. .
VERY LONESOME, medium size brown
dog found Nov. ts. Tel. 452-MOQ. , ,

SERVICES—

9—Air Conditioning, Heating
LOS ANGELES (AP) -Rock
10—Auto Service, Repairing
composer Brian Wilson of the
11—Auto Storage, Parking
Parlors
Beach Boys remained ,hospital- • 12—Beauty
13—Building Trades
ized Friday and was reported
1*—Business Services
15—Cleaning, Laundering
"resting but still suffering from
16—Dressmaking, sewing
extreme pain" due to an ear : 17—Film Developing
18—Furniture, Repairs
problem.
19—Moving, Trucking, Storaga
Wilson, 28, was attempting to
3D—Painting, Decorating
Roofing
make a comeback as a guitar • 21—Plumbing,
22—Professional Services
player and singer with the • 23—Radio Service
2*—Welding, Machine Work
group when he was rushed from
25—Wanted—Business Service
the stage at a Hollywood night- EMPLOYMENT—
club to the hospital¦ ¦ Thursday
2&—Female—Jobs of Interest
' ¦' •' . - . ' A'A
27—Male—Jobs o( interest
night.
28— Help—Male or Female
One of the orginal members of
27—Situations Wanted—Femalt
group,
30—Situations Wanted—Mall
a
pop
the Beach Boys,
Wilson hadn't performed in pub- INSTRUCTION31—Beauty Culture
lic the past five years due to the : 32—Correspondence
Courses
33—Instruction Classes
ear problem.
34—Private
Instruction
A spokesman said it was un35—Technical Instruction
36—Wanted—Instruction
certain whether Wilson ¦ would
¦
;¦
FINANCIAL- v
continue the comback. >

—

37—Business Opportunities
38—Insurance
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. », 1970)
39—Investments
'
' '
State of Minnesota ) ss. '"
40—Money to Loan
County ol Winona ) In Probate Court
41—Wanted—To Borrow
No. 17,264
LIVESTOCK—
In' Re Estate ot
42—Dogs, Pets, Supplies
John H. Mussel), Decedent.
43—Horses/Cattle, Stock
Probate
Order for Hearing en Petition for
44—Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
of Will, Limiting Time to File Claim*
: 45—Veterinarians, Kennels
and for Hearing Thereon.
46—Wanted—Livestock
Hulda Mussell having filed a petition
said
deof
the
Will
of
for the probate
FARM AND GARDENcedent and for the appointment of Evelyn
47—Farm/ Dairy Products
Motschke as Executrix, which Will Is
48—Farm Implements
Inand
open
to
Court
on file In this
49—Fertilizer, Sod
'
spection!
. ' ..
30—Hay, Grain, Feed
51—Hunting, Fishing Privileges
IT IS ORDERED, That the) hearing
1970,
at
3,
December
thereof be had on
52—Logs> Posts, Lumber
53—Seeds, Nursery Stock
10:30 o'clock A.M., before Ihls Court In
54—Wanted— Farm Produce
the probate court room In the court
Minnesota,
and
that
house In Winona,
HOME AND BUSINESS—
oblectlons to the allowance of sold Will,
56—Antiques, Coins, Stamps
If any, be filed before said time ol
57—Arllctes for Sa l*
hearing; that the time within which
58—Auction Sales
creditors of said decedent may file their
59—Baby
Merchandise
claims be limited to four months from
40—Books, Periodicals
the date hereof, and that the claims so
61—Building
Materials
filed be heard on March «, 1971, at 10:30
62—Business Equipment
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the .
63—Coal, Wood, Other Fuel
probate court room In the court house
64—Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum
In Wlnonn, Minnesota, and that notice
65—Good Things to Eat
hereof be given by publication of this
66—Guns, Sporting Goods
order In the Winona Dally News and by
67—Household Articles
mailed notice as provided by law.
687Jewelry, Watches, Diamonds
*<
Dated November 6, 1970.
69—Machinery and Tools
S. A. SAWVER,
70—Musical Merchandise
Probate Judge.
71—Radiol,
Television
¦;¦ (Probate Court Seal)
"
72—Refrigerators
Bergh and Poole,
73—Sewing Machines
By Roger W. Poole,
74—Specials at the Stores
Attorneys for Petitioner75—Stoves, Furnaces, Paris
76—Swaps
'First Pub. Sunday, Nov. 8, 1970)
77—Typewriters
78—vacuum Cleaners
CALL FOR BIDS
79—Washing, Ironing Machines
The Winona State College Union In80—Wearing Apparel, Fun
vites bidders for supplying the following
81—Wanted—To Buy
Items:
ROOMS AND MEALSCorrugated Transport and Storage
82—Hotels, Tourists Places
Cabinets
83—Meals, Refreshments
Hot Cabinets, non-Insulated
84—Rooms for Children
Knife Racks
¦85—Rooms With Meals
' Disposable Refuse Sack Cabinets
86—Rooms Without Meals
Flatware
87— Rooms for Housekeeping
China
88—Summer Resorts
Ice F'aker
89—Wanted—Rooms, Meals
Punch Fountain
1
Bid specifications may be obtained RENTALS—
90—Apartments,
Flats
olllce,
Winona
Union
through the college
91—Apartments Furnished
State College, Winona, Minnesota.
92—Business Places for Rent
Bid openings will be held on Wednes93—Farms, Land for Rent
day, November 18, 1970, at 1:00 P.M.
94—Garages for Rent
(CST) In the main office of the College
Union. All bids must be submitted prior ¦ 95—Houses for Rent
96—Wanted-To Rent
to this time and In sealed containers.
The college reserves the right to re- REAL ESTATE FOR SALE—
ject any and ell bids.
97—Business Property for Salt
Dated November 6, 1970.
98—Farms, Land for Sals
' For the Wlnone State College Union
99—Houses for Sale
George Bolon, Director
100—Lots lor Sale .
101—Sale or Rent; Exchange
(First Pub. Monday, Oct. 2«, 1970)
102-Wanted-Real Estate.
Stale of Minnesota ) ss.
AUTOMOTIVE)
In
Probate
Court
County of Winona
IDS—Cabins— Resorts
No. 17,096
104—Accessories, Tires , Parts
In Ra Estate of
105—Autos, Trucks for Hire
Bernardino D. Rowan, Decedent.
106—Boats, Motors Accessories
107—Motorcycles, Bicycles
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition 'for Distribution.
I07A—Snowmobiles
the
above
named
The representative of
108—Trucks, Tractors, Trailers
109—Used Cars
estate haying filed his final account and
110—Wanted—Automobiles
petition for settlement and allowance
111—Mobile Homes—Trailers '
thereof and for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
(Pub. Date Monday, Nov. 9, 1970)
IT IS ORDERED, That the > hearing
thereof be had on November 17, 1970, at
Clly of Winona, Minnesota
10:« o'clock A.M., before this Court In
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
Motlce of Hearing .
notice hereof be given by publication of PLEASE TAKE NOTICE:
this order In' the Winona Dally News
That application has been made by
and by mailed notice as provided by law. Carl
Polus for a reduction In tho lot
Dated October 22, 1970.
area
requirements In order to construct
5. A. SAWYER,
two
slnolo
family dwellings on lots of
Probate Judge.
4,900 square feet and 4,100 square feel
(Probate Court Seal)
at tho following described properties:
Harold J. Libera,
Part of Lots 7 and 8, Block 17, HubAttorney for Petitioner.
bard's Addition, or at 520 and 524
Carlmona
Street.
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 2, 1970)
Notice Is sent to the applicant and to
State ot Minnesota ) ss.
tho owners of properly affected by tho
County of Winona ) In Probate Court applicant,
No. 17,260
A hearing on this petition will be given
In Ra Estata of
In the Court Room of the City Hell, WiCarl A. Reps, also Known as
nona, Minnesota, at 7:30 p.m. on NovemCarl Rops, Decedent.
ber 19, 1970, at which time, Interested
Order for Hearing on Petition lor Admin- persons mo/ appear either In person,
istration, Limiting Time to File Claims In writing, or by agent, or by attorney,
and for Hearing Thereon.
and present any reasons which Ihey may
Ruby A. Reps having tiled herein a have to tho granting or denying of this
stating
petition for general admlnhtrailon
petition.
that said decedent died Intestate end
They are requested to prepare their
praying that Ruby A. Ropi bo appointed case, In detail, and present all evidence
administratrix*
relating to this petition at the time
IT IS ORDERED, That the Hearing of scheduled hearing.
thereof bo had on Deccmbar 1st, 1970, at
Respectfully,
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
J, G. Hooppner, Chairman.
tho probate court room In the court
Hoard of Zoning Appeals.
house In Winona, Minnesota; that the
time within which creditors ' cf sold decedent mny t;io their claims bo limited
to four months from tho date hereof, ond
thet the claims so filed bo, heard on
March 3rd, 1971, at 10:30 o'clock A.M.;
before this Court In the probate court
room In the court house In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice hereof be given
by publication of this' order In the Winona Dally News end by mailed notice at
provided by law.
Dated October 30th, 1970,
'MARGARET McCREADY,
Probate Clerk.
(Probate Court Seal)
Darby 8. Drawer, Chartered,
Attorneys for Petitioner.

LOST-Tei and white Rat Terrier dog,
answers to Gypsy. Reward. George
^
Haag, Fountain City. Tel. «S7-7752.
STOLEfi-job " sigh reading "Siding Installed Bv Horner Home Improvement,
109 N. Baker. Tel. 454-5296", from 72J
W. Howa rd, Halloween night. Reward.

5

Flower*

dol. West
TULIP BULBS—all color*. $1.50
¦
End Greenhouses.
. .- .

7

Personals

DON'T MOVE, Improvel No lob too smalll
LEO G. PROCHOWITZ, Building Contractor, 1007 E, 4th. Tel. 452-7841
PICK UP LEAVES with • Billy Goaf
Lawn Vacuum. For rent at WINONA
FIRE «. POWER EQUIP. CO., 54-56 E.
. ¦
.
2nd. Tel. 452*5065. .
TRADITIONAL VETERAN'S DAY lunch
for ALL Legion and auxiliary members and their families Wed., Nov. llfh.
Serving from 11 a.m. to I p.m. at the
_
LEGION CLUB.
DEER HUNTERS, are you all reody for
next weekend? We always like to heor
your plans and hunting stories. Ray
Meyer, Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
FOOD-TO-GO at reasonable prices. Anything on our menu con be quickly prepared lor Carry-out* Tel. 452-9955.
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 Plaza E.,
downtown Winona. Open 24 hours every
day except Mon.
LADIES: If you want to drink that'*
YOUR business; If yot* DON'T want to
drink, that's OUR BUSINESS. Contact
Women's AA for -private, confidential
help wllh your drinking problem. Call
454-M10 evenings 7-10.

Auto Service, Repairing

10

DON'T : GAMBLE wllh your llrtl Have
TAGGART TIRE SERVICE specialists
rebuild your brakes. Price tU.1t most
cars. Tel. 452-2772;

¦Business Services

14

NEED YOUR small appliances repaired*
Bring them to Don's Appliance Repair,
231 E. Maj-kv Tel. 454-3054.
PIANO TUNING and repair. Please call
or write Bill Olseen, Apt. 302, 1744 W.
6th. Tel, 454-5112.
BLOWN IN INSULATION-walla and
attics. Free estimates. Fast, dependable
aervlce. Carlson Insulation Service, Roneld Carlson, Houston, Minn. Tel. (9*.
: 3538.
NEED Carpet Installed?
MARLIN ENGRAV
135 38th
Tel. 452-5487.

Moving, Truck's Storage

19

HEATED SPACE available for storage
of campers or boats. Tel. 454-4614 for
additional Information.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

LINDSAY SOFT WATER, both hot and
cold, rent or own. Call todayl 125 Main,
Wlnonzj. Tel. 452-3161.

ELECTRIG.BOTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains.
CALL
SYL KUKOWSKI
.

Tel. 452-950? or 452*4436 1-year guarantee

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service
Special Truck, Sanitary & Odorless
G. S. Woxland Co.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 864-924}

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
WE ARE equipped with latest Konway
equipment and are prepared to hnndls
all your pipe cleaning needs.
KENWAY SEWER CLEANING
Tel. 452*9394
WEATHER FORECAST COLDI Doivt
take garbage out, put It In . . . In the
fast, powerful, yet quiet IrvSlnk-Erotor
Gorbaga Disposer . Jam-proof, corrosion
free, performs better long after other
brands give up. It's Numbs One
the ln*Slnk-Erator.

Frank O'Laughlin

. ..

PLUMBING & HEATING
"M E ,6th
Tel. 452*6349

Female — Jobs of Int. —

26

GENERAL OFFICE
WORK
Responsibilities of a ono
girl office .
Bookkeeping experience
required.
Other duties include :
•ft Payroll
rV Typing
•ft Correspondence
Write B-17 Daily News.

* BMflaMM AUTO SERVICE
CENTER
^W alfll
COMPLETE . . . GUARANTEED

(First* Pub. Monday, Nov. », 1970) '
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona ) in Probate Court
No. 16.B75
In Re Estate of .
Martha Krem, formerly
Marina E. Mlcheel, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Pinal Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of tho above named
estate having filed his final account nnd
petition for settlement end allowance
thtreot and tor distribution to the persona
thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on Noverpber 25, 1970, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
tho probate court room In the court house
In Wlnone, Minnesota, .and that notice
hereof bb given by publication of this
order In the Wlnone Dally News and by
mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated October 20, 1970.
S.' A. SAWYER,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Courl Seal)
Harold J. Libera,
Altorney for Petitioner.

BRAKE JOB $41.88

Here is what we do:
1, Install NEW brake linings all four wheels
2, Completely rebuild wheel cylinder
3, Turn drums and arc shoes to fit drums for
complete nnd safe braking
4, Bleed Brake Lines and add New Brake fluid
, 5, Clean, Inspect and repack front wheel bearings

Montgomery Ward
MIRACLE MALL

Tel. 454-4300

.

. *

¦

¦

'

FumiH — Job* of mr. — 26 Dogs, Pots,Supplies

r :

~

42 Farm Implements

48 Good Things to Eat

BABYSITTER for 2-year-old, 8-5 on FRENCH POODLE — apfleot color, 8 FARMALL F 20, runs flood, good rubweekdays, vour home, central or west
months old. $45. Tel. 454-4752. 406V-. E.
ber, S, J. Roterlng.-Tel. 454-5882.
location.: Tel. 454-4514 after 6 p.m. ' . ¦
STAINLESS STEEL bulk tank, 300-gal.;
SALES WORK — part-time * help wanted, DACHSHUNDS, Cockers, Peke-O-Poos,
also DeLaval No, 75 vacuum pump,
evenings and weekends. Write B-l8
Poodles, Terriers and Springer. I20-J60.
complete with YA" vacuum line; used
Dally News,
Don Lekey, Trempealeau,* Wis.
DeLaval magnetic converter and 20
*
stall cocks; 4 DeLaval magnetic milkWANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture. SILVER GRAY AKC miniature poodles,
ing units; 36 used lever stanchions,
Harding Beauty School, 7* plaza W.
12 weeks old. Only i males remaining,
Galen Engel, Fountain City. Tel. 687.
very lovable pets. Til. 43*-359B after 5.
775*.
BABYSITTER WANTED In my home for
4-year-old girl. 5 days par week, 7:30- EXPERIENCED poodli grooming
at Hill- STANCHIONS, 23; 10 drinking cups; stall
3:3(7. Tel. 454-2821 after f p.m. (Goodcrest Poodle Parlor. TeL Se-lma 485-4873 dividers; WD 45 tractor with power
view). :
tor an appointment. Also AKC • months,
steering, good rubber; .Minnesota deluxe
While miniature male, $50.
No, .110 manure spreader with liquid
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY, Central Junior
pan. Tel. Houston 896*3363 after 1:30. *
High School or Winona Senior High
School girl, who has completed YWCA Horses,Cattle,Stock
43 NEW IDEA No. 101 single row corn pick'¦
¦¦ '
baby counts to laka 2 children, 3 and _~£
er. Tel. Houston 896-3879.
4 years old, Into your home 3:30 to 5:30 YORKSHIRE PUREBRED boars, accredp.m., Mon. through. Frl. Wage Si per
ited SPF herd. Robert Oatmz. VA mill
USED LAMINATED RAFTERSI
week payable each Mon. Student must
W. ot Hart. Tel. Rushford 844.9212.
LIKE NEW. Save 50% or more! Other
have substitute In home If not available
building materials for sale. For more
when children arrive. Children Will be SIX GILTS-wlH start t» farrow In 1
Information. Tel. (507) 289-0348.
delivered and picked up. Prefer girl
week. Elder Matthees, Rolllngstone. "
who will allow children to watch SeTel. Lewlstfln 2767.
FITZGERALD SURGE
same Street each day on Channel 2 at
Sales & Service
4:30 p.m. Tel. 454-5631 after 3:30 p.m. SIX HOLSTEIN sprlnslng heifers and 3Lewiston, Minn.
Tel. 6201
bottom 14" Allis Chalmers mounted
Willard/Salwey, Cochrane, Wis. CABS, rear entry for Farmall H through
Male — Jobs of Interest —27 plow.
Tel. Waumandee 6262385.
560, 5495 or purchase complete steel
package cut to size, ready to weld,
ELECTRICIAN WANTED — .Class B It- SADDLE BRED show horse, In ribbons
$170 (less glass). Tel. 282-8674. Write
cense. Full or part-time. Tel. Rushford
all summer. Beautiful horse, worth
Roger's Cab, Rt. 4, Rochester.
864-789*.
looking at. Tel. La Crescent 895-2589;
La Crosse 788-1440.
DISC SHARPENING by rolling, no metal
POLICE PATROLMAM-clty of Wlnone,
removed. On-farm service anywhere.
high school graduate, '21-35 years of SORREL BELGIAN grade mere, well
Diamond K Enterprises, Fred Kranz,
age. Excellent physical condition. Startbroke; Sorrel stud colt, could be regisSt, Charles, Minn. Tel. 932*4308.
ing salary. J564 per month plus fringes.
tered. Kenneth Kresch, Chatfield. Tel.
Apply Room 208, City Building, Mr.
867-4008.
HOWELITE, THE NO. I CHAIN SAW
Norton.
Now some good used saws
Expert repair service.
SPRINGING HOLSTEIN heifers and
JOB OPENINGS for experienced plumbcows. Darrel j . Lund, Whalan, AAinn. POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
ing and heating service mechanics,
2nd i. Johnson
Tel. 452-2571
Tel. 467-2284.
: . 'Full-time employment guaranteed. Incentive pay to top quality mechanic In REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boars; Minn,
a firm with long established reputation.
station testing pen Index 206. Carcase
Union or non-union applicants acceptdale on every litter. Milo Wills, U
able Contact s, j.^Cvlson &*Son Inc.
Crescent. (Nodine).
et 2420 Harrison Avenue In Rockford,
III. Tel. 1-815-398-1910.
REGISTERED GUERNSEY cows and
springing heifers. Donald Hardle family, Blair, WIS. Tel. 608-989-3357 or 989¦<
«
•
•

.
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YOUNG MAN
'

'

¦

¦

To assist Service Manager.
Must be neat appearing and
have good driving record.
APPLY IN PERSON

to MR. STOKKE
Service Manager

REGISTERED ARABIAN Wily* chestnut;
also yearling stud colt, Norman Olnes,
Galesville, wis.
PUREBRED DUROC boars. Clifford Hoff,
Lanesboro, Minn., (Pilot Mound). -

REAR MOUNTED
Scraper blades, 3-point,
snap coupler, and quick
hitch.
koeHENDERFER & SONS
Fountain City, Wis.

Parnam & Co.

BLACK DIRT, fill dirt, fill sand,
crushed rock and gravel.
DON VALENTINE
Tel. Rolllngstone 689-2366

TOUSLEY
FORD
TED MAIER DRUGS
.;
' \*
..
'

'

•

Help —> Mais or Female

¦
~- r . , ' . • ¦
"Vv
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Animal Heslth Center
Downtown & Miracle Mall

Hay, Grain,Feed

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44
CARETAKERS for Lutherhaven Bible
Camp, Man end wife. Tel. Dakola 643HYLINE
HENS-1
year
old,
good
for
eat6827. .
Ing or laying. 80c apiece. Floyd Sanders,
St. Charles, Tel. 932-4306.
BOYS AND girls, earn money selling
candy. Tel, 452-2109.
DEKALB 20-WEEK-OLD pullets deliver
ed to your door. SPELTZ CHICK
WOULD yoii finally like to work In your
HATCHERY. Rolllngstone. Minn. Tel.
own business where the Investment Is
689-2311.
¦ your own efforts, ambitions, and goals
and not those of your employers? And
If you would like a business Avhere Wanted-Livestock
46
,
you have finally some |ob> security, with
a potential Income twice what you're
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
making now, this may finally be what A REAL GOOD auction market for your
you arm looking fori All this for ah ; livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
Initial Investment of less than $251 Tel.
week. Livestock benight every day,
•1M-302! for Information.
Trucks available. Salt, Thurs., I p.m.
Tel. Lewiston 2667 or Winona 452*7814.
Situations Wanted - Male 30

OIL PRIESEN, your remodeling consultent. For carpenter work end general
maintenance. Tel. 454-444) or 452-2598.

Business Opportunities

37

FOR SALE, Minnesota Motel et Junction
ef U.S. Hwys. 14-61 & 16, Le Crescent,
Minn. Owner retiring to Florida Dec.
1. 18 units plus attractive 4-bedroom liv. Ing quarters. $65,000. $20,000 down, balance at 7% In easy monthly payments.
Tel. La Crescent 895*2420.
CULP SERVICE Station for lease In St.
Charles, Small Investment needed. Good
opportunity. Contact R. S. Hamilton,
3326 Leonard, La Crosse. Tel. 788-4654.

Dogs, Pets,Supplies

42

TOY POMERANIAN puppies, Miniature
Schnauzer puppies, all AKC registered.
Stuber Farm and Kennels, 4 miles
from Bluff siding on to, Rt. 1, Fountain City, Wis.
ONE REAL good Coonhound; also 1 well
started hound. 709 Wilson.
TWO Treeing Walker Coonhounds, $60
each. D. D. McKllllp, Rt. 2, Eleva,
Wis. Tel. 287-3191 alter 6 p.m.

,

JHELTIE (Mlnl-Collle) pups. AKC. Sables,
trls—all ages. Tel. ' La Crescent, Minn.
895*4711 or Le Crosse, Wis. 783-2578.
WE STAND behind our AKC registered
puppies lOOCo with a 3-year guarantee,
All of our puppies have had shots and
have been wormed with Task. You can
charge your purchase on BankAmerlcard or we can finance. Buy from the
people who know and have the best
selection In the area. THE AQUARIUM,
159 E. 3rd. Tel. 454*2876.

Farm Implements

48

FEITEN IMPL CO.
113 Washington

Winona
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FARMERS... DON'T WAIT
ur Tractor breaks down.
has
un^l y°
this
EMIL
month
a birthd ay
and he is ^ving you a present.

x

ed from now until DECEMBER
* T"
^ Jk.
24, 1970, He will give you
EMIL
FREE TRUCKING & 10% DISCOUNT
on all parts used on the job.

NOTE: All work MUST BE COMPLETED
no later than January 29, 1971

KEN S Sales & Service
Tel. 452-9231

Television Service

WE OFFER prompt, courteous service
on all makes. We specialize In cplor
^
TV, repair. WINONA FIRE «¦ POWER
EQUIP. CO., 54-56 E. 2nd St. Tel. 452:
• 5065. .; y - : - - ' -;
¦:
... '
,.

"73

Wanted > Buy

81

¦

Breezy Acres

PLYMOUTH—1968 Roadrunnerj 1967 Oldsmobile 2-door hardtop. Inquire MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
DODGE—1969 Super Bee, "6 pack", 4speed. 11,000 actual miles. Shown by
appointment. MERCHANTS NATIONAL
BANK.
CHEVELLE-1968 Mallbu 2-door harttop,
327, 4 ¦speed.' 51695. Tel. Houston 8963702. ' '. ¦;

IJK'¦* - BOB

MODERN OFFICES cn the Plaza. Stlrneman-Selover, Co., Tel. 452-3351, 452-9233
or 452-4347.

WHEN YOU BUY appliances or TV first Garages for Rent
check with the rest and then see us for
lowest prices. FRANK LILLA & SONS,
GARAGE FOR RENT. 266 W. 4th.
761 E. sth. Open evenings.

Houses for Rent

94
95

PANELLED, CARPETED 3 bedroom
brick home. East. Near bus, available
Dec. 1. JIM ROBB REALTY, Tel.
454*5870 until 5 p.m.

IS&c^'

1 R R6ALTCW
i-ijg CE^ERr
.J

PRICED TO
SELL

Exclusive Listings
Exclusive Service

• 1968> eBEVROLET Impala
2 door hardtop, Factory
Air, power
brakes & - steer**"
¦¦¦;¦
'

CLOSING OUT
Looking (or bargains?
Look tor NEUMANN'S

NEEDLES
For All Mokes
Of Record Players

Hardt 's Music Store
116-118 Plaza E.

MAIL

D A I L Y NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at

TED MAIER DRUGS
Books,Perodtcals

60

GOOD SELECTION of out of print books
plus many newer onos, Including children's available at
MARY TWYCE ANTIQUES 8, BOOKS
920 W. 5lh

Coal,Wood,Other Fuel

83

FIREPLACE wood, oak only, split and
dry. Tol. 452-7490 or St. Charles 9324429 .
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL end enjoy
the comfort ot automatic personal care.
Keep-full service — complete burner
care end furnace cleaning. Budget service. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
8. OIL CO., 901 E. Bin. Tel. 457-3407.

Furn., Rugs,Linoleum

64

102

SSTiPI
Im^iS
Hj!41j|E2&&-sS§S(^uAfl
I 73

Tel.
JlmM 454 5141

vHiPr

Multiple Listing Service

YOU ARE NOT
JUST ANY
FAMILY!

VINYL ASBESTOS tile, 12x12, IJWc
each. All vinyl (lib, 12x12, 2Qc each ;
Johns Manvllls vinyl nsbosto tile, 18c
each; also large stock of v' and 12'
linoleum Inlajds. SHUMSKI'e.
USED FURNITURE: 2-plece grey frieze
sectional, $25; 2-plcce living room suite,
(25; twin and full size metal bedsprlngs;
your choice, »J. BORZYSKOWSKI FUR.
NITURE, 302 Mankato.
SPECIAL! Textured plastic fop wood*
grain table, 4 naugahyde covered chairs,
ronze finish. VS. BURKE'S FURN I*
TURE MART, 3rd 8. Franklin. Open
Wed. and Frl. evenings. Park behind
tha store.

RECREATIONAL LAND-160 acres . 70
TWO NEARLY new studded snow tires,
acres open, balance wooded.
mounted on (.50x12 Falcon wheels, *30.
Tel. 454-3772.
PIGEON FALLS AREA-30B acres, heavy soil. Recently built, 34'xl00' Grade
A dairy barn; also a new 16'x50' silo. Boats,Motors,Etc.
108
Darn No. 2 Is 34'x50' ond Ideal for
young cattle. This one also has recently
remodeled 3 bedroom farm home. May HYDROPLANE-12W, fiberglass over plywood. $150. Tel. 452*6085,
be purchased complete wllh ell farm
personal properly. Better check this one
FREE WINTER STORAGE on your outout!
board with tow price tuneup. Check
our 10-polnl plan. We pick up end deMIDWEST REALTY CO.
liver. Also boat storage, DICK'S MAOiseo, Wis.
RINE, Latsch Island, Winona Municipal
Robert Dockuj, Realtor.
Harbor. Tel. 452-3009.
Olllce 715-597-36J9, residence 715-695*3157
T. H. Erlckspn Salesman 715-695-3422
Branch olllce, AuQUtta, Wis.
Motorcycles,Bicycles
Selden Russell, Manager, 715-206-2841
107

FARM SALE

ROLLGHOM6--

V 1% Miles S. of City Limits
on Hwy. 14
Tel. La Crosse 608-788-2142
Lyle Norskog-Hollis Norskog.

Everett J. Kohner
Winona, Tel. 4SJ-78U
Dakota T«l. 453-2971
Papenfuss,
Jim
NOV. 14—Sat. 11 a.m. 2& miles W. o
Arcadia on State Hwy. « to Co. Trunl
C, then 3Hi miles N.;Elmer W. Schultz
owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer! Nor
thern Inv. Co.i clerk.

¦

.. .
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We are giving away Turkeys
j
( with the purchase of any USED CAR
j
$500 or Over.

I

~

$500 to $1000 .... .. 1 Turkey
$1000 to $2000 ....... 2 Turkeys
$2000 to $3000 ....... 3 Turkeys
We have

A-r EXTRA CHOICE
_ _/ GUARANTEED

CARS
USED
To Pick from.

?Fully Reconditioned •Winterized
?READY TO GO!

VV A L L

2nd and Washington
Open Mon. & Fri. * Nights

Opel - GMC.

Tel. 452-3660

225 W. Srd
.

.

.

.; . . .

,

DO YOU KNOW ANYONE
Who Bought a Car Out* of Town
and Couldn't Get Service? _A
WE'LL SELL HIM. HIS

:.

.

. ..

.

., - -.
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IS^-f ll^fB
^^
/^
(erry Heidenreich, Pres.

§

1969 PLYMOUTH FURY III

1969 OPEL RALLYE

*squipped, 100*. Warranty.
,4 door, fully
ve m
TOP/ ALLOWANCE on your
We ^
^ pro<mct. License: 1JX-369.
oWer Chrysler

12,000 miles. A perfect car, Owner's name
reauest ucense.
License* W/.-7.M.
UZ-724
on request,

$1795

$2695
1968 FORD GALAXIE

1969 VOLKSWAGEN

4 door, Small V-8 engine, automaiic trans-

«
ift.nr-m
•«. everything.
«.• „ worn
TEST
Bug,
LOADED!, with
DRIVE. License 1H0-143.

mission, driven 40,000 mUes. TEST DRIVE.
100% Warranty. License: 1RA-304.

$2195

$1695

STOCK CLEARANCE

Make Offer
1968 GALAXIE 500
1965 CHRYSLER

2 door hardtop, small V-8 engine, auto-

NOW

y intori<)r *•"
'
SffififTSSS 2uB 22i

Yorker i door, FULLY EQUIP-

PED* ?*~ 3WK-624*

WE WILL MAKE A REAL DEAL ON THESE.
i

1966 BUICK

Electra 225 4 door Haidtop, FULL POWER,
Vinyl top, LOOKS LIKE NEW. License:
UF-281.

$1695

W

-

" 1966 MUSTANG

Convertible, Smolf V-8 engine, Automatic
transmission, Perfect condition. License:
1JX-104.

100% WARRANTY ON

HONDA — Immediate delivery. SL350,
CL350, CDm, Honda Mini Traill. New
Honda 350CC K2, 1699, CT70 Mini Trails,
S299. Storks Sport Shop, Prairie du
Chien, Wit, Tel. 326*2331.

'66 AND NEWER

$1395

1968 MERCURY

Cyclone 2 door hardtop, Regu- I
lor gas V*8 engine, automatic |
transmission, bucket seats, |

by
dt
l
,
o
n
d
liWUJMB sf : *•

MOTORCYCLES, Castrol Oil, parti,
accessories, service.
ROOD MOTORS, INC.
Winona — Eau Claire '

107A

COLEMAN - SKIROULB SNOWMOBILES
1971 models In stock.
BEE JAY'S CAMPER SALES
3648 W. 6lh
Tel. 452*4531*
Open evenings and Sat.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

^^^TURKEYS . ;.
TURKEYS
^
^
^ [

NYSTROM'S
Plymouth-Chrysler-Toyota

NEED MONEY1 1969 T-350 Suzuki motorcycle, 750 actual miles. Stoo or best
offer. Tel. Rushford 864-7470.

Snowmobiles

Hwy. 43 at Sugar Loaf, the old auction barn. 1971 Model mobile homes
startling at S3445. Well constructed,
4" sidewalls;" full 1-year warranty.
Office phone: 454*5287. If no answer
call: Nora Heinlen. 452-3175; Jim Mohan, 454*1)43. There will be some:
one , at ona of those numbers any
time. REMEMBER: We are also
stocking 12*, 14' and 24* mobile homes
and modular homes, y

.^ WMf?

'
y ing. y ;

FARMS - FARMS - FARMS
202 ACRES-Northlloid area, fertile soil. Accessories,Tires, Parts 104
100' Grade A dairy barn, lika now. 2
silos, 4 car garage, Lerge machlna FOUR TIRES, 8.55x14. Camper Ice box,
shed. Good farm home, $40,000.
beat offer. Inquire 614 W. Broadway.

111

La Crosse Mobile Homes
New and Used

"

Buying a home for your
family is a family affair!
And the home you buy toWanted to Rent
96 day should serve your family's needs now and in the
apart,
PROBLEM
finding
an
HAVING A
years to come.
ment to rent? We can sell you a
mobile home wllh low down payment
and reasonable monthly payments. Call
Because home buying is
Nora Heinlen, 452-3175.
such an important move for
APARTMENT OR HOUSE, furnished or
each
member of your . famunfurnished, 2 or 3 bedrooms, Jan. 1
ily, WINONA REALTY conoccupancy, In or near city, Tel. Red
Wing 612-388-7357 collect.
-* aiders each home - seeking
Farms,Land for Sale
98 family as a total unit of
separate, distinct individu160 ACRES—72 tillable, good 5-bedroonals.
home, barn and other buildings. Only
J155 per acre. TOWN a. COUNTRY
You are not just any family
REAL ESTATE, Tol. 454-3741.
with
us!
IF YOU ARE In the market for a tarm
or homo, or aro planning to sell real
For friendly, helpful, interestate of any typo contact NORTHERN INVESTMENT COMPANY Real,
ested assistance in seeking^
Estate Broker, Indopendonce, Wis. or
a home, call upon WINONA
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman,
REALTY.
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.

160 acre farm, approximately % tillable, will be
sold to tho highest bidder
for cash nt 2 p.m., Thurs.,
Nov. 12, 1970. Farm located
5 miles south of Rushford
or 1 milo north and 1 mile
cast of Bratsberg Store,
Sale will be held at the
southeast corner of farm.
5 percent down, balance
upon furnishing of title .
Carl Fann, Referee

Mobil* Hemes, Trailers

Whether Buying or Selling
Your Real Estate Needs
Are Our . .
Personal Responsibility
Office Phone 452-5351
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Laura Fisk ... ... . 452-2118
Myles Petersen ;.. 452-4009

NOTICE—OPEN for regular hours again. TWO-BEDROOM home, close to down10 to 5:30 p.m. THANK YOU for your
town. $95. Available now. Tel. 452-4832
continued buslnses. CADY'S.
or 454-2282 after 6.
UNUSUAL GIFT AND home furnishing
Items available at
^
MARY TWYCE ANTIQUES 8, BOOKS
920 W. 5th

RAMBLER—1964 American, < ^cylinder,
straight stick. $495. Will take trade.
Tel. 689-2669.

FORD^-1963 Galaxie 500, 289. $275. Tel.
452-5637. • - : .

AVAILABLE NOW, deluxe efficiency, on
bus line. 1 adult, $95. Tel. 454-5250.

CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner you ever
used, so easy too, Get Blue Lustre, Rent
electric shampooer ft. H. Choate & Co.

DODGE—1969 Super Bee 2-door sedan, automatic, vinyl roof. Asking price, $1998
or take over payments. Tel. 452-4153.

FALCON-1963 Station Wagon, $325. Tel.
452-5913 or 454-4357.

KELVINATOR 40" electric range, about
15 years old, very cheap. Tel. 454-1463.

APARTMENT — furnished,
NEW fashion colors are Sue's delight. She EFFICIENCY
quiet, close ' to downtown. Tel. 454-3740.
keeps her carpet colors bright with Blue
Lustre! Rent electric shampooer 51.
Business Places for Rent 92
Robb Bros. Store.

BUICK-1966 LeSabre, til50. Tel. 454-1014
after 5:30.

TOWN &
.
COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES

MOBILE HOMES

4 BEDROOMS

Wanfed—Real Estata

Mobile Homei,

Trailer* 11X
PLYMOUTH — 1959 Roadrunner, 383, 4barrel, 4-speed, tach, red with black
Interior. Good tires. Excellent condition. DEAR YOUNG PEOPLE: Are you tired
of renting and want a: homa of your
Tel. 454-1767 after 5 p.m.
own? Mobile homos may be financed
NEED MONEYI 1963 Pontiac Bonneville, ' quickly and conveniently at low cost at
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK; Let
V-8, automatic, 4-door , hardtep, low
a friendly Inttallment Loan Officer exmileage, perfect condition. $500 or best
plain the terms In every d*y language
offer. Tel. Rushford B64-74J0.
beginning homemakers can understand
and
appreciate. Stop todayl
XL,
below
FORD-1964
book price. Tel.
Plalnvlaw 534*2411 after 3 p.m. and Sat.
THREE-BEDROOM house trailer. Marshfield. Talcs over payments. Write P.O.
CHEVROLET — 1966 Impala Station
Box 417, Winona.
Wagon, air conditioned, new tires, 327
cu. In. engine. Tel. 452*3836,
Many hom»t to choose from et
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
CHEVROLET-1963 Bel Air 4door sedan,
Hwy.
14-*) E., Wlnone Tel. 451 .27»
6-cyllnder, standard transmission. 15,000
actual miles. May be seen at 261 W.
GREEN
TERRACE Mobile Homes. ExcluBelleview after 6 p.m.
slve Norlhern built Chlckasha dealer
In this area. 1971 models at 70 prices.
A SMALL AD Is not economical If lt seys
See Earl NoJIIeman, Tel. 4/0-13) 7 or
nothing or too Httlel
4S2-9j$12.
Hi
¦IIHH ¦
¦«—
^
—
^
—
—
—
PLYMOUTH—1968 Roadrunner, 383 en- —^—
gtne, automatic transmission, radio,
tach, rally wheels, new tires. Tel. 4542278.

J.A.K.'S

TWO-WHEEL, trailer and hitch, *10. Tel.
452-4308.

USED APARTMENT site gas range, also
used portable TV and color TV sets.
B & B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
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CHEVR0LE(T-I9«3 2 door herdtop, «ylInder, standard transmission. Very
clean. 521 W. Sarnia. Tel. 454-2165.

THREE BEDROOM 1966 Craftsman moAuction Sales
bile home, completely furnished wllh
washer and dryer. Priced to Sell fast ! ~~ ~"
,
For sale with lot. See anytime .at
ALVIN KOHNER
Used Cars
109 Potter's Trailer Court No. 10, Stockton. AUCTIONEER, City and state license*
and bonded. Rt. 3, Winona. Tel
452-4988. - .
CHEVROLET-1W0 station' wagon. Best
"
otter. Earl Strelow, Glen Mary. Tel.
FREDDY FRICKSOH
454-3416.
Auctioneer
Will handle all slices end kinds ot
BUICK-!962, V-8. $175. May be teen at
Largest selection In this area.
auctions.
Tel. Dakota «43-<i43. .
876 E. 8th.
Nelson, Wis.
Highway 35

Farms — Homes — Businesses '
Our Specialty
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTOR, MLS
La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895*2106
We Buy, Sell & Trade

• ¦

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
rent or sale. Low rates. Try us for all
your office supplies, desks, files or piflee chairs. LUND OFFICE SUPPLY
CO., 119 Center St. Tel. 452-52227

<

No Telephone Orders
Will Be Taken

CHALMERS re'
0n ANY ALUS
yK2SD
f
S$!Sr\ pair Job of $175.00 or more, book-

Hwy, 14-61 E.

71

Radios, Television

1967 Ford Truck
750 Series tilt cab, 5speed, 2-speed. 10.00-20
tires, long wheel base.
Nelson Go-op Creamery
Nelson, Wis.

1968 BUICK Special 2 seat
wagon, automatic transmisSam
sion, power steering.
INCORPORATED
Tel. 452-5847
450 W. 3rd
1969 PLYMOUTH Custom
Suburban wagon* ' power
86
Rooms Without Meals
steering and brakes, autoand
ROOMS FOR MEN-1 twin bed unit
¦
matic transmission, luggage
1 single bed unit. Tel. 452-4859. ,
carrier.
ROOM for gentleman. Tet. 452-«"589.
1965 CHEVROLET Impala
SLEEPING ROOM tor lady, cooking prlv4 door sedan, automatic
lieges. In country home, Tel. 454-1315
evenings.
transmission, power steering, radio.
Apartments, Flats
90 Lots for Salo
100
1963 DODGE Polara 4 door
CENTRAL LOCATION-newly redecorated
sedan, automatic transmis3 rooms with private bath. Partially BUILDING SITSS-qulet, secluded area,
furnished. Heat and hot water Included.
near Winona, 61 &> 9 S.E. Reasonable.
sion, radio, good transporAdults. 5150. Tel. 452-t5790.
Tel. 454-4275.
tation.
CENTRALLY LOCATED—4 clean, neatly
decorated rooms and bath. Reasonably Sale or Rent; Exchange
101 < 1965 CHRYSLER New
priced. -Available Dec. 1. ' Adults.-Tel.
Yorker 4 door sedan, auto452-3623.
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT — Weekly,
matic: transmission, power
91 monthly or annually. Competence, InApartments,Furnished
steering and brakes, tflt
tegrity and reliability assured since
1882. Tel. 454-5870. JIM ROBB REALTY.
steering wheel, E X T R A
CENTRAL LOCATION. Immediate occupancy. Adults preferred. Tel. 452-4523
CLEAN.
after 5:30 p.m. Friday.

|

MMpgHHss-MrtsTHSflssTaiVS

(Jr

MELROE BOBCATS
NEW GLEN ECHO Addition: 2 to 5-bed- FORD—1946 panel truck, 4 snow tires
with wheels, completely winterized. May
room homes now under construction,
NEW, used and reconditioned for sale or
be seen at West End Motor Court park$22,000-529,000. Wilmer Larson Construerent by the hour, day or week.. Your
ed In front or adjacent to garage on
Hon. Tel. 452-4533.
Bobcat Dealer ~ Dakota Heavy EquipOrrln
St.
west
of
4
miles
ment Sales Company.
Dakota on County Road 12 at Nodine. FOR QUICK SALE-owner offer* this atFORD—1966
1-ton, 4-speed, large 6-eyltractive S-bedroom rambling . ranch
Tel. 643-6298. . .
Inder, duals, 7.50x16 tires, cattle rack.
home for less than market value. LeavA-l. $1495. Will take anything In trade.
ing state. Choice west location, cabinet
70 Jclfchen,
Tel. 689-2569.
Musical Merchandise)
built-in range, disposal, ' 114
ceramic baths, drapes and carpeting,
full basement, screened patio, 2-car
SCANDELLI accordion, 120 bass, jed end
attached garage with electronic door
white. 307 E. 7th.
opener, curved drive on corner lot.
Tel, 454-4486.
RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
clarinets,
HARDT'S. Pianos, violins,
trumpets, etc. Rental peynien',„--Pp,1y OWNER MUST JflOVE. 2 years bid. 4
bedrooms, , carpeted, central air ' conditoward purchase price. HARDT'S MUtioning, attached double garage, all
SIC STORE, .11.6 Levee Plaza E.
thermopane windows, 2VS baths. Tel.
454*3859.

MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS—1 room to
7 room sizes, thermostat controlled. SEVEN-ROOM house, 10 miles from city
GAIL'S APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd.
on moln hwy. Tol. 452-4798.

Ask for Mr. Caldwell.

k

•

LARGE HO-model railroad setup and/or
equipment; large ship model, miscellaneous completed models; also O-gauge
locomotive model. Great Christmas
fllllsl Tell 454-3021.

THURS., NOV. 12
EXECUTIVE ROOM
PARK PLAZA 745

J
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WHIRLPOOL electric dryer, like new. WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
Tel. 452-6321.
„
metals and raw fur.
Closed Saturdays
MAYTAG WASHER; lady's pearl mink
Tel. 452-2067
222 W. 2nd
scarf and hat; lady's all weather coat,
slacks, size 14. All new. Tel. Cochrane
HIGHEST PRICES PAIO
248-2498.
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool!
ANTIQUE WHITE pitcher and bowl set.
Tel. 454-4812 between 8 and 9:30 p.m.
Weismah & Sons

PORTABLE HOOVER Spin Dry washer,
white; conventional Maytag. Jel. Altura
6519 or write Mrs. John Meisch, Altura.

1 JOHN DEERE 227
1 JOHN DEERE 227, MultiLube FOR "A," "60" and
"620" Tractors.

Machinery and Tools

57

PEARL NECKLACE crocheting classes
start Tues. night at 7:30 and Wed. afternoon at. 2 (two classes). Limited enrollment. Tel. 454-5312 tor details. The
place, 1054 .W. Broadway. Open evenings.
... ,

USED
CORN PICKERS

McDONALD'S

OLD U.S. coins wanted by private collector. Will buy any amount'of Indian
cents through sliver dollars and any
coins
of. collecting value. Tel. 454-2274
TWO-WHEEL trailer, license and trailer
alter 6 p.m. or write Dick Drury,
Mich, $20. Tel. 454-4812 between 8 and
Pleasant Valley, 'Winona, Minn., 55987,
9:30 p.m.

Articles for Safe

NORGE 15 cu. ft. deep freeze; wall rack,
6 ft. long, 6 ft. high with 25-20 Inch
deep pockets, could be used for automotive parts, etc.; used lumber and price
tag moulding. Inquire at 513 Mankato
Ave. Hours: 9-12, 1 to 5 p.m.

Fountain City, Wis.

)) QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Male or female, full or part-time
Jj) .
2. Ambitious
\y
l(
3. Self-motivated
))
4. No special schooling (because we" train)
\\
5. No age limit
*
If
6. Income of $100 and up
))
7. Will not disturb present job

Jj

WANTED: new and old cob corn. Write
price and location. Claire Zlegler, Rt. 2,
Tomah, Wis.

Special Price¦

'

j

50

PROVINCIAL BEDROOM set; antique
dining room sett breakfast set with
4 chairs; refrigerator, 2-door upright,
self-defrosting;
antique desk. .Tel. 454¦
. 5683. ... '
/

Kochenderfer
& Sons

Conrad Brandt,
Lewiston, Mann.
Rev. David Fischer,
Lewiston, "MJinn.

Winona Agency.

TWO-FAMILY Rummage Sale, 218 WashIngton St.

FIGHT WATER
POLLUTION

|

\

TRANSFER SYSTEMS
Permanent or portable.
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
555 E. 4th
Tel. 452-5532

' . " 'In ¦ November
;¦
'
"
on ;
Owatonna
Mustang Tractors

Turkey
¥Bt^J Winners:

Spacious older home. Fully
» carpeted, redecorated kitchen, dining room and fireplace. Excellent condition.
Close to downtown and
Typewrifers
77 schools.
Tel. 454-3287
THREE late model Edison dictating machines and 1 transcriber. All In excelfor
appointment.
Manager,
Office
lent condition. See

Vim-Con Conditioner
30-Day supply

ff m ffk

107A y«d Car* ,"S y

TWO-BEDROOM home at 964 E. 9th. SNOW MOBILE trailer. Tel. 454-1119 mil—Basemexitt-eprches, garage. Immediate
ternoon or evenings.
, occupancy. Termi^may be arranged.
Tel. 452-7184.
THINK SNOW! Think Sno-Prl'nee. Let us
service your snowmobile for the winter
THREE-FOUR bedroom homa In Goodseason; Winona Recreational Equip' view. $22,800. Tel. 454-3590.
ment Co., 76 W. 2nd. Hours, 12*9 weekdays; .9-5 Sat.
NEAR FREMONT—5-room house. 4 acres
Go One Better
«f land. C. SHANK, 552 E. 3rd.
Go SM-Dool
The
nineteen seventy
NEW 3 bedroom Colonial home on .
ONE
acre lot. Financing available. Tel.
DICK'S MARINE
' .
454-5381.
Latsch Island, Winona Municipal Harbor
Tel. 452-3809
BEST BUY In Winona I Priced from Wr
500. 3 models. 2 or 3-bedroom Townhouses. All have central air conditioning Trucks,Tractors, Trailers 108
and 2-car garages.. Financing available,
Must be seen to be appreciated. Tel.
GMC-1962, tilt cab, 19' grain box, 15-ton
454-1059 or 454-3955.
hoist, 401 engine. Bob Nessler, St. Charles. Tel. 932*4025
NEW 3-BEDROOM home, double atInched garage, family room with fireCHEVROLET
— 1953 Va-ton pickup, l*0ns
place. 1492 Heights Blvd. Hilke Homes,
good, $95. inquire Merchants Hotel.
Inc., Orval Hilke, Tel. 452-4127.

EXPERT REPAIR service on all makes
ot sewing machines. Estimate given
before work. WINONA SEWING CO.,
915 W. 5th.

CULTURED SOD
1 Roll or 1,000. May be picked up.
PUREBRED DUROC boars, priced reaAlso black dirt.
sonable. Clifford Rustad, 7 miles S. of
AFTER 5:30: Inquire 726 E; 7th.
Rushford, Minn. Tel. 164-7837.
Tel. 454-5983 or 454*4132
~~~~~
"'¦
.
CULTURED SOD
Laid or delivered. Also locally grown
sod, 99% weedless. Tel, 454-1494.

For Horses

Thanksgiving '

49 Sewing-Machines

Fertilizer,Sod

99 Snowmobiles ~V

65 Houses for Sals

f

Your Country Styhi Dealer
Ford-Mercury-Llncoln — Miracle Mall
Open Mon.-Wed.-Frl. Evenings
Tel. 454-5170

wm ^^^^___ ^^j_
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By Roy Crane V

BUZZ SAWYER
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APARTMENT 3-G

REX MORGAN, M.D.
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By Dal Curtis
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By Fred Laswell

By Parker and Hart

TIGER
;

By Bud Blake
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By Ernie Bushmiller
GRIN AND BEAR IT

MARY WORTH

—

,

THE WIZARD OF ID

I

4 NANCY
^

'

— i «-¦

By Alex Kotzky

.

'

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

By MMton Canniff >

,

.

By Gordon Bess

STEVE CANYON

/

' ¦'.

By Al Capp

Ll'L ABNER
¦

'
.' " '

By Chick Young

BLONDIE

"¦
• - "
.

''

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

/

¦

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

.

,

I

I

DENNIS THE MENACE

By Saunders and Ernst

''Fill us in about the new presidential commission that will ,
investigatewhat happens to presidentialcommissionreports!"' *|

'I'D LIKE TO OpeN THIS DOOR JUST
ONCE WITHOUTDRAWING A CftDWtV

